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2018
Cabonline is a leading taxi company in the Nordic 
countries with 2,700 affiliated transporters 
and around 5,300 taxis in Sweden, Norway 
and Finland. Within Cabonline there are many 
well-known brands such as Taxi Kurir, Norgetaxi, 
TOPCAB, Kovanen, Taxi Skåne, Taxi Väst, Umeå 
Taxi and Sverigetaxi. We use a franchising model 
through which transporters are given access 
to attractive customer agreements, reputable 
brands, industry-leading technology, efficient 
service and a shared infrastructure.

6,217 
Revenues, MSEK

239
Adjusted EBITA, MSEK

3.8%
Adjusted EBITA margin
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Revenue per segment 2018
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Revenue 2016 – 2018 Adjusted EBITA 2016 – 2018

MSEK 2016 2017 2018

Revenue 5,915 5,968 6,217

Operating profit 21 51 –121*

Items affecting comparability –56 –51 –77

Adjusted EBITDA 252 301 330

Adjusted EBITA 196 218 239

Adjusted EBITA - margin, % 3.3 3.7 3.8

Key performance indicators

Sweden Norway Finland Other

Quarter 1
Peter Viinapuu appointed as new President and CEO for 
Cabonline Group Holding AB.

Quarter 3
Taxi 10 000 AB is acquired. The acquisition encompasses 
the taxi business including 75 cars in Trosa, Eskilstuna, Flen 
and Katrineholm, that operate under the brand name Taxi
Samtrans Sörmland.

Quarter 2
FixuTaxi is launched ahead of the deregulation of the 
Finnish taxi market on 1 July. It is a new brand in the  
premium segment. 

Quarter 4
A new public contract signed with Stockholm County Council 
for mobility services from 2019 to 2022 (with an option for 
a one-year extension) as well as a contract in Oslo for patient 
transportation in 2019 to 2020 (with an option for a two-
year extension).

1

43

2

Important events in 2018

* Includes an impairment cost of MSEK –152 related to goodwill. 
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Our goal is to create a  
world-class taxi company.

8,300
drivers transporters

2,700
cars

5,300

journeys per day
45,000 13%

market share* 
Nordic countries

(10,000 people are employed directly or indirectly by Cabonline)

This is Cabonline

Cabonline makes people’s everyday lives 
easier by offering car transport services 
that are reliable and accessible. We offer 
resource-efficient transportation, through 
digital solutions, customer-focused  
service and high availability. 

market share*

Stockholm

 * Calculated as share of registered taxi cars.

37%
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Strong presence in more than 50 local marketsSverige Norge Finland Övriga We own a large number of different 
brands, including:

We work closely with our affiliated transporters to match passengers 

with the right car and driver under our strong brands. This demands  

good relationships with both the customer and the transporter, and  

well-functioning technology support.

TECHNOLOGY PLATFORM,
 SERVICE AND BRANDS

TRANSPORTERS
(own the cars)

TRANSPORTERS 
(“CAR OWNER”)

TAXI DRIVERS

END CUSTOMERS

 Franchise*

 Franchise light**

*Franchise = complete Cabonline service offering i.e. customer service, tenders, IT, tech, , administration etc.
** Franchise light = Use of brands only.
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During 2018 we have taken a number of important steps 

towards our goal of being “a world-class taxi company”. We 

have formulated a new business plan and strategy to further 

enhance our position and for continued growth in the Nordic 

market. We have given great focus to shaping an efficient 

and scalable platform and organisation, and we have been 

goal-oriented in our quality work so that we become a more 

attractive partner for our customers, transporters and drivers. 

Our efforts are already generating measurable outcomes. 

During the year we have implemented a systematic way of 

working to follow up customer experiences of the taxi journey, 

their view of the state of the car, and how the driver treated 

the passengers and drove the car. These key performance 

indicators have successively improved during 2018. By the end 

of the year, we had a score of 4.4 on a scale of 1 to 5, which is 

the equivalent of a five per cent improvement during the year. 

We won significant public procurements
In 2018, we won a number of significant public procurement 

bids in both Sweden and Norway. We won these thanks to our 

strong combination of price and quality, as assessed by the 

procuring public authorities. This has led to higher price levels 

compared to previously, which strengthens the conditions 

for us to deliver higher quality while also benefiting both our 

transporters and our drivers. A number of these public sector 

A world-class taxi company

Cabonline is a leading taxi company in the Nordics, with more than 5,300 
taxis that are driven under our brands in Sweden, Norway and Finland.
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contracts last for three to four years and lay a steady and 

stable foundation for our future income. Striking a balance 

between public and private sector customers is an important 

part of our strategy. It generates a higher rate of utilisation 

of the cars and makes Cabonline an attractive partner for 

transporters, which in turn means that we have a high level of 

taxi availability for our customers.

We are leading the development of our sector
Deregulation and digitalisation have long been part of our 

reality. Markets are under transformation and new business 

models, market players and services are constantly emerging. 

For us as a market leader, it means that we must analyse 

what is happening, research new business opportunities and 

develop new offerings for both existing and new customers. 

The fast-growing area of e-commerce is such an opportunity, 

in which so-called “last mile” deliveries of packages can create 

new business for us and transporters at times when the cars 

are otherwise not highly utilised. For example, in 2018, we de-

veloped a service for handling return goods that e-commerce 

customers order but do not want to keep. This is a growing 

market that currently accounts for around one third of the 

entire e-commerce flows. This has resulted in the launch of 

our “Reliver” product, a first step towards our entering new 

markets.

Profit for the year
From a profit point of view, 2018 ended well at the Group lev-

el. Adjusted EBITA amounted to MSEK 239 (218) – an increase 

of 10 per cent compared to last year. After an impairment cost 

of MSEK –152, as well as an adjustment for other items affect-

ing comparability in the amount of MSEK –77 (–51), operating 

profit totalled MSEK –121 (51).

Plans for 2019
In Sweden, we currently have a market share of around 25 per 

cent of the registered taxi cars, and across the Nordics, the 

equivalent share is approximately 13 per cent. This illustrates 

that there is still very good potential for Cabonline to grow in 

every Nordic market. 

It has been a fun and intensive first year for me as the new 

President and CEO, as it has been for all the employees, trans-

porters and drivers within Cabonline. I am deeply impressed by 

the skills and great knowledge of all my colleagues. The pace of 

change is fast, the opportunities big and the challenges are not 

few. But there is an engaged attitude across our entire Nordic 

organisation which is a huge asset to the company. Not least, 

given that behalf of the company’s main owner H.I.G.  Capital, 

we have also been working intensively during the year on pre-

paring the Group for a potential change of ownership, in which a 

listing on the Nasdaq Stockholm is one possible option. 

In summary, I can conclude that together in the company we 

are building an efficient organisation, with a scalable business 

platform and new customer offerings, which provides us a good 

starting position for continued profitable growth.

Stockholm, March 2019

Peter Viinapuu

President and CEO

13%
market share in the Nordics

”There is an engaged 
attitude across our entire 
Nordic organisation which is 
a huge asset to the company.”

”We have given great focus to 
shaping an efficient and scala-
ble platform and organisation, 
and we have been goal- 
oriented in our quality work.”
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Market overview

Cabonline operates on the Nordic taxi markets. The taxi mar-

ket is defined as the market for the transportation of people, 

and closely-related services carried out by a driver in a regis-

tered taxi vehicle. Transport is provided between destinations 

as indicated by the customer, in return for payment. The taxi is 

often associated with a specific brand. 

Historically, the Nordic taxi market has experienced limited 

but stable growth and in 2017 it was estimated to be approx-

imately billion SEK 45 with an estimated 43,000 taxis. In the 

Nordic countries, Finland has the highest number of taxis per 

1,000 people at 2.02, Sweden comes next with 1.73, Norway 

follows with 1.54 and Denmark has 0.71.

Historically, the Nordic taxi market has been regulated 

in terms of the number of available taxi licences and fares.  

Specific regional limitations have also existed. The level of 

regulation has varied from one Nordic country to another, and 

from one region to another. Deregulation is now underway 

across the Nordic markets, with Sweden being the country 

that deregulated first, as early as 1990. Finland followed next 

in the summer of 2018, while Norway and Denmark are still in 

an early phase of deregulation. 

0
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DenmarkFinlandNorwaySweden

BN

Estimated total market value 2018

In all the Nordic countries, the taxi business is part of the 

public transportation system, and a large part of the taxi mar-

ket is made up of publicly procured business, such as mobility 

services and school transportation. In all countries the trend is 

towards a greater focus on quality in the evaluation criteria of 

these types of procurement processes.

Public – B2P
An estimated 50% of the Nordic taxi market is made up of taxi 

services performed on behalf of and under contract to public 

authorities and agencies. Services include transportation for 

the elderly and people with physical disabilities, referred to as 

mobility services, as well as school transportation.

B2P contracts usually last for three to four years and 

are often structured with an option for an extension. The 

contracts are awarded via a public procurement process. His-

torically, price has been the main evaluation criterion. During 

recent years factors such as quality, capacity and geographical 

coverage have become more important. The public sector 

is increasingly placing emphasis on quality today. In 2018, 

Cabonline won a number of contracts, not due to having the 

lowest price but because we were best able to meet the re-

quirements for quality, accessibility and geographic coverage.

Demand from public contracts has been relatively stable 

over time, while demand for mobility services and school 

transportation is relatively even during the year. Over the peri-

od of a day, demand for mobility services and school transpor-

tation is highest when demand from B2B and B2C is lowest, 

which means that these segments complement each other 

well. This is central for transporters and drivers as it enables 

them to optimise their car usage. 

The market is divided into three overarching customer segments:

• Public – B2P

• Business – B2B

• Consumer – B2C 

Customer segments
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Market drivers

Regulations
Changes in government regulations of the Nordic taxi markets 

may have a great impact in those markets in the future. When 

the Swedish market was deregulated, the number of taxis 

grew by 29 per cent in the entire country and by 31 per cent 

in Stockholm. Norway and Denmark are still regulated markets 

and thereby have limitations on fares and the number of taxi 

licences permitted, which naturally limits market growth. 

Deregulation of the market has commenced in Denmark and is 

being considered in Norway, which may have an impact on the 

market over the coming few years.

Economic cycle
Historic data shows that the market is relatively insensitive 

to fluctuations in the economy. This is partly due to the large 

share of B2P customers and partly due to the availability of 

drivers. During economic downturns, the availability of drivers 

tends to increase, and the opposite happens during upturns. 

Market outlook
The Nordic taxi market has experienced relatively stable 

growth during the last ten years, with an estimated growth of 

approximately two per cent per year between 2008 and 2018. 

Also during an economic downturn the taxi market is relatively 

stable, such as during the financial crisis when the market 

shrunk by less than one per cent. Stability is maintained due 

to the large demand from the public sector in the Nordic coun-

tries, paid from state financing. 

Business – B2B
This customer segment refers to work-related taxi journeys 

for which a company pays. Demand is highest in large cities 

where more larger companies are based. Companies can sign 

a contract with a booking centre, thereby simplifying booking, 

payment and accounting for taxi journeys. Some booking cen-

tres, such as Cabonline, offer customers booking and payment 

solutions that can be integrated with the company’s own 

HR systems, as well as other ancillary services. This type of 

service is often purchased, although not usually through such 

a formal process as with the public sector. 

Consumer – B2C
Taxi journeys that are booked and paid for by private individ-

uals. This segment together with the B2B segment accounts 

for an estimated 50 per cent of the Nordic taxi market. Private 

customers most often travel early in the morning or late in the 

afternoon.

Contracts and pricing
Taxi fares have historically increased in line with inflation. Pub-

lic contract fares may increase slightly more than the rate of 

inflation as requirements for quality grow and are prioritised 

over price. 

Demographics
It is likely that the ageing population will be favourable for the 

demand for mobility services in the B2P segment. Urbanisa-

tion may also positively impact demand within the B2C and 

B2B segments as taxi services are most common in city areas. 

Increasing competition from alternative forms  
of travel
The taxi business is affected by alternative transportation 

services, including public transport, private vehicles and other 

new initiatives within the transport sector.

2%
growth per year from 

2008 to 2018
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Cabonline ś markets

In all the Nordic countries, the taxi business is part of the public transportation 
system, and a large part of the taxi market is made up of publicly procured busi-
ness, such as mobility services and school transportation. Cabonline is the leading 
taxi company in the Nordics, with an estimated total market share of 13%.

TOTAL
MARKET VALUE

BN SEK 18 9 12
MARKET
GROWTH RATE

Average annual growth 2010 – 2017: 3.7% Average annual growth 2010 – 2017: 1.6% Average annual growth 2010 – 2017: 2.3%

DEREGULATED
MARKET

1990

•  Drivers must inform the customer in advance  
if the fare is expected to exceed SEK 500

•  Drivers are required to hold a licence but the 
total number of licences is limited

Under discussion

• No fare restrictions in larger cities
•  Further deregulation is expected to take 

place in 2020, such as allowing an unlimited 
number of licences

July 2018

•  No fare restrictions, however customer  
should be informed about the price

•  Drivers are required to hold a licence but  
the total number of licences is limited

• Licenses are valid for the whole of Finland

MARKET SHARE*

% 25 16 7
SHARE OF
 - REVENUE**

 - CARS
81%
83% 

13%
12%

5%
5%

MARKET 
COVERAGE

 Franchise***

 Franchise Light****

 Franchise***  Transporters andranchise***

MOST IMPORTANT
BRANDS

Th
e 

m
ar
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t
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B

O
N

LI
N

E

SWEDEN NORWAY

Sverige Norge Finland Övriga

Sverige Norge Finland Övriga

* Calculated as a share of the total number of registered taxi cars. ** Based on external revenues excluding Others.  
*** Franchise = complete Cabonline service offering i.e. customer service, tenders, IT, tech, , administration etc. **** Franchise light = Use of brands only.
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TOTAL
MARKET VALUE

BN SEK 18 9 12
MARKET
GROWTH RATE

Average annual growth 2010 – 2017: 3.7% Average annual growth 2010 – 2017: 1.6% Average annual growth 2010 – 2017: 2.3%

DEREGULATED
MARKET

1990

•  Drivers must inform the customer in advance  
if the fare is expected to exceed SEK 500

•  Drivers are required to hold a licence but the 
total number of licences is limited

Under discussion

• No fare restrictions in larger cities
•  Further deregulation is expected to take 

place in 2020, such as allowing an unlimited 
number of licences

July 2018

•  No fare restrictions, however customer  
should be informed about the price

•  Drivers are required to hold a licence but  
the total number of licences is limited

• Licenses are valid for the whole of Finland

MARKET SHARE*

% 25 16 7
SHARE OF
 - REVENUE**

 - CARS
81%
83% 

13%
12%

5%
5%

MARKET 
COVERAGE

 Franchise***

 Franchise Light****

 Franchise***  Transporters andranchise***

MOST IMPORTANT
BRANDS

FINLAND

17 m
journeys in 2018,

the equivalent of over
45,000 journeys

per day

Cabonline
carried out more than

Sverige Norge Finland Övriga
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Our business model

Our core business is to match passengers with the right cars and drivers, in close 
cooperation with our affiliated transporters. This demands good relationships 
with both the customer and the transporter, well-functioning technical support, 
committed employees as well as transporters and drivers that ensure high-quality 
delivery. Demand from the different customer segments varies over the course 
of a day, resulting in an even workload for our transporters and drivers and more 
optimal use of resources. 

Cabonline operates primarily through a franchising model 

with independent transporters. It is a business model that is 

characterised by a low level of tied-up capital, a limited need 

for investment and great scalability. The transporters own the 

cars, take care of the transportation and employ the drivers. 

Cabonline is responsible for the customer relationships, brands, 

pricing and the technology platforms. Cabonline also owns the 

public procurement contracts and agreements negotiated with 

business customers. The transporters pay a fixed and variable 

fee to Cabonline to gain access to these resources.

Total fees typically equate to 
~ 13% of the total trip fare

SOFTWARE, SERVICES AND BRANDS

Cars DriversCustomer 
relationships

Software Dispatch
systems

Brands

What we own ... ... and what we generally 
do not own or employ

Customers pay trip fares 
via Cabonline platform

END CUSTOMERS

~ 44%
   public contracts   

~ 56%
   Corporate & 

Consumer customers

TRANSPORTERS 
(“CAR OWNER”)

Cabonline transfers trip fares 
net of fees to the transporter, 

normally bi-monthly

Transporters pay 
salaries to drivers

TRANSPORTERS 
(“car owner”)

~ 2,700 
   transporters   

~ 5,300 
   vehicles

on Cabonline’s platform

TAXI DRIVERS

~ 8,300
  drivers

in Cabonline’s network
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A unique offering to the end customer
Through our geographic coverage and flexible booking and 

payment solutions, we have a unique offering for different 

customer segments: the public sector (B2P) in which Cabon-

line is engaged by public authorities and agencies to provide 

transportation services such as mobility services and school 

transportation, business customers (B2B) which need a 

partner for reliable transportation and travel administration, 

and private consumers (B2C). B2P customers account for 44 

per cent of revenue, while B2B and B2C together account for 

56 per cent of revenue. The different customer segments use 

taxi services at different times of the day, which optimises re-

source utilisation. Revenues from mobility services and school 

transportation are relatively stable during the contractual 

periods and therefore provide a solid revenue base for both 

the transporters and Cabonline. 

Demand

00:00 06:00 12:00 18:00 24:00

B2P B2C / B2B

Taxi utilisation throughout the day

“It is a business model that is characterised by a low level of tied-
up capital, a limited need for investment and great scalability.”

Total fees typically equate to 
~ 13% of the total trip fare

SOFTWARE, SERVICES AND BRANDS

Cars DriversCustomer 
relationships

Software Dispatch
systems

Brands

What we own ... ... and what we generally 
do not own or employ

Customers pay trip fares 
via Cabonline platform

END CUSTOMERS

~ 44%
   public contracts   

~ 56%
   Corporate & 

Consumer customers

TRANSPORTERS 
(“CAR OWNER”)

Cabonline transfers trip fares 
net of fees to the transporter, 

normally bi-monthly

Transporters pay 
salaries to drivers

TRANSPORTERS 
(“car owner”)

~ 2,700 
   transporters   

~ 5,300 
   vehicles

on Cabonline’s platform

TAXI DRIVERS

~ 8,300
  drivers

in Cabonline’s network
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Technology platform, service and brands
We are gradually developing the technology platform so that 

it can be used broadly and be scalable. For example, public 

authorities and agencies as well as business customers can 

now integrate their administrative systems with Cabonline’s 

system to handle bookings, payment and administration of 

taxi journeys. Our customers can book their journeys through 

different channels: via apps, websites, by phone though our 

booking centres, or through customer systems integrated with 

our own through APIs. Our efficient dispatch system ensures 

that customer bookings are routed to the right car and driver 

that can deliver the journey at the right time and with high 

quality. 

Cabonline manages customer relationships and pricing and 

takes care of public procurement and business customers. 

Customers make payments to Cabonline for their journeys, 

and payments are then transferred to each transporter after 

we have deducted fees due to us from the transporters. 

The fee is made up of a fixed fee per car and a variable fee 

based on journey revenues. Transporter services is a function 

within Cabonline that is responsible for the relationships with 

transporters and provides services such as training, technical 

support and quality assurance of brands.  

Cabonline owns a number of reputable brands in Sweden, 

Norway and Finland, under which the transporters operate.

PASSENGERS TRANSPORTER´S NETWORKS

Integration

INVOICING PAYMENT

BOOKING 
MANAGEMENT

VEHICLE 
ALLOCATION

B2P

B2B

B2C

NEW TRANSPORTER 
NETWORKS

EXISTING TRANSPORTER 
NETWORKS

APIs

Website

App

Phone

Reputable brands

Flexible technology platform
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Scalable business model in the most  
attractive part of the value chain

Over the last thirty years, Cabonline has built a portfolio of 

the most well-established and well-known taxi brands in 

Sweden, Norway and Finland. The company has created a di-

versified portfolio with B2B, B2P and B2C customers through 

local presence and high availability. Associated transporters 

thereby receive high utilisation rates on their cars, which in 

itself makes Cabonline an attractive partner. Consequently, 

Cabonline has built a market-leading position on the Nordic 

market, while simultaneously continuing to grow. 

Scalability is also based on a flexible technology platform, 

which is available to customers and simple for them to use. 

The technology platform includes user-friendly booking chan-

nels, both apps and websites, as well as telephone booking. 

The booking centre is connected to the dispatch system to 

ensure speedy and optimal distribution of jobs to the right car 

and driver. New transporters and cars can also be integrated 

simply, which is favourable for growth. 

Strong financial profile with excellent  
and stable cash-flow generation 

Since we have a large share of public contracts, parts of our 

revenues are stable. Investments are low and cash-flow  

generation is relatively high. 

Multitude of possibilities to accelerate 
growth

Cabonline has a model that it uses for acquisitions and 

integration of acquired companies. The model has worked 

well, and revenue and cost synergies have been able to be 

captured through the acquisitions. The Nordic market is 

fragmented, and inorganic growth opportunities are deemed 

to be good.

Stable market with exciting
growth opportunities for Cabonline

The underlying Nordic taxi market is expected to grow 

steadily over the coming years. The market is deemed to 

be impacted only marginally in an economic downturn. 

Demographic trends such as an ageing population and 

growing urbanisation may also have a positive effect on 

the taxi market. Deregulation has been a decisive factor 

and has resulted in increased taxi usage. The Swedish taxi 

market was deregulated almost 30 years ago, when free 

pricing was introduced, which increased the use of taxis in 

Stockholm and other larger cities. The other Nordic markets 

are now following in the footsteps of the Swedish market,  

with similar conditions after deregulation.

Clear business model with proven  
ability to defend our position as the 
leading provider on the Nordic market

Cabonline has a strong market position on the fragmented 

Nordic market and thereby has good opportunities to grow. 

We are strongly positioned in mobility services and school 

transportation - a large and important part of the market. 

Our high availability and quality in delivery, along with 

our competitive prices, have meant that we have won a 

number of important public procurements both in Sweden 

and Norway. 

We also have a strong offering for our business custom-

ers, not least through our technology platform that can 

be integrated with the customer’s HR systems and other 

administrative systems. Dedicated customer account man-

agers work continuously to provide business customers 

with tailored services and the best administrative support.  

Cabonline provides a unique and attractive platform 

for transporters and drivers due to our ability to offer taxi 

services to the three customer segments. A taxi driver can 

drive business customers and school transportation in the 

morning and afternoon/evening, mobility services during 

the afternoon, and then drive private consumers at the 

weekend and late in the evenings - and thereby maximise 

the utilisation of their car.

1 3

4

5

2

Strengths
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Organic growth
• Further improve quality to continue to win procurements

•  Use our market-leading geographic coverage to win 

more business customers

•  Further develop a dynamic pricing model for evenings 

and weekends, targeted at private consumers

•  Continue to develop and introduce new technology 

solutions 

•  Develop our offering within the scope of our current 

business activities

 -  Transport parcels for home deliveries in the  

evenings and during weekends

 -  Expand the successful Swedish concept  

“Flygtaxi” (taxi sharing to and from airports)  

to Norway and Finland.

Strategies for growth

Acquisitions
Historically, Cabonline has been successful at acquiring and 

integrating taxi companies. Acquisitions may be expected 

to continue as an important component of our strategy, and 

expansion will take place in existing markets as well as in new 

geographical markets.
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History

History and ownership
The majority of Taxi Kurir in Stockholm was acquired in 1993 

and during the subsequent years, taxi companies were 

acquired in Malmö and Gothenburg. In 2001 a decision was 

taken to expand into Norway. Alongside geographic growth, 

it was also important to develop the service offering and the 

technology platform, which underpins both bookings and 

dispatching. 

In 2015, the group was acquired by H.I.G. Capital and the 

name was changed to Cabonline in 2016. In 2016, Flygtaxi 

was also acquired and in 2017, the group entered the Finnish 

market through the acquisition of three transporters. Today, 

H.I.G. Capital owns more than 93 per cent of the group and 

the remaining seven per cent is owned by a number of private 

individuals, some of whom are connected to the group.

Cabonline was founded in Sweden in 1989 under the 
name Fågelviksgruppen, and primarily operated outside of 
Stockholm in the beginning, through its own business. With 
the deregulation of the Swedish taxi market in 1990, the 
foundation had been laid for the current business model of 
independent transporters.

1989   
Founded by
Rolf Karlson

1990   
6% of Taxi Kurir 

acquired

1996 
Taxikedjan in 

Göteborg  
acquired

1997 
100%

of Taxi Kurir  
acquired

2001 
Norges Taxi 

acquired

2005 
Taxi Skåne 
acquired. 

Business in Latvia

2008 
Topcab and  

Taxi 020 acquired

2011 
Taxi Jönköping 

acquired

2013 
Sverigetaxi 

(Stockholm), Taxi 
Stor och liten 

(Gävle) acquired

2014 
Taxi Helsingborg, 

Taxi Borås 
acquired

2015 
H.I.G Capital

acquires
the group

2017 
Kovanen and   

Mankkaan Taxi 
in Finland acquired. 
Taxi Väst acquired

2016 
Change of name to

Cabonline Group 

Taxi Halmstad, 
Svetax acquired

2018 
Peter Viinapuu

appointed President
and CEO.

Taxi 10 000
acquired.

2016
the company changed its 

name to Cabonline
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The six perspectives of the Balance 
Board constitute Cabonline’s overarching 
governance tool. 

Satisfied customers

A pre-requisite for a good on-going business, 

and our customers are placing stronger 

demands on us to deliver services with high 

comfort, good service and environmentally 

friendly vehicles. 

Security & safety 

One area that we never compromise on, it 

should feel secure and safe to both travel in 

and drive a taxi.

Operational excellence

Operational excellence relates to how we 

work to optimise the resources we manage 

in our business, for example through smart 

dispatching systems.

Engaged transporters

Close partnership with engaged transporters 

and drivers is essential for us to succeed in 

our journey to become a world-class taxi 

company.

Our scorecard  – The Balance Board

Cabonline’s ambition is to develop a world-class taxi company. 

We use a tool that we refer to as the Balance Board to monitor, 

measure and follow up internal operations to ensure that we 

are progressing in the right direction and that we continu-

ously improve. The Balance Board supports our performance 

and is comprised of six parts; satisfied customers; engaged 

transporters; operational excellence; sustainable profitability; 

engaged employees and most important of all, security and 

safety. Security and safety form the coherent core and are 

always of paramount importance to us. Our ambition is of 

course to perform well in all the other areas too, but just like 

a balance board, the centre of gravity can shift between the 

outer parts depending on different initiatives and needs.  We 

measure and follow up our business from these different per-

spectives and once the scorecard has been fully implemented, 

every manager within Cabonline will have goals for their 

respective functions within every area.  

”Security and safety 
form the coherent core and 
are always of paramount 
importance to us.”

Read further on the next page.

Sustainable profitability

Involves creating flexibility and adaptability, 

to change and to the transformation to a 

sustainable society that is underway.

Engaged employees

Engaged employees is a must.
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Security and safety
For Cabonline, safety means that both the passengers and the 

driver feel secure. It also involves ensuring a safe experience 

on the road and a secure organisation and workplace. Our 

passengers must feel confident that our drivers always adhere 

to the rules of the road, remain calm and have the correct 

training. Our drivers must feel secure in their work by having 

access to good technical tools and vehicles that are correctly 

equipped and in good condition. 

Our goal is safe customers that trust our drivers and that 

would gladly let their children travel with us. This demands 

that drivers always have the right competences and attitude, 

and that the cars are safe, correctly equipped and of a high 

standard. Security and safety are measured through incident 

reports, for example, and the goal is of course zero incidents

Satisfied customers
We want to create the most value for everybody that uses 

our services. Our customer segments are the consumer and 

business markets, and a large portion of our business comes 

from public contracts. Our strengths are safety, availability 

and technology. We ensure our long-term business by having 

satisfied customers; satisfied customers return to us and 

remain customers. 

The goal is for customers and passengers to have our 

brands and drivers as their first choice. They should want to 

come back to us because they perceive us to be safe, available, 

modern, easy to deal with and friendly. We want to create as 

much value as possible for everybody that uses our services. 

We measure this continuously using such things as driver apps 

through which the driver, the car and customer satisfaction 

can be rated.

Engaged transporters and drivers  
Our transporters and drivers are closely connected to our busi-

ness, even if they are not employed by us. Having engaged 

transporters and drivers is central to our delivering the best 

possible experience for our customers. 

We aim to have transporters and drivers that are engaged 

and proud to represent Cabonline’s brands, who want to give 

customers and passengers the best experience, who earn a 

How we work

good living working for us, and who share our views on sus-

tainable development of Cabonline and our industry. 

Through Cabonline, all drivers have access to the training 

we provide including basic training, training for wheelchair 

access taxis and stair climbers and CPR courses.  Each quarter, 

we carry out a Customer Satisfaction Survey with our trans-

porters, in which they provide an assessment of us and our 

services. 

Operational excellence
To create an effective organisation, we need to continuously 

evaluate the quality of our services and our work methods – so 

that we always deliver the very best.

The goal is to run our business cost-effectively with 

well-established processes, clearly defined deliverables and 

continuous evaluation of quality in our services and work 

methods.

We measure quality in our business based on the six focus 

areas of the Balance Board. Our performance improvement 

work is steered by our passengers’ and our drivers’ experience 

of us, and to be able to fulfil their expectations of us our busi-

ness has to work efficiently throughout the entire chain. We 

define our operational excellence through the quality in our 

dispatch systems, how we manage bookings and the quality 

of our service centre, which is used by both customers and 

drivers. Improvements are measured through missed phone 

calls, response times and on-time cars, amongst others. 

Sustainable profitability
We work to build a sustainable and profitable business and to 

generate value for our shareholders - and concurrently create 

value for our customers, employees and society. 

”The goal is for customers  
and passengers to have our 
brands and drivers as their first 
choice. They should want to 
come back to us.”
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Our goal is to develop a cost-efficient and scalable busi-

ness model with high resource utilisation, that creates good 

and sustainable profitability for Cabonline and our transport-

ers. In this way, we are building a business that generates 

value for our shareholders, employees, partners and for the 

society we operate in. 

Engaged employees
Most of our employees work in Customer Service, Finance, IT 

and the Management in Sweden, Norway, Finland and Latvia. 

Our goal is to have engaged employees that work togeth-

er to support transporters and drivers, give good service to 

customers and passengers and continuously improve our 

services. Employees should feel involved and want to stay 

and develop in the company, while we also need to be able 

to attract new talent. 

We measure employee engagement every year through 

our Employee Index, performance appraisals and others.

10,000
people directly or indirectly 

employed by us

”Our goal is to have engaged 
employees that work together 
to support transporters and 
drivers, give good service to 
customers and passengers 
and continuously improve 
our services.”
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Sustainability for Cabonline 

The activities of Cabonline encompass the largest fleet of taxis in the Nordic coun-
tries, which has an obvious impact on the environment. The business affects many 
people, both our passengers and the approximately 10,000 people who make a living 
through our business. This is why we both can and want to be part of the transfor-
mation to more sustainable cities and communities through our journey towards a 
more environmentally friendly and socially sustainable business.

#11 – Sustainable cities and  
communities

The objective that is primarily relevant 

to Cabonline is goal number 11, Sus-

tainable cities and communities, and 

its sub–goal 11.2, Provide sustainable 

transport systems for all.

The world has agreed on a 
common set of goals
The overarching goals for a sustainable society have been 

articulated through the 17 global development goals 

that the UN’s member states agreed on in Paris in 2015.

Reaching these goals by 2030 requires substantial changes 

in society and the journey has therefore only just begun.

#10 – Reduced inequalities

As Cabonline employs close to 10,000 

people, we also have an important role 

in offering work to people that have 

difficulties entering the labour market.

This is why we also take guidance from 

goal number 10, Reduced inequality, 

and its sub-goal 10.2, Empower and promote social, economic 

and political inclusion. The ability to make a living and thus 

integrate into society is an important step and a prerequisite 

for building sustainable societies.

Sub-goal number 11.2
“By 2030, provide access to safe, affordable, 

accessible and sustainable transport systems for 

everybody. Improve road safety, notably by ex-

panding public transport, with special attention 

to the needs of those in vulnerable situations, 

women, children, people with physical disabilities 

and older people.” *

Sub-goal number 10.2
“By 2030, empower and promote the social, 

economic and political inclusion of all people, 

irrespective of age, sex, disability, race, ethnicity, 

origin, religion or economic or other status.” *

* Source: https://www.globalamalen.se
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Why our business is important for society

The need for
mobility

Accessible 
mobility

Optimal use 
of resources

Work and entrepreneur-
ship for many

We describe our role in sustainable development on the 
basis of four fundamental needs of society;

The purpose of our work is to optimise the positive effects 

of passengers reaching their destination through us. People 

that have difficulties travelling independently receive the help 

they need and thereby a better social life. Transporters that 

run their own businesses create jobs through their activities. 

These provide a living for many immigrants, daily language 

training, and catalyse integration into Nordic communities. 

At the same time, there are areas where it is important 

that we minimise our impact on the world around us. Faulty 

bookings, unnecessarily long journeys, unnecessary wear-and-

tear on cars, tyres and spare parts negatively impact both the 

environment and profitability. Adverse working conditions, 

overloaded employees or high staff turnover negatively 

impact individuals and communities, and also our business. 

We carry out around 45,000 customer journeys each day, a 

volume that places high demands on our ability to serve each 

customer’s needs, and consequently the needs of society.

45,000
 

journeys per day
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A fossil-fuel-free fleet of vehicles  
Demand for accessible mobility is likely to grow. At the same 

time, demands and expectations are growing for the efficient 

use of resources and low or zero emissions, on carbon dioxide 

in particular. In light of rapid technological developments, new 

rules and procurement terms, and changing patterns of behav-

iour of businesses and travellers, our ability to adapt to and 

integrate all the social and environmental aspects into our op-

erations will be vital to the financial sustainability of our busi-

ness. One clear example is the transition to a fossil-fuel-free 

vehicle fleet. This involves large but necessary investment 

decisions for our associated transporters that own the cars. 

However, decisions must be taken in a complex and turbulent 

environment, in which the financial and political risks are far 

from negligible, for the transporters and for Cabonline.

 

The Balance Board guides us
Sustainability needs to be completely integrated into daily 

work to have the desired long-term effect. This is why we 

also work with sustainability based on the so-called Balance 

Board’s six perspectives, Cabonline’s overarching governance 

tool. These perspectives are: security and safety, satisfied 

Our sustainability work

17 m
 

journeys per year

”Demand for accessible 
mobility is likely to grow. At 
the same time, demands and 
expectations are growing for 
the efficient use of resources 
and low or zero emissions, on 
carbon dioxide in particular.”

customers, sustainable profitability, operational excellence, 

engaged employees and engaged transporters. Read more on 

page 18.

During the last year we have worked to develop a Group-

wide structure and working processes, making it possible to 

control and operate the work on sustainability more ambi-

tiously going forward. The activities we carry out every day 

and the choices we make may have small individual impacts, 

but put in a bigger context, in which our more than 17 million 

customer journeys per year are summed up, then our daily 

work makes a great difference. This motivates us to keep on 

working. 

More information on how Cabonline works with sustainabil-

ity can be found in our Sustainability Report, which is available 

at www.cabonline.com. 

More than a quarter of Cabonline’s vehicle fleet is currently 
fossil-fuel-free. This is defined as vehicles that can be driven 
without fossil-based fuels, i.e., electric, hydrogen, ethanol and 
gas cars. Electric hybrids are mostly fuelled by petrol or diesel 
and are therefore classified as fossil-based. Since 1 July 2018, 
there has also been a requirement for diesel to contain 19.3% 
bio-fuel, which reduces the fossil-related emissions but is still 
fossil-fuel-based.

Towards a fossil-fuel-free vehicle fleet

Fossil-based Fossil-free
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Our journey together
To create a world-class taxi company, it is essential 

for us to have a shared culture internally. Culture must be 

built upon shared values, norms and rules, that should 

provide clear guidance for all our employees. Cabonline

is made up of many acquired companies and it is critical

for us to agree upon a shared culture and values. A strong

internal culture creates the right conditions for success

as it contributes to our employees feeling confident in how 

they should act, both internally and externally. In 2018, we 

therefore initiated an exciting culture journey – “Our journey 

together”. All managers have spent two days discussing 

Cabonline’s goals, strategies, the culture needed, how we 

ensure focus on the customer, and much much more. The 

foundation for the discussions has been our shared score-

card, the Balance Board. Thereafter, the managers have 

gathered their employees to work together to identify how 

it impacts what they do and they have discussed culture and 

values. All employees have now participated in this work and 

have unified around our core values: engagement,  

cooperation and continuous improvement.

Our employees

Average number of employees per country, 2018

”A strong internal culture  
creates the right conditions  
for success.”

Sweden Finland LatviaNorway

1 109

384

725

 
Women

 
Men

Engagement, 
cooperation 

and continous 
improvement
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Audit

Shareholders

General meetings of shareholders

Board of Directors

Audit Committee Remuneration Committee

1

26

3

5

5

4 4

President and CEO

The Group management team

Corporate Governance Report 

Corporate governance in Cabonline Group Holding AB (publ) (Cabonline) is 
based on Swedish law, in particular the Swedish Companies Act (2005:551) 
and the Swedish Annual Accounts Act (1995:1554). 

External control instruments
Important external control instru-
ments that constitute the frame-
work corporate governance are:
• The Swedish Companies Act
• The Swedish Annual Accounts Act
•  The Swedish Corporate  

Governance Code

Internal governance  
instruments
Important internal governance 
documents are:
• Articles of Association
•  Rules of procedure for the Board  

of Directors
•  Instructions for the President  

and CEO, Audit Committee,  
Remuneration Committee and 
financial reporting

• Policies

Voting rights

Election

Information

Election

Objectives, strategies, policies, governance instruments, core values

Information

Overview of governance

Following Cabonline’s listing of a bond on Nasdaq Stockholm 

during 2017, the company also complies with Nasdaq Stock-

holm’s Rule Book for Issuers of corporate bonds. In addition, 

despite there being no formal requirements for doing so,  

Cabonline has applied essentially all aspects of the Swedish 

Code of Corporate Governance (“the Code”), with certain 

deviations. Since Cabonline’s shares are not publicly traded 

and 93% of Cabonline’s shares are owned by H.I.G. Luxembourg 

Holdings 5 Sarl, the principal owner, the company deviated from 

the Code in 2018 in respect of the appointment of a Nomina-

tion Committee, the presentation of guidelines for remuner-

ation of senior executives and the presence of the Board of 

Directors at general meetings of shareholders.
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1  Shares

At the end of 2018, the company’s share capital amounted 

to SEK 3,555,684.93, represented by 355,568,493 shares, of 

which the number of Class A shares carrying two voting rights 

amounted to 33,779,007, the number of Class B shares carry-

ing one voting right to 1,777,842 and the number of Class C 

shares, which are preference shares carrying one voting right, 

to 320,011,644. 

At year-end 2018, Cabonline had 18 shareholders according 

to the share register. The only holding representing a minimum 

of one-tenth of the number of voting rights was held by H.I.G. 

Luxembourg Holdings 56 Sarl, which held 93% of the votes at 

year-end 2018. 

2  General meetings of shareholders

Pursuant to the Swedish Companies Act, a general meeting of 

shareholders is the company’s highest decision-making body. 

At the Annual General Meeting (AGM), which according to 

the Companies Act shall be held within six months of the end 

of the preceding financial year, resolutions are to be passed 

concerning, inter alia, adoption of the income statement 

and balance sheet, appropriation of the company’s profit, 

discharge of the Board of Directors and CEO from personal 

liability and election of Board members and auditors. Extraor-

dinary general meetings (EGMs) are held when the Board of 

Directors considers such meetings appropriate or when either 

the auditor or shareholders representing at least 10 percent 

of all issued shares request such a meeting in writing for a 

specified purpose. 

According to the Articles of Association, notice of a General 

Meeting is to be published in Post- och Inrikes Tidningar and 

made available on Cabonline’s website (www.cabonline.com). 

An announcement that the notice has been issued is to be 

published in Dagens industri. The notice convening the AGM 

is published no earlier than six weeks and no later than four 

weeks prior to the meeting. Notice convening an EGM must be 

issued no earlier than six weeks and no later than four weeks 

prior to the date of the EGM if the general meeting is to pass 

resolutions concerning a proposed amendment of the Articles 

of Association. For any other EGM, the notice convening the 

meeting must be announced no earlier than six weeks and 

no later than three weeks prior to the meeting. Shareholders 

are entitled to vote for all shares in the company held by the 

shareholder.

General Meetings of Shareholders in 2018
During 2018, one AGM and one EGM were held. The AGM was 

held on 18 April 2018. A total of five shareholders attended 

the AGM representing 93.8% of the total number of votes and 

93.8% of the total number of shares. The AGM re-elected Jon 

Risfelt, Andreas Rosenlew, James Mitchell and Carl Harring as 

regular Board members and no deputy members were elected. 

The Board members were re-elected for the period up until 

the end of the next AGM. Jon Risfelt was re-elected Chairman 

of the Board. The AGM also passed a resolution concerning 

director fees to Board members who are not employed by the 

principal owner. It was noted that the company had concluded 

a consultancy agreement with Jon Risfelt for his input in addi-

tion to his role as Chairman of the Board. The AGM re-elected 

Ernst & Young as the company’s auditor for the period until 

the end of the next AGM. Fees to auditors are to be paid in 

accordance with approved invoices. 

The EGM was held on 5 November 2018 in order to adapt 

the composition of the company’s Board, and to adapt director 

fees to a potential publicly traded environment. A total of five 

shareholders attended the AGM representing 93.8% of the to-

tal number of votes and 93.8% of the total number of shares. 

At the EGM, Anna Söderblom was elected a new Board mem-

ber for the period up to the close of the next AGM, to jointly 

with the four Board members elected at the AGM constitute 

Cabonline’s Board of Directors up to the close of the 2019 

AGM. It was also resolved that the annual fee for work on the 

Board of Directors would be SEK 600,000 for the Chairman of 

the Board and SEK 200,000 each to other members. It was re-

solved that an extra fee of SEK 100,000 would be payable to 

the Chairman of the Audit Committee and of SEK 60,000 each 

to the members of the Audit Committee. It was also resolved 

that a fee of SEK 50,000 would be payable to the Chairman of 

the Remuneration Committee and of SEK 20,000 each to the 

members of the Remuneration Committee. In conjunction with 

the EGM, all consultancy agreements with Board members 

were terminated. 

Nomination Committee

In 2018, Cabonline did not have a nomination committee in 

the manner defined in Code, which was due to the company’s 

ownership structure and the associated shareholders’ agree-

ments. However, the Chairman of the Board together with 

the principal owner conducted structured work with the aim 

of ensuring an optimal composition of the Board of Directors. 

This work led to one member and additional competencies 

being added to the Board at the EGM on 5 November 2018. 
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Name Position Nationality Independence* Board meetings Audit Committee Remuneration 
Committee

Approved fees 
in total,

Shareholding

Jon Risfelt Chairman of the Board/
Committee Chairman

Swedish Yes/Yes 19/19 6/6 3/3 SEK 750,000 47,739 Class A shares
452,261 Class C shares

Carl Harring Board member/
Committee member

Swedish No/No 17/19 3/3

James Mitchell Board member/
Committee member

UK No/No 18/19 2/6

Andreas Rosenlew Board member Finnish Yes/Yes 18/19 SEK 200,000 75,000 Class B shares

Anna Söderblom ** Board member/
Committee member

Swedish Yes/Yes 2/2 2/2 SEK 260,000

Board of Directors, meeting attendance and fees

3  Board of Directors

Under the Swedish Companies Act, the Board of Directors is 

responsible for the overall organisation of Cabonline and the 

management of the company’s affairs, which means that the 

Board is responsible, inter alia, for setting targets and strate-

gies, establishing procedures and systems for evaluating the 

set targets, continuously assessing the company’s perfor-

mance and financial position and for evaluating the opera-

tional management. The Chairman of the Board has particular 

responsibility for the management of the work of the Board 

of Directors and for ensuring that such work is well organised 

and conducted effectively. 

Cabonline’s Articles of Association state that the Board of 

Directors is to consist of not fewer than three and not more 

than ten ordinary members, with not more than ten deputy 

members. Members of the Board are elected by the AGM for 

the period until the end of the next AGM. There are no limita-

tions on the length of tenure of members of the Board.  

Cabonline’s Board of Directors comprises five ordinary mem-

bers. For a presentation of the Board of Directors, see page 31. 

The Board complies with written rules of procedure, of 

which the most recent version was adopted on 15 October 

2018. The rules of procedure are revised annually and adopted 

by the statutory Board meeting each year. The rules of proce-

dure govern, inter alia, Board practices, its functions and the 

allocation of work between Board members and the CEO. At 

the statutory Board meeting, the Board of Directors adopts in-

structions for the CEO. The Board works in accordance with an 

annual plan, which ensures that all of the follow-up and focus 

areas of relevance to the Board are addressed during the year 

in a planned and structured manner.  

Evaluation of the Board of Directors and the CEO
The Board continuously evaluates its work, often in the 

form of a summing-up discussion at the end of each Board 

meeting. Once a year, the Chairman of the Board also initiates 

a more structured evaluation of the Board’s work. The purpose 

of this evaluation is to gain an understanding of the Board 

members’ opinions on how the Board’s work is conducted and 

what measures can be implemented to enhance the efficiency 

of the Board’s work. The intention is also to gain an under-

standing of what type of issues the Board believes should be 

given more attention and what areas could possibly require 

further expertise on the Board. During 2018, the structured 

evaluation was implemented by sending a written question-

naire to all Board members. The results of the evaluation were 

discussed by the Board.

Board’s evaluation of the CEO
At each scheduled Board meeting, the Board normally has a  

discussion without the presence of the operational manage-

ment. During such points, the input of the CEO and members 

of management are evaluated continuously. The CEO is also 

evaluated in an annual structured process. 

The Board’s work in 2018
During 2018, 19 Board meetings were held, comprising 16 

scheduled meetings and three held by correspondence, of  

which one was the statutory Board meeting. 

Prior to the monthly Board meetings, an agenda, together 

with in-depth information on more important business as  

well as decision-making documentation, is sent to the Board 

members. 

During the year, the Board addressed the year-end report, 

interim reports, matters ahead of the AGM, a review with 

auditors, the annual report, strategy and budget. In addition to 

these customary areas, the Cabonline Board focused in 2018 

on matters such as growth issues, which resulted in a number of 

minor acquisitions in Sweden and also in expansion in Finland. 

Connected to the growth strategy, the deregulation under 

way in the Nordic taxi market was another focus area, as was 

the changed competition scenario. Due to the principal own-

*   Pertains to independence in relation to the company, its management and principal shareholder. 
** Elected at the EGM on 5 November 2018.
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er’s evaluation of various sales alternatives, a considerable 

amount of time was devoted to these matters. A review of 

the company’s governance resulted in the Board adopting a 

number of new governance documents in the form of policies. 

Another priority area was IT.

During the year, the Board met a number of senior exec-

utives who had participated in the processing of individual 

items on the agenda. Between Board meetings, the Chairman 

of the Board jointly with Board representatives of the principal 

owner maintain continuous contact with the CEO at weekly 

meetings.

4  Board Committees

To streamline and increase the efficiency of the Board of 

Directors’ work on remuneration and audit matters, the Board 

annually appoints a Remuneration Committee and an Audit 

Committee. The committee members are appointed for one 

year at a time and are appointed from among members of the 

Board. The primary objective of the committees is to pro-

vide preparatory and administrative support to the Board of 

Directors. The Board of Directors’ rules of procedure contain 

instructions for committee work. 

Audit Committee
The Audit Committee has three members and comprises Jon 

Risfelt (Chairman of the Board), Anna Söderblom and James 

Mitchell. Jon Risfelt is Chairman of the Committee. The duty 

of the Audit Committee is to prepare the work of the Board of 

Directors on quality assuring the company’s financial state-

ments, The Audit Committee must also establish guidelines 

for the type of services other than the audit that the company 

may procure from the company’s auditors. A further task of 

the Committee is to provide its evaluation of audit work to the 

Nomination Committee and to assist the Nomination Commit-

tee in preparing the Nomination Committee’s proposals to the 

AGM concerning the election of auditors and the amount of re-

muneration to be paid to the auditors. In addition to the above 

duties, the Audit Committee of Cabonline devoted particular 

attention during the year to evaluating the company’s risk pro-

cess, simplifying the legal structure and evaluating draft pol-

icies and other governance documents. On several occasions, 

the Audit Committee met the company’s auditor-in-charge 

and members of the audit team. The Audit Committee held six 

minuted meetings in 2018.

Remuneration Committee
The Remuneration Committee has two members and com-

prises Jon Risfelt (Chairman of the Board) and Carl Harring. 

Jon Risfelt is Chairman of the Committee. The Remuneration 

Committee’s task is to prepare proposals concerning remu-

neration policies, remuneration and other employment terms 

for the CEO and Group Management and to follow up and 

evaluate the company’s remuneration policy, remuneration 

programmes and remuneration structure. During the year, the 

Remuneration Committee of Cabonline devoted considerable 

attention to creating greater uniformity within the company in 

terms of remuneration structures and incentive programmes. 

The Remuneration Committee held three minuted meetings  

in 2018.

5  CEO

The CEO is subordinated to the Board of Directors and pri-

marily has responsibility for the day-to-day management of 

the company’s affairs and the daily operations. The division 

of work between the Board and the CEO is set out in Cabon-

line’s rules of procedure for the Board of Directors and in the 

CEO’s instructions. The CEO is also responsible for preparing 

reports and compiling information for Board meetings, and for 

presenting such documents at the Board meetings. Pursu-

ant to the CEO’s instructions, the CEO is responsible for the 

company’s financial reporting and, accordingly, is to ensure 

that the Board of Directors receives sufficient information for 

the Board to be able to continuously evaluate the company’s 

financial position. The CEO is to keep the Board continuously 

informed about circumstances that cannot be assumed to be 

irrelevant to the company’s shareholders. For a presentation 

of the CEO and Group Management, see page 32–33.

6  Audit

Cabonline’s statutory auditor is appointed at the AGM. The 

auditor is to review the company’s annual and financial state-

ments, applicable accounting policies, and the management by 

the Board and CEO. Following each financial year, the auditor 

submits an audit report to the shareholders at the AGM.  

According to the articles of association, Cabonline is to have 

two auditors with at most two deputy auditors or a registered 

firm of auditors. At the 2018 AGM, Ernst & Young AB was 

re-elected until the end of the 2019 AGM, with Alexander 

Hagberg as the Auditor in Charge. For information on the 

company’s auditors, see page 31. In 2018, total remuneration 

to the company’s auditor amounted to MSEK 10.8.
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Internal control

The Board of Directors’ responsibility for internal control is 

governed primarily by the Swedish Companies Act, the Swed-

ish Annual Reports Act and the Code. Each year, in conjunction 

with financial reporting, information regarding the most im-

portant aspects of Cabonline’s system for internal control and 

risk management must be included in the company’s Corporate 

Governance Report.

Internal control and management is an integrated part of 

the company’s operations and is broadly defined as a process 

established to provide reasonable assurance regarding the 

achievement of the objectives and strategies described in the 

following. The procedures for internal control, risk assessment, 

control activities and monitoring with respect to the financial 

reporting have been designed to ensure reliable overall finan-

cial reporting and external financial reporting in accordance 

with IFRS, applicable laws and regulations. 

Control environment
The Board of Directors holds the ultimate responsibility for 

the internal control of financial reporting and annually adopts 

a number of governance documents designed to provide 

support for the Board and the Group management in acting 

in a way that promotes proper and thorough internal control 

and risk management. The central governance documents 

include the Board’s rules of procedure, instructions for the 

committees and instructions for financial reporting. The Board 

of Directors has also adopted attestation instructions and a 

financial policy. The company also has an Accounting Manual, 

containing principles and guidelines, as well as processes, for 

the financial statements and financial reporting.  In addi-

tion, the Board has established an Audit Committee whose 

main tasks are to monitor the company’s financial reporting, 

evaluate the efficiency of internal controls and annually 

evaluate the need to establish an internal audit function, as 

well as risk management and checking the impartiality of the 

auditors. In 2018, the Board concluded that there was no need 

to introduce a particular examination function (internal audit 

function). The responsibility for ensuring that regular work is 

conducted in respect of the control environment rests with 

the CEO, who regularly reports to the Board in accordance 

with given instructions. The company’s Accounting & Finance 

Department plays an important role in ensuring the quality of 

financial information. It is responsible for ensuring that the 

financial information is complete, correct and ready in time. 

The Accounting and Finance Department reports to the CFO 

who in turn reports to the CEO.  

Cabonline has grown considerably in recent years, par-

ticularly through acquisitions, which have in part reflected 

differences in matters involving financial reporting and internal 

controls. During the year, substantial effort was devoted to 

creating a more uniform control environment. The acquired 

companies are being integrated successively.

The company’s external auditor continuously reports his/

her observations to CEO and to the Board of Directors. The 

auditors’ reporting provides the Board with a sound under-

standing and a reliable financial base in respect of the financial 

reporting contained in the Annual Report. 

Risk assessment and control activities
Risk is defined as the uncertainty concerning whether an 

event will occur and its effect on a unit’s ability to achieve 

its business objectives in a given period of time (one to three 

years). Risk management is an important part of internal 

control. The Board of Directors is ultimately responsible for 

risk management and has also adopted a risk policy. The risk 

assessment is performed regularly and in accordance with 

adopted principles. Control activities are both internal and 

external and their purpose is to identify and limit the risks. 

The risks that have been identified regarding financial re-

porting are managed through the company’s control activities 

and documented in descriptions of processes and procedures. 

The purpose of the control activities is continuously prevent, 

detect and correct errors and deviations. 

Cabonline’s management team reports its views on the 

company’s risks on a quarterly basis to the Audit Committee.

Communication and follow-up
Cabonline has established information and communication 

channels designed to promote complete and accurate financial 

reporting; for example, through steering documents in the 

form of internal policies and handbooks made available to 

Cabonline’s employees via the company’s intranet. 

The external auditors report their examination of internal 

controls to the Board of Directors once per year in conjunction 

with the company’s third-quarter reporting. 

Group management is responsible for informing all employ-

ees that control responsibilities must be taken with the ut-

most seriousness, and that financial reporting occurs through 

a Group-wide system for all units using shared templates. 
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Auditor
Ernst & Young AB with Alexander Hagberg as 
auditor-in-charge. Alexander Hagberg was born  
in 1958 and is an authorised public accountant.

Jon Risfelt
Chairman of the Board 
Born: Sweden, 1961 
Elected: 2016
Other assignments: Chairman of the Board of 
CAB Group AB. Chairman of the Board of Bisnode 
AB. Chairman of the Board of Bisnode Business 
Information Group AB. Member of the Board of 
Boule Diagnostics AB. Member of the Board of 
Elos Medtech AB. Member of the Board of Bilia AB. 
Member of the Board of Knowit AB. 
Education: Master of Science in Chemical Engi-
neering, Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm. 
Professional experience: Ericsson, SAS, 
American Express, CEO of Nyman & Schultz, CEO of 
Europolitan, CEO of Gambro Renal and Professional 
Board member for 10 years.
Independence: Independent in relation to the 
company and executive management. Independent 
in relation to major shareholders.
Shareholding: 47,739 Class A shares, 452,261 
Class C shares.

Carl Harring
Board member 
Born: Sweden, 1976 
Elected: 2015
Other assignments: Member of the Board Corona 
Corporate Solutions Ltd, Member of the Board, 
Xtera Communications Inc. 
Education: Degree from London School of 
Economics, B.Sc. in Molecular Medicine, Lund 
University.
Professional experience: CEO, H.I.G Capital LLP
Independence: Dependent in relation to the 
company and executive management. Dependent 
in relation to major shareholders.
Shareholding: –

James Mitchell
Board member 
Born: UK, 1981 
Elected: 2015
Other assignments: Ledamot Xtera  
Communication Inc.
Education: Medicine, University of Nottingham
-MBA INSEAD.
Professional experience: H.I.G. European Capital 
Partners LLP, Bain & Company.
Independence: Dependent in relation to the  
company and executive management. Dependent  
in relation to major shareholders.
Shareholding: –

Board of Directors

Andreas Rosenlew
Board member 
Born: Finland, 1962 
Elected: 2015
Other assignments: Chairman of the Board of 
Digitalist Group Oyj (Plc), Member of the Board of 
Carnegie Holding AB, Member of the Board of A 
House at Östermalm A and Member of the Board of 
Carnegie Investment Bank AB.
Education: Graduate in Business Management, 
Hanken School of Economics, Helsinki. 
Professional experience: Chairman of the Board 
& Managing Partner of Grow AB, Global Brand 
Director Electrolux Group AB (Plc), Senior Partner 
Lowe & Partners Worldwide, Chairman of the Board 
& Chief Strategy Officer of Lowe Brindfors, CEO 
Dreamland Entertainment Inc, Marketing Manager 
Nokia Group Oyj (Plc), Account Director Young & 
Rubicam Ltd, Marketing Planner Lego System AS.
Independence: Independent in relation to the 
company and executive management. Independent 
in relation to major shareholders.
Shareholding: 75,000 Class B shares

Anna Söderblom
Board member 
Born: Sweden, 1963
Elected: 2018
Other assignments: Chairman of the Board of 
Advenica AB, Deputy Chairman of Länsförsäkringar, 
Liv försäkringsaktiebolag, Member of the Board 
of Midway Holding AB, Member of the Board BTS 
Group AB, Member of the Board of Almi Företag-
spartner AB, Member of the Board of Poolia AB.
Education: Ph.D. from the Stockholm School of 
Economics, B.Sc. in Mathematics, Lund University.
Professional experience: Researcher and tutor, 
Stockholm School of Economics, Industrifonden, 
Microsoft Nordic, Swedish Post Office.
Independence: Independent in relation to the 
company and executive management. Independent 
in relation to major shareholders. 
Shareholding: –
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Management

Peter Viinapuu 
President and CEO
Born: Sweden, 1964 
Employed by Cabonline: 2018
Other assignments: – 
Education: IHM Business School, Stockholm,
further education at Stockholm School of Eco-
nomics. 
Professional experience: CEO, MTR, Nordic 
region, COO SAS Sweden.
Shareholding: 340,000 Class B shares.

Jan Ekenstedt
Head of M&A
Born: Sweden, 1965 
Employed by Cabonline: 1993
Other assignments: Member of the Board of 
Rodhulf AB, Member of the Board of FV Group AB.
Education: Economics degree from Luleå 
University. 
Professional experience: CFO Cabonline,  
CFO Taxi Kurir, Auditor.
Shareholding: 303,141 Class A shares, 
125,000 Class B shares, 2,871,859 Class C shares.

Olof Fransson
CFO 
Born: Sweden, 1974 
Employed by Cabonline: 2015
Other assignments: Member of the Board of 
Baltic Cable Aktiebolag
Education: M.Sc. in Technical Physics from Lund 
Technical University.
Professional experience: Director Group 
Business Control TeliaSonera, Chief Financial 
Officer, Carema Care.
Shareholding: 266,676 Class B shares.

Kristofer Signer 
CTO 
Born: Sweden, 1974 
Employed by Cabonline: 2018
Other assignments: –
Education: Degree in computer science, Umeå 
University. 
Professional experience: IT Consultant at 
Netlight.
Shareholding: –

Dag Kibsgaard-Petersen
CEO Norgestaxi
Born: Norway, 1971
Employed by Cabonline: 2018
Other assignments: –
Education: M.Sc. from BI Norwegian Business 
School.
Professional experience: CEO of Galleberg AS, 
Executive Vice President, ISS Facility Services AS.
Shareholding: –

Magnus Klintbäck
Head of Stockholm 
Born: Sweden, 1965
Employed by Cabonline: 2004
Other assignments: Deputy Chairman, Swedish 
Taxi Association.
Education: Technical high school.
Professional experience: More than 25 years in 
the taxi industry.
Shareholding: 94,477 Class A shares,  
125,000 Class B shares, 904,523 Class C shares.
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Shareholding in Cabonline, 31 December 2018

*Through consultancy agreement 

Topi Simola
CEO, Cabonline Finland OY
Born: Sweden, 1976 
Employed by Cabonline: 2017
Other assignments: Gone Sailing Charter 
Services Oy. 
Education: MBA, Turku School of Economics. 
Professional experience: VR Group.
Shareholding: 60,000 Class B shares.

Boel Sundvall
IR Manager 
Born: Sweden, 1959 
Employed by Cabonline: 2018*
Other assignments: – 
Education: M.Sc. in Business and Economics, 
Stockholm School of Economics. 
Professional experience: IR Manager Handicare, 
MIPS, Troax and Bufab, SVP Communication & IR 
Husqvarna Group.
Shareholding: –

Kenneth Verlage
Head of Sales & Business Development and Rest 
of Sweden
Born: Sweden, 1965
Employed by Cabonline: 2018
Other assignments: Gigger ABot, Almi Företags- 
partner AB, Member of the Board of Poolia AB.
Education: Various training programmes in 
marketing and economics.
Professional experience: Business Development 
Manager PostNord.
Shareholding: –

Charlotta Weigel
Head of Customer Service 
Born: Sweden, 1970 
Employed by Cabonline: 2017
Other assignments: Youcall Sverige AB.
Education: IHM Business School, Stockholm.
Professional experience: Head of Service 
Production SOS Alarm, Head of Production Taxi 
Stockholm.
Shareholding: –

Charlotte Witt
Human Resources Manager 
Born: Sweden, 1964
Employed by Cabonline: 2018
Other assignments: –
Education: Bachelor’s degree in Economics from 
Örebro University.
Professional experience: Negotiations Director  
SSAB, Director Human Resources ÅF.
Shareholding: –
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Management Report 2018

The Board of Directors and the CEO of Cabonline Holding AB AB 
(publ), Corp. Reg. No. 559002-7156 and headquartered in  
Stockholm, hereby submit the annual report and consolidated 
financial statements for the 2018 financial year.

Information about the operations
Cabonline Group Holding AB (publ), corporate registration number 
559002-7156 and domiciled in Stockholm, Sweden, is the Parent 
Company of the Cabonline Group. Cabonline is the leading taxi 
company in the Nordic region with 2,700 connected taxi firms 
and approximately 5,300 vehicles in Sweden, Norway and Finland. 
Cabonline contains a series of well-known brands, such as Taxi-
Kurir, Norgestaxi, TOPCAB, Kovanen, Taxi Skåne, Taxi Väst, Umeå 
Taxi and Sverigetaxi. Through Cabonline, taxi firms have access to 
attractive customer agreements, support from industry-leading 
technological development and utilisation of economies of scale, 
efficient service and a shared infrastructure. For more informa-
tion, see www.cabonline.com.

Significant events in 2018
In January, Peter Viinapuu took office as CEO.

Prior to the deregulation of the Finnish taxi market on 1 July, 
FixuTaxi, a new brand in the premium segment, is launched.

In August, Taxi 10 000 AB was acquired from Transport IT 
Group. Goodwill related to the Finnish operations was impaired by 
MSEK 152.

A new public contract for mobility services is concluded with 
Stockholm County Council for the period 2019–2022 (with an 
option of a one-year extension) and another agreement for 
patient transportation in Oslo is concluded for 2019–2020 (with 
an option of a two-year extension).

Revenue and earnings trend
Revenue increased by 4.2% to MSEK 6,217 (5,968), an organic 
decline of 3.6%. Revenue increased 4.3% in Sweden as a result of 
acquisition-driven growth, while organic revenue declined 1.2% 
compared with the preceding year. In Norway, revenue declined 
10%, due to fewer connected taxis compared with the preceding 
year, which led to an organic revenue decline of 13.4%. Revenue 
in Finland increased, driven by a full-year effect of acquisitions 
during 2017, while organic revenue declined 7.8% compared with 
the preceding year.

Capitalised work for own account declined to MSEK 25 (30) 
because technological development work focused somewhat 
more on maintenance of existing products and less on new 
development.

Purchased transport costs pertain to compensation to exter-
nal transporters for journeys performed. This item matched the 

preceding year. This is reflected in the cost of purchased trans-
port rising due to completed acquisitions in Sweden but declining 
as a result of the organic decline in revenue.

Other external expenses rose to MSEK 561 (427), in part due 
to the full-year effect of the acquisitions in Finland during 2017 
and in part also because of the increased costs for consultancy in 
connection with preparations for an ownership change. Personnel 
costs rose to MSEK 548 (437), mainly due to the full-year effect 
of the acquisitions in Finland where employed drivers accounted 
for a large part of the cost base. The personnel cost base within 
customer services also increased, since an initiative designed to 
enhance quality and speed up response times was implemented.

Depreciation of non-current assets pertains primarily to 
depreciation of surplus value from acquisitions. This surplus value 
mainly consists of transporter relationships and brands. Depre-
ciation of non-current assets increased by a total of MSEK 223 
(199). Depreciation of tangible fixed assets rose as a result of 
the increased number of leased vehicles. Depreciation of surplus 
value increased as a result of the full-year effect of acquisitions.

Goodwill was impaired by MSEK 152 relating to Finland, when 
Management made a new assessment of market conditions fol-
lowing deregulation in Finland in July 2018. Management contin-
ues to have a positive view of growth opportunities in the Finnish 
market but the intensified competition, particularly in respect of 
driver recruitment, has resulted in the expected cash flows from 
the Finnish operations being deferred further ahead in time. 

The operating result for the period declined to MSEK –121 
(51). During the fourth quarter, EBIT was adversely impacted by 
an impairment loss of MSEK 152 on goodwill pertaining to the 
Finnish operations. EBIT for the year was also charged with items 
affecting comparability of MSEK –77 (–51). The items affecting 
comparability pertain primarily to costs related to strategic con-
sultancy and preparations ahead of a possible ownership change.

Net financial items amounted to MSEK –94 (–137). Net finan-
cial items improved compared with 2017 because the compara-
tive year was charged with refinancing costs connected to the 
raising of the bond loan.

Income tax amounted to MSEK +2 (+13), comprising the net of 
current tax and positive effects from estimated deferred taxes..

Adjusted EBITA increased to MSEK 330 (301) or by 10% and 
the adjusted EBITA margin increased to 5.3% (5.0).

Adjusted EBITA increased to MSEK 239 (218) and the adjusted 
EBITA margin  was 3.8% (3.7). 

EBITA was SEK 162 M (167).

Financial position
The Group’s total assets amounted to MSEK 2,404 as per 31 
December 2018 (2,660). The main reason for the decline was a 
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decrease in intangible assets, due in part to impairment of good-
will related to the Finnish operations and in part to plan deprecia-
tion of surplus value.

The Group’s shareholders’ equity amounted to MSEK –12 (198). 
The decline was primarily due to the impairment of goodwill by 
MSEK –152 as, described above.

On 31 December 2018, net debt totalled MSEK 1,574 (1,549) 
and net debt/adjusted EBITDA on a rolling 12-month basis was a 
multiple of 4.8 (5.1). 

The Group has an outstanding bond loan with a total scope 
of MSEK 2,000. As per 31 December 2018, MSEK 1,550 MSEK 
had been utilised. The company’s opportunities to utilise the 
remaining scope are governed by the terms and conditions of the 
bond. The bond is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm. At December 31, 
2018, the market value was MSEK 1,562 M and the price was SEK 
100.75.

At the end of 2018, the Group had a guaranteed credit facility 
(overdraft facility) corresponding to MSEK 200 (200), of which 
MSEK 30 (0) was utilised. 

Cash flow, and cash and cash equivalents
Cash flow from operating activities in 2018 amounted to MSEK 
149 (99). The year-on-year increase was mainly attributable to 
lower income tax paid (MSEK 21) and the difference in cash flow 
from changes in working capital (MSEK 29).

Cash flow from investing activities amounted to MSEK –132 
(–261), primarily comprising investments in non-current assets 
and earn-out payments. A number of major acquisitions were 
implemented in Finland during 2017, which explains the compara-
tively lower investments in 2018. 

In total, investments in tangible fixed assets and intangible 
fixed assets amounted to MSEK 45 (59), pertaining primarily to 
proprietary systems and the purchase of a new taximeter system.

Business combinations and earn-out payments impacted 
liquidity by MSEK –86 (–203).

Cash flow from financing activities was MSEK –23 (142). The 
refinancing, featuring the issuance of a bond at the same time 
as bank loans and promissory notes were repaid, had a positive 
impact on this item in 2017. Financial leasing payments increased 
to MSEK 40 (29), which is explained by a full-year effect of lease 
payments in the Finnish operation.  

Items affecting comparability
The net result for the year was charged with items affecting 
comparability of MSEK 77 (51). The items affecting comparability 
pertain primarily to costs for preparations ahead of an ownership 
change and strategic consultancy.

Sweden
Segment Sweden connects clients of taxi journeys with taxi 
transporters in an efficient franchise network. Mediation of 
journeys occurs on behalf of public clients, businesses and private 
customers under the TaxiKurir, Sverigetaxi and TopCab brands 
and a series of local brands. In addition, support services are also 
performed on behalf of transporters, such as the leasing of taxi 
cabs and mediation of taxi insurance. On a small scale, in-house 
transport operations are also conducted in this segment.

Sweden

SEK M 2018 2017 %

Revenue 5,040.9 4,859.0 3.7%
Revenue (external) 4,900.9 4,701.0 4.3%
  -Transport revenue 4,194.0 4,009.2 4.6%
  - Contract revenue 572.3 554.3 3.3%
  -Other revenue 134.6 137.5 –2.1%
Organic growth, % –1.2% –5.8% –
Operating loss –4.0 –21.9 –81.9%
Operating margin % –0.1% –0.4% –
Adjusted EBITDA 440.1 358.4 22.8%
Adjusted EBITA 391.9 301.5 30.0%
Adjusted EBITA margin, % 7.8% 6.2% –
Items affecting comparability –290.1 –234.5 23.7%
EBITA 101.8 67.0 52.1%

External revenue for the full-year rose 4.3% to MSEK 4,901 
(4,701). Organic revenue declined by 1.2% compared with 2017. 
The number of cars declined while revenue per car increased 
compared with 2017.

The operating result amounted to MSEK –4 (–22) including 
items affecting comparability of MSEK –290 (–234). Items affect-
ing comparability include internal management and administration 
services. 

Full-year Adjusted EBITA amounted to MSEK 392 (301). The 
positive trend primarily resulted from a positive price trend for 
public contracts, as well as acquired operations. 

In addition to the agreement regarding paratransit services in 
Stockholm, a number of other important contracts were secured 
in 2018. These refer primarily to paratransit taxi services in other 
parts of Sweden. The new contracts strengthen Cabonline’s 
competitiveness and constitute a solid base for stable operations 
in the years ahead. 
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Norway
Segment Norway connects clients of taxi journeys with taxi trans-
porters in an efficient franchise network in Oslo and in Bergen, 
Trondheim and Stavanger. Mediation of journeys occurs on behalf 
of public clients, businesses and private customers. The opera-
tions are conducted under the NorgesTaxi brand.

Norway

SEK M 2018 2017 %

Revenue 815.0 909.4 –10.4%
Revenue (external) 814.9 909.4 –10.4%
  -Transport revenue 738.9 823.5 –10.3%
  - Contract revenue 74.1 82.0 –9.7%
  -Other revenue 2.0 3.8 –48.1%
Organic growth –13.4% –3.6% –
Operating loss –15.8 –19.7 –20.1%
Operating margin % –1.9% –2.2% –
Adjusted EBITDA 9.0 6.6 37.1%
Adjusted EBITA 7.0 –1.3 –656.2%
Adjusted EBITA margin, % 0.9% –0.1% –
Items affecting comparability –5.4 –1.4 299.9%
EBITA 1.6 –2.6 –160.3%

Full-year external revenue declined 10.4% to MSEK 815 (909), 
due to fewer connected cars, which also led to delivery problems 
and higher penalties related to public contracts. The organic 
decline of 13.4% was partly offset by currency effects. Revenue 
per car was stable during the period.

The operating result was MSEK –16 (–20) including items 
affecting comparability of MSEK –5 (–1).

Adjusted EBITA amounted to MSEK 7 (–1). The positive earn-
ings trend was attributable to increased profitability of public 
contracts, combined with a reduced cost base driven by imple-
mentation of efficiency programmes. 

Finland
Segment Finland conducts taxi operations through both business 
partners and in-house transport operations in the Helsinki area 
and Oulu. The in-house transportation activities accounts for the 
largest part of revenue. Mediation of journeys occurs primarily on 
behalf of businesses and private customers, as well as for public 
clients. The operations are conducted under the Kovanen and 
FixuTaxi brands.

Finland

SEK M 2018 2017 %

Revenue 329,3 161,3 104,1%
Revenue (external) 329.3 161.3 104.2%
  -Transport revenue 314.8 150.9 108.6%
  - Contract revenue 1.4 0.0 0.0%
  -Other revenue 13.1 10.4 25.9%
Organic growth –7.8% – –
Operating profit/loss –179.9 4.1 –
Operating margin % –54.6% 2.6% –
Adjusted EBITDA 9.9 26.9 –63.1%
Adjusted EBITA –6.5 21.3 –130.4%
Adjusted EBITA margin, % –2.0% 13.2% –
Items affecting comparability –13.0 –13.4 –2.8%

EBITA –19.5 8.0 –344.8%

Full-year external revenue increased to MSEK 329 (161). The 
increase is a full-year effect of the acquisitions in Finland that 
were implemented in the second and third quarters of 2017. The 
organic revenue decline of 7.8% was due mainly to a lower utilisa-
tion rate of the own fleet.

The operating result amounted to MSEK –180 (4) including 
items affecting comparability of MSEK –13 (–13).

Adjusted EBITA amounted to MSEK –7 (21). 2018 includes a 
full-year effect of the acquisitions implemented in 2017, while 
profitability in the underlying operations deteriorated, primarily 
due to a lower utilisation rate for the fleet as a result of the driver 
shortage. Cabonline works intensively to recruit new drivers and 
implement other measures designed to enhance production. 
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Other
Group-wide functions such as management functions and 
administrative IT and accounting support are collected within the 
segment Other. Development of technology is performed within 
the segment, as is operation of call centre services on behalf of 
Sweden and Norway. The transport revenue in the segment Other 
pertains to taxi journeys booked and paid for through internally 
developed technology platforms (mobile apps and web-based 
booking clients).

Other

SEK M 2018 2017 %

Revenue 609.5 566.0 7.7%
Revenue (external) 171.7 196.1 –12.4
  -Transport revenue 137.5 161.2 –14.7
  - Contract revenue 0.0 0.0 –
  -Other revenue 34.3 34.9 –1.8
Organic growth –12.3% 25.2% –
Operating profit/loss 77.0 88.9 –13.4
Operating margin % 12.6% 15.7% –
Adjusted EBITDA –129.9 –89.9 44.5
Adjusted EBITA –154.5 –102.6 50.6
Adjusted EBITA margin, % –25.3% –18.1% –
Items affecting comparability 231.5 197.9 17.0

EBITA 77.0 95.3 –19.2

Full-year external revenue declined to MSEK 172 (196). The decline 
in transport revenue was mainly due to slightly reduced flows 
through central booking channels for app and online bookings.

The operating result was MSEK 77 (89) including items affect-
ing comparability of MSEK 231 (198). Items affecting comparabili-
ty include internal revenue from management and administration 
services.

Adjusted EBITA amounted to MSEK –154 (–103). The strength-
ening of existing and establishment of new Group-wide func-
tions has resulted in cost increases. Initiatives and programmes 
conducted at customer services in order to raise quality have also 
entailed cost increases.  

Parent Company
Cabonline Group Holding AB (publ) is the Parent Company of the 
Cabonline Group Holding Group. Operations comprise Group man-
agement and financing of the Group’s operations. 

Revenue for 2018 amounted to MSEK 17.3 (0) and profit to 
MSEK 57.8 (0). Assets amounted to MSEK 2,546.7 (2,418.8) and 
shareholders’ equity to MSEK 435.6 (377.8).

 
Legal disputes
Sverigetaxi i Stockholm AB, which is a wholly owned subsidiary 
of the Cabonlin Group, has an ongoing dispute with a former cus-
tomer regarding non-payment of completed school transport. The 
agreement is now terminated. The value of the dispute amounts 
to MSEK 20.3 excluding interest. Stockholm’s District Court ruled 
on 9 March 2018 to Sverigetaxi in Stockholm AB’s advantage. 
The company has reserved MSEK 5.0 for expected credit losses in 
the item accounts receivable linked to the dispute, which can be 
recognised as income if the verdict gains legal force. This verdict 
has been appealed.

Seasonal variations
Demand is normally lower during the summer months, meaning in 
the third quarter.

Research and Development
The Company is developing technology services for taxi services. 
Capitalised technological development costs amounted to MSEK 
25 (30). This includes technology aimed at consumers, businesses 
and public institutions as well as drivers and transporters.

The Environment
In accordance with ÅRL 6 Chapter 11§, Cabonline has chosen to 
establish the statutory sustainability report as a report separat-
ed from the Annual Report. The sustainability report has been 
submitted to the auditor at the same time as the Annual Report. 
The sustainability report is available at  
www.cabonline.com/inv/reports

The employees
The average number of full-time employees was 1,109 (1,009). 
Staff turnover in comparable business operations declined com-
pared with 2017.
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Expected future development
The company does not provide forecasts. Forward-looking 
information in this report is based on senior management’s 
expectations at the time of the report. Although senior manage-
ment believes that the expectations are reasonable, there is no 
guarantee that they are or will prove to be correct. Accordingly, 
future outcomes may differ significantly from those expressed 
in the forward-looking statements due to such factors as 
changed market conditions for the Group’s services and more 
general changes in respect of economic, market and competitive 
conditions, changes in regulatory requirements and other policy 
measures and fluctuations in exchange rates. Cabonline Group 
Holding AB (publ) does not undertake to update or correct such 
forward-looking statements, other than what is stipulated in law.

Significant risks and uncertainties
The Group operates in the transport market and is exposed to 
fluctuations in the business cycle that affect customer purchas-
ing behaviour. There is a risk that the Group would be adversely 
affected by a change in purchasing behaviour as a result of macro-
economic changes.

There are risks associated with the fact that the majority of 
the Group’s transporters and drivers are not employed but only 
connected via agreements, which could lead to delays and signifi-
cant variations in the number of vehicles and thus in profitability.

In addition, the Group operates in a competitive market with 
both new and old operators in the tax industry. Public transport is, 
or may become, a competitor for end customers.

The Group conducts operations that are procured in public 
tendering arrangements. There is a risk of being locked into 
unattractive procured contracts for a protracted time. There is a 
risk associated with the reliance on a number of major contracts 
that are of significant importance for the Group’s profitability. 
The public procurement market is also dependent on political 
decisions.

The Group is dependent on having a good reputation among 
end customers, drivers and transporters. There is a dependency 
on the Group’s brands and should these be adversely impacted, 
this could have a material impact on the Group. In addition, there 
are risks associated with e.g. incidents or other inappropriate be-
haviour by affiliated transporters and drivers, which could damage 
the Group’s brands, lead to negative media coverage and thus 
adversely affect the business operations.

Technology in the industry is rapidly changing and there is a 
risk that the Group will be dependent on being able to offer com-
petitive technology. The Group is exposed to data-security risks, 
including those linked to the GDPR.

There is a risk that the taxi industry is adversely affected by 
increased environmental demands from both consumers and 
legislators. Political decisions, incidentally, increased or changed 
regulation and other decisions outside the Company’s control can 
affect the business. 

Financial risks are associated i.a. to a residual value risk in the 
lease fleet. The Group is exposed to interest rate risk, due to 
that the costs for a large part of its financing is dependent upon 
prevailing market interest rates. There is a financing risk due to 
that the issued bond will need to be refinanced in 2020 and the 
availability of private equity capital cannot be guaranteed.

Shares
At the end of 2018, the company’s share capital amounted to 
SEK 3,555,684.93, represented by 355,568,493 shares, of which 
the number of Class A shares carrying two voting rights was 
33,779,007, the number of Class B shares carrying one voting 
right 1,777,842 and the number of Class C shares, which are pref-
erence shares carrying one voting right, 320,011,644. 

At year-end 2018, Cabonline had 18 shareholders according 
to the share register. The only holding representing a minimum 
of one-tenth of the number of voting rights was held by H.I.G. 
Luxembourg Holdings 56 Sarl, which held 93% of the votes at 
year-end 2018.

Proposal for the allocation of unrestricted equity
The 2019 Annual General Meeting will be held in Stockholm on  
24 April 2019. Notice of the 2019 AGM will be available on  
cabonline.com as of 21 March, 2019.

The Board of Directors proposes that the profit for the year 
and the accumulated result, together with the remaining share 
premium, be carried forward. In respect of other aspects of the 
Group’s and Parent Company’s financial results and financial sit-
uation, refer to the subsequent income statements and balance 
sheets with accompanying Notes.

The Board of Directors proposes that the unappropriated 
earnings available for distribution, SEK 432,060,402, be appropri-
ated as follows:

SEK 2018-12-31

Profit/loss brought forward 22,245,703

Share premium account 352,012,808

Net profit/loss for the year 57,801,891

Total 432,060,402

 

To be carried forward 432,060,402
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SEK M 2018 2017 2016

Revenue 6 216.8 5 967.7 5 914.9

  -Transport revenue 5 385.1 5 145.0 –

  – Contract revenue 647.8 636.0 –

  – Other revenue 183.90 187.0 –

Organic growth, % –3.6% –4.6% –

Operating result –121.5 50.8 20.9

Operating margin % –2.0% 0.9% 0.4%

Adjusted EBITDA 330.2 301.3 251.8

Adjusted EBITDA margin, % 5.3% 5.0% 4.3%

EBITDA 253.2 249.9 196.0

EBITDA margin, % 4.1% 4.2% 3.3%

Adjusted EBITA 239.0 218.2 195.5

Adjusted EBITA margin, % 3.8% 3.7% 3.3%

Items affecting comparability –77.0 –51.3 –55.9

EBITA 162.0 166.9 139.7

EBITA margin, % 2.6% 2.8% 2.4%

Loss before taxes –215.6 –86.4 –78.1

Net loss for the period –213.7 –73.0 –75.6

Earnings per share before dilution, SEK –7.36 –3.40 –3.48

Earnings per share after dilution, SEK –7.36 –3.40 –3.48

Cash flow for the period –6.2 –20.0 –25.3

Net result for the period excl. amortisation of surplus value 69.9 43.2 43.2

Earnings per share, excl. amortisation of surplus value, before dilution, SEK 0.61 –0.14 –0.14

Earnings per share, excl. amortisation of surplus value, after dilution, SEK 0.61 –0.14 –0.14

Net debt 1 573.7 1 549.3 1 239.8

Net indebtedness/adjusted EBITDA, rolling 12-month basis, multiple 4.8 5.1 4.9

Working capital –196.0 –225.0 –192.1

Investments, CAPEX 45.0 59.0 77.7

Cash flow generation, rolling 12-month basis, excl. items affecting comparability 245.2 213.3 163.0

Cash flow generation, rolling 12-month basis/adjusted EBITDA 84.0% 78.0% 67.7%

See definitions and reconciliation of alternative performance measures on pages 97–99.

Key performance measures, three year
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Consolidated profit and loss account

SEK M Note 2018 2017 2016

Revenue 1, 2 ,3 6,216.8 5,967.7 5 914,9

Other revenues 4 13.4

Capitalised work for own account 10 24.6 29.8 47.5

Purchased transport costs 1 –4,875.2 –4,878.4 –4,976.6

Other external expenses 5 –561.0 –427.3 –516.8

Personnel costs 6 –547.5 –436.9 –286.1

Depreciation of non-current assets 10, 11 –222.9 –199.2 –175.1

Impairment of goodwill 10 –151.8

Other operating expenses –4.5 –5.9 –2.5

Result from participations in associated companies 7 0.1 1.0 2.0

Total operating expenses –6,338.3 –5,916.9 –5,907.5

Operating profit/loss –121.5 50.8 20.9

Financial income 8 12.5 8.2 1.6

Financial expense 8 –106.6 –145.4 –100.6

Result from financial items –94.1 –137.2 –99.0

Profit/loss before taxes –215.6 –86.4 –78.1

Income tax 9, 13 1.9 13.5 2.5

Net loss for the period –213.7 –73.0 –75.6

Net loss for the period attributable to:    

Parent Company shareholders –214.5 –73.4 –90.0

Non-controlling interests 0.8 0.5 14.4

Total net result for the year –213.7 –73.0 –75.6

Earnings per share before dilution, SEK 19 –7.36 –3.40 –3.48

Earnings per share after dilution, SEK 19 –7.36 –3.40 –3.48
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SEK M 2018 2017 2016

Net loss for the period –213.7 –73.0 –75.6

Other comprehensive income:

Items that can be transferred to profit or loss

Translation difference for the year 2.9 1.0 4.1

Comprehensive income for the year –210.8 –72.0 –71.5

Comprehensive income for the period attributable to:    

Parent Company shareholders –211.6 –72.4 –85.9

Non-controlling interests 0.8 0.5 14.4

Total comprehensive income for the year –210.8 –72.0 –71.5

Consolidated statement  
of comprehensive income
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Consolidated Balance Sheet

SEK M Note 31 Dec 2018 31 Dec 2017 31 Dec 2016

Non-current assets

Intangible assets 10 1,693.4 1,931.1 1,754.0

Tangible fixed assets 11 173.1 169.3 100.1

Participations in associated companies 7 2.5 3.0 2.5

Deferred tax assets 13 9.3 0.0 0.0

Other financial assets 12,14 10.4 0.9 0.0

Total non-current assets 1,888.7 2,104.3 1,856.7

Current assets

Inventories 15 4.0 8.8 4.0

Accounts receivable 14,16 264.2 289.5 193.3

Other receivables 14 40.6 78.9 65.1

Current interest-bearing receivables 14 20.3 0.0 0.0

Current tax assets 23.6 0.5 0.0

Prepaid expenses and accrued income 17 76.8 87.1 83.4

Cash and cash equivalents 18 85.3 90.5 112.6

Total current assets 514.9 555.3 458.4

TOTAL ASSETS 2,403.5 2,659.6 2,315.1
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Consolidated Balance Sheet, cont.

SEK M Note 31 Dec 2018 31 Dec 2017 31 Dec 2016

Equity 19

Share capital 3.6 3.6 3.6

Other paid-in capital 385.5 385.5 352.0

Reserves 4.0 1.1 0.3

Retained earnings incl. net loss –411.2 –199.5 –129.0

Total shareholders’ equity attributable to  
Parent Company shareholders –18.1 190.6 226.9

Non-controlling interests 5.8 7.8 10.2

Total equity –12.4 198.4 237.1

Non-current liabilities

Non-current interest-bearing liabilities 14,20,30 1,606.5 1,592.6 1,315.8

Deferred tax liabilities 13 84.6 85.9 111.7

Other non-current liabilities 14 13.7 3.0 0.0

Total non-current liabilities 1,704.8 1,681.5 1,427.4

Current liabilities

Current interest-bearing liabilities 14,20,30 72.7 47.2 36.7

Trade payables 14 106.9 91.2 100.3

Current tax liabilities 26.1 0.0 22.8

Other liabilities 14 105.0 140.6 82.5

Accrued expenses and deferred income 21 400.6 500.7 408.3

Total current liabilities 711.2 779.7 650.6

TOTAL SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY  
AND LIABILITIES 2,403.5 2,659.6 2,315.1
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Consolidated statement  
of changes in equity

SEK M
 Share
capital

Other
contributed 

capital Reserves*

Retained
earnings incl. 
net result for 

the period Total

Non-con-
trolling 

interests
Total

equity

Balance, 1 January 2016 3.6 352.0 –3.8 –71.3 280.5 0.0 280.5

Comprehensive income

Net loss for the period –90.0 –90.0 14.4 –75.6

Other comprehensive income 4.1 4.1 4.1

Total comprehensive income 0.0 0.0 4.1 –90.0 –85.9 14.4 –71.5

Transactions with shareholders:

Shareholders’ contributions

Acquisitions of non-controlling interests 32.4 32.4 –4.3 28.1

Change in minority share

Closing balance on  
31 December 2016 3.6 352.0 0.3 –129.0 226.9 10.2 237.1

Opening balance, 1 January 2017 3.6 352.0 0.3 –129.0 226.9 10.2 237.1

Comprehensive income

Net loss for the period –73.4 –73.4 0.5 –73.0

Other comprehensive income 0.8 0.8 0.8

Total comprehensive income 0.0 0.0 0.8 –73.4 –72.6 0.5 –72.2

Transactions with shareholders:

Shareholders’ contributions 33.5 33.5 33.5

Change in minority share 2.9 2.9 –2.9 0.0

Closing balance,  
31 December 2017 3.6 385.5 1.1 –199.5 190.6 7.8 198.4

Opening balance, 1 January 2018 3.6 385.5 1.1 –199.5 190.6 7.8 198.4

Comprehensive income

Net loss for the period –214.5 –214.5 0.8 –213.7

Other comprehensive income 2.9 0.0 2.9 2.9

Total comprehensive income 0.0 0.0 2.9 –214.5 –211.6 0.8 –210.8

Transactions with shareholders:

Change in minority share 2.8 2.8 –2.8

Closing balance,  
31 December 2018 3.6 385.5 4.0 –411.2 –18.1 5.8 –12.4

*Reserves refer entirely to translation differences
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Consolidated Cash Flow Statement

SEK M Note 2018 2017 2016

Operating activities  

Operating profit/loss –121.5 50.8 20.9

Adjustment for non-cash items, etc. 22 374.7 199.2 162.1

Interest paid –97.8 –96.9 –59.0

Interest received 1.5 3.8 1.6

Income tax paid –20.0 –40.7 –18.4

Cash flow from operating activities before changes 
in working capital 136.9 116.2 107.2

   

Cash flow from changes in working capital

Increase (–)/decrease (+) in inventories 4.8 –4.8 3.1

Increase (–)/decrease (+) in current receivables 54.1 –65.5 –8.2

Increase (+)/decrease (–) in current liabilities –47.2 53.0 –22.0

Change in working capital 11.7 –17.3 –27.1

Cash flow from operating activities 148.6 98.8 80.0

Investing activities    

Business combinations 25 –1.9 –203.2 26.4

Divestment of business 26 11.5

Paid earn-outs –83.5

Investment in tangible and intangible fixed assets 10,11 –45.2 –58.9 –77.7

Acquisition of financial assets –1.4 –0.9 0.6

Divestment of non-current assets 0.0 2.4 6.8

Cash flow from investing activities –132.0 –260.7 –32.4

Financing activities

Payment of financial leases –39.7 –28.8

Raising of loans 0.0 1,560.0 19.2

Loans repaid –12.5 –1,389.3 –92.2

Utilised overdraft facilities 29.5 0.0 0.0

Cash flow from financing activities –22.7 141.9 –73.0

Cash flow for the period –6.2 –20.0 –25.3

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of period 90.5 112.6 134.5

Foreign exchange difference in cash and cash equivalents 1.0 –2.1 3.4

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the period 18 85.3 90.5 112.6
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Parent Company income statement

SEK M Note 2018 2017 2016

Operating revenue 33 17.3 0.0 –

Operating expenses

Other external expenses 33, 34 –26.1 –0.7 –0.7

Personnel costs 35 –6.8 –0.5

Operating profit/loss –15.7 –1.2 –0.7

Result from financial items

Interest income and similar income items 36 86.4 47.8

Interest expenses and similar expenses 37 –94.0 –66.7 –25.9

Result after financial items 35 –23.3 –20.0 –26.5

Appropriations

Group contributions 38 122.1 75.9 26.5

Allocation to tax accrual reserve –24.7 –9.5

Profit/loss before taxes 74.2 46.3 –0.0

Tax on net profit/loss for the period 39 –16.3 –10.2

Net loss for the period 57.8 36.1 –0.0

Because there are no items in Parent Company that are recognised as other comprehensive income, the total for 
comprehensive income is the same as profit for the year.
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Parent Company balance sheet

SEK M Note 31 Dec 2018 31 Dec 2017 31 Dec 2016

ASSETS

Non-current assets

Financial assets

Participations in Group companies 41 655.7 655.7 655.7

Deferred tax assets 0.0 0.0 3.9

Total financial non-current assets 655.7 655.7 659.6

Total non-current assets 655.7 655.7 659.6

Current assets

Current receivables

Receivables from Group companies 1,865.5 1,763.1 26.6

Other current receivables 2.3 0.0

Prepaid expenses and accrued income 0.0 0.0 0.1

Total current receivables 1,867.8 1,763.1 26.6

Cash and bank balances 42 0.0 0.0 0.1

Total current assets 1,867.8 1,763.1 26.7

TOTAL ASSETS 2,523.5 2,418.8 686.3
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Parent Company balance sheet, cont.

SEK M Note 31 Dec 2018 31 Dec 2017 31 Dec 2016

Equity 43

Restricted shareholders’ equity

Share capital 3.6 3.6 3.6

Total restricted equity 3.6 3.6 3.6

Unrestricted shareholders’ equity

Share premium account 352.0 352.0 352.0

Profit/loss brought forward 22.2 –13.9 –13.9

Net profit/loss for the period 57.8 36.1 –0.0

Total non-restricted equity 432.1 374.3 338.1

Total equity 435.6 377.8 341.7

Untaxed reserves

Tax allocation reserve 34.2 9.5

Total untaxed reserves 34.2 9.5

Non-current liabilities 44

Bond loans 1,539.5 1,532.6

Other non-current liabilities 0.0 0.0 323.9

Total non-current liabilities 1,539.5 1,532.6 323.9

Current liabilities

Trade payables 0.7 0.0 0.0

Liabilities to Group companies 486.1 487.8 0.6

Current tax liability 20.3 6.3

Other current liabilities 0.5 0.1 0.1

Accrued expenses and deferred income 45 6.9 4.6 20.0

Total current liabilities 514.5 498.9 20.8

TOTAL SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY AND  
LIABILITIES 2,523.5 2,418.8 686.3
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Parent Company statement  
of changes in equity

Restricted equity Unrestricted equity

SEK M Share capital
Share premium 

account
Profit/loss 

brought forward
Total share- 

holders’ equity

Balance, 1 January 2016 3.6 352.0 –13.9 341.7

Comprehensive income     

Net profit/loss for the year – – –0.0 –0.0

Total comprehensive income – – –0.0 –0.0

     

Transactions with shareholders 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Closing balance, 31 December 2015 3.6 352.0 –13.9 341.7

     

Opening balance, 1 January 2017 3.6 352.0 –13.9 341.7

Comprehensive income    

Net profit/loss for the year – – 36.1 36.1

Total comprehensive income – – 36.1 36.1

     

Transactions with shareholders 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Closing balance, 31 December 2017 3.6 352.0 22.3 377.8

Opening balance, 1 January 2018 3.6 352.0 22.3 377.8

Comprehensive income    

Net profit/loss for the year – – 57.8 57.8

Total comprehensive income – – 57.8 57.8

     

Transactions with shareholders 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Closing balance, 31 December 2018 3.6 352.0 80.1 435.6
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Parent Company’s statement  
of cash flows
SEK M Note 2018 2017 2016

Operating loss –15.7 –1.2 –0.7

Interest received 0.0 43.3 0.2

Interest paid –86.5 –58.1 –

Income taxes paid –2.3 0.0 –

Cash flow from operating activities before changes 
in working capital –104.5 –16.0 –0.5

Cash flow from changes in working capital

Increase (–)/decrease (+) in current receivables 82.8 –19.2 –

Increase (+)/decrease (–) in current liabilities 21.7 380.9 0.6

Cash flow from operating activities 0.0 345.7 0.1

Investing activities

Lending to subsidiaries 0.0 –1,530.0 –

Cash flow from investing activities 0.0 –1,530.0 0.0

Financing activities

Sales, bonds 1,550.0 –

Repayment of debt –343.7 –

Expenditure for loans raised –22.1 –

Cash flow from financing activities 0.0 1,184.2 0.0

Cash flow during the year 0.0 0.0 0.1

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year 0.0 0.0 0.0

Foreign exchange difference in cash and cash equivalents 0.0 0.0 0.0

Cash and cash equivalents, 31 December 40 0.0 0.0 0.1
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already at the initial date of recognition, unlike the previous year’s 
accounting policy, whereby reserves were posted for objectively 
identified loss events. Cabonline’s investments consist essentially 
of financial fixed assets, which means that provision for expected 
loan losses is made for financial instruments in the form of financial 
fixed assets and current assets. For Cabonline, this primarily involves 
reserves for expected credit losses for accounts receivable and a pro-
vision for expected losses on all financial receivables, including those 
that are not past due. 

The initial application of IFRS 9 had no impact on the Group’s 
equity as per 1 January 2018. The transition to IFRS 9 did not give 
rise to any changes in measurements of financial instruments, oth-
er than the designations of the classification categories: Loans and 
receivables and other financial liabilities under IAS 39 are classified 
and measured under IFRS 9 at amortised cost. Financial assets and 
liabilities measured at fair value through profit or loss in preceding 
years continue to be classified and measured at fair value through 
profit or loss under IFRS 9. The Group has not identified any finan-
cial assets measured at FVTOCI. 

The effect of the initial application of expected credit losses 
was not material for the Group. For this reason, no additional 
provision has been posted on the transition, which is why carrying 
amounts for assets recognised at amortised cost have not been 
affected. 

The financial assets covered by the provision for expected credit 
losses according to the general method consist of cash and cash 
equivalents, accounts receivable and contract assets. Cabonline 
applies a rating-based method combined with other known informa-
tion and prospective factors for assessing expected credit losses. 
The Group has defined default as when payment of a receivable is 
delayed by 90 days or more, or when other factors indicate a sus-
pension of payments. No material increase in credit risk as per the 
balance sheet date is considered to have arisen for any receivable or 
asset. Such a judgment is based on whether payment is delayed by 
30 days or more, or if a material rating deterioration occurs that re-
sults in the rating declining to less than investment grade. In those 
cases where the amounts are not regarded as immaterial, a provision 
is posted for expected credit losses.

The transition to IFRS 9 had no material impact on the Group’s 
financial position. 

IFRS 15 Income from contracts with customers. 
IFRS 15 imposes new requirements for revenue reporting and re-
places IAS 18 Revenue, IAS 11 Construction Contracts and several 
revenue-related interpretations. The new standard provides more 
detailed guidance in many areas that were previously not indicated, 
including the accounting rules for agreements with several perfor-
mance commitments, flexible pricing, customer’s right of return, etc. 

General information
Cabonline Group Holding AB, company reg. no. 559002-7156  
(Parent Company) is a limited liability company registered in  
Sweden with its headquarters office in Stockholm. On 3 April 
2019, the Board of Directors approved these consolidated 
financial statements for publication. The consolidated financial 
statements have been prepared in Swedish kronor and amounts 
are expressed in SEK millions (SEK M) unless otherwise stated.

Summary of important accounting policies
The most important accounting policies applied when preparing 
these consolidated financial statements are set out below. 

Basis for the preparation of the financial statements
The consolidated financial statements for the Cabonline Group 
have been prepared in accordance with the Swedish Annual 
Accounts Act, RFR 1 Supplementary Accounting Rules for Groups, 
and International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and 
interpretations of the IFRS Interpretations Committee (IFRS IC) 
as adopted by the EU. It has been prepared in accordance with the 
acquisition method, except for financial liabilities measured at fair 
value through profit or loss.

The Group and the Parent Company were established in 2015. 
The Group has applied IFRS since the Group was established. The 
Parent Company has applied RFR 2 Accounting for Legal Entities, 
since the parent company was established.

New/amended accounting policies, 2018
IFRS 9 Financial Instruments
This Standard encompasses accounting for financial assets and 
liabilities and replaces IAS 39 Financial Instruments: Recognition 
and measurement. The standard came into effect on 1 January 
2018. In common with IAS 39, financial assets are classified in dif-
ferent categories, some of which are measured at amortised cost 
and others at fair value. However, IFRS 9 applies to categories 
other than those in IAS 39. IFRS 9 also introduces a new model 
for impairment of financial assets. For financial liabilities, IFRS 9 
largely corresponds with IAS 39. For liabilities recognised at fair 
value, the part of the changes in fair value attributable to their 
own credit risk is to be recognised in Other comprehensive income 
instead of in profit/loss, unless this results in inconsistency in 
the financial reports. IFRS also introduces other partially changed 
criteria for hedge accounting. 

The purpose of the new model is that credit losses are to be 
reported earlier. For accounting purposes, based on cost, impairment 
testing and loss risk reserves according to IFRS9 shall apply. This 
means that Cabonline makes reserves for expected loan losses 

Notes • Group

Note 1 Accounting policies, financial risk management and important estimates for accounting purposes
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The effects on 2016 and 2017 are shown in the tables below: 

2016 
SEK M IAS 18 Cash

Quality  
deductions IFRS 15

Revenue 5,543.0 427.9 –42.5 5,928.4

Capitalised work for own 
account 47.5 47.5

Transport costs –4,591.2 –427.9 42.5 –4,976.6

External costs –516.8 –516.8

Personnel costs –286.1 –286.1

Depreciation –175.1 –175.1

Other operating expenses –2.5 –2.5

Result from participations 
in associated companies 2.0 2.0

Operating profit/loss 20.9 0.0 0.0 20.9

2017 
SEK M IAS 18 Cash

Quality 
deductions IFRS 15

Revenue 5,665.1 347.8 –45.2 5,967.7

Capitalised work for own 
account 30.0 30.0

Transport costs –4,575.8 –347.8 45.2 –4,878.4

External costs –427.0 –427.0

Personnel costs –437.0 –437.0

Depreciation –199.0 –199.0

Other operating expenses –6.0 –6.0
Result from participations 
in associated companies 1.0 1.0

Operating profit/loss 51.3 0.0 0.0 51.3

Other changes
As of the 2018 financial year, the company has made the fol-
lowing changes: earnings per share are recognised, purchased 
transport costs are recognised on a separate row in the income 
statement (previously included in other external expenses) and 
a performance measure summary with performance measures 
has been added, which the company believes provides increased 
understanding of how the operations are performing. Wherever 
appropriate, comparative figures have been recalculated using the 
same policies as for the performance measures used in 2018. 

New or revised accounting standards that have not 
yet become effective
New standards and interpretations that become effective for 
financial years beginning after 1 January 2018 have not been 
applied in the preparation of these financial reports.

IFRS 16 Lease agreements.
As of 1 January 2019, IFRS 16 replaces IAS 17 and associated 
interpretations IFRIC 4, SIC 15 and SIC 27. IFRS 16 will primarily 
affect lessees in cases where the current difference between op-
erating and financial leases is removed and essentially all leases 
are recognised in the balance sheet. 

According to IFRS 16, a contract is a lease if it transfers the 
right to control the use of an identified asset for a specific period 
in exchange for payment. The current difference between oper-
ating and financial leases has been removed for lessees and the 
standard instead requires that an asset (the right of use) and a 

IFRS 15 is applied by the Group as of the financial year that start-
ed on 1 January 2018. The Group has chosen to apply this standard 
by applying full retrospective transition in accordance with IFRS 15; 
accordingly, all comparative figures are presented in accordance with 
the new IFRS 15 policies as they were applied in 2018.

The Group has analysed the effects of IFRS 15. The Group’s 
revenue streams have been analysed using the standard’s five-
step model as the starting point. Material revenue streams that 
were analysed were transport revenue and contractual revenue.

Transport revenue is the Group’s main revenue stream and 
comprises revenue from transport services performed. The 
Group’s assessment is that the agreement with a customer arises 
when the journey begins. The agreements contain a performance 
obligation, the performance of passenger transport, which is 
fulfilled over time as the journeys are completed. In certain 
agreements, pertaining to public assignments, Cabonline may 
be ordered to make quality deductions when certain parameters 
in the agreement have not been fulfilled. In the past, Cabonline 
recognised these quality deductions as a cost; however, due to 
implementation of IFRS 15, it has switched to recognising quality 
deductions, should they arise, as a reduction of the revenue. 
Cabonline continues to be of the opinion that the Group also acts 
as principal for the transport services performed by connected 
transporters. This assessment is based on the fact that, through 
the agreement with the transporter, the Group controls the ser-
vice that is provided to the customer by controlling such factors 
as pricing and the brand. Cabonline also has the principal respon-
sibility for delivering the service and is also subject to some of the 
credit risk. As part of the analysis of the criteria for determining 
whether Cabonline acts as the principal, the Group has concluded 
that the amount that is paid in cash to the transporter is encom-
passed by Cabonline’s role as the principal and should therefore 
be included in net sales with the related cost as other external 
costs. The Group’s assessment is based on Cabonline havng 
control over the services that are performed by the transporters, 
which is not impacted by how the end customer chooses to pay.  

Contractual revenue comprises the fees paid by transporters 
for being connected to Cabonline and for utilising the Group’s ser-
vices. The length of the agreement normally matches the period 
of notice. The performance obligation comprises the obligation 
to assign transport assignments to the customer, whereby the 
Group has an obligation to be available throughout for performing 
the service regardless of whether the service is utilised by the 
customer. Control is thus deemed to be passed to the customer 
over time as Cabonline performs the service. 

The timing of revenue recognition complies with the current 
accounting policy, meaning over time. However, the policies for 
presenting possible quality deductions and amounts paid in cash 
to the transporter have been amended.

When applying IFRS 15, the Group was not subject to any 
effects that impacted shareholders’ equity at 1 January 2016 or  
1 January 2017. 
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nise that part of the right of use that is subleased, which amounts 
to about MSEK 52, and instead recognise a net investment in 
leases, amounting to MSEK 52 and classified as a non-current and 
current receivable in the balance sheet. The changed classifica-
tion entails that operating revenue during 2019 will decline by 
about MSEK 28, depreciation will decline by about MSEK 27 and 
interest income will rise by about MSEK 2. 

Transitional effects 
In accordance with what has been stated above, the introduction 
of IFRS 16 will impact Cabonline in respect of both leases where 
Cabonline is a lessee and that were previously classified as oper-
ating leases and for financial leases where Cabonline is a lessee 
and where the assets are subleased. The combined effect of IFRS 
16 as per 1 January 2019 is presented in the table below:

Transitional effect, 1 January 2019  SEK M

Assets

Right-of-use assets 36
–  of which, former operating leases 87
–  of which, former financial leases that are subleased –52
Net investments in leases 52
–  of which, non-current receivable 23
–  of which, current receivable 29

Liabilities

Lease liabilities 87
-  of which, non-current liabilities] 61
-  of which, current liabilities] 26

The transition to IFRS 16 is not expected to have any material 
effects on operating profit or profit before tax during 2019.

The table below illustrates the differences between opera-
tional lease commitments in accordance with the disclosures as 
per 31 December 2018 [in Note 24] and the lease liability accord-
ing to IFRS 16 that is recognised as per 1 January 2019. 

Reconciliation, operational lease commitments SEK M

Commitments for operating leases, 31 Dec 2018 97

Effect of discounting using the Group’s weighted average marginal 
borrowing rate, 5.5%   –10        

Financial lease liabilities at 31 Dec 2018 96

Carrying lease liability, 1 January 2019 183

No other IFRS or IFRIC interpretations that have not yet become 
effective are expected to have a significant impact on the Group.

Segment reporting
An operating segment is a part of the Group which operates from 
which it can generate revenue and incur costs and for which there 
is independent financial information available. The operating 
results of a business segment are further monitored by the com-
pany’s highest executive decision maker to evaluate the financial 
results and to allocate resources to the operating segment. The 
highest decision-making instance is the Group CEO. For Cabonline, 
geographic areas constitute the primary basis for division, and the 
geographical areas consist of countries. See Note 2 for further 
description of the division.

financial liability be recognised for all leases that fulfil the defini-
tion of a lease; i.e. that the contract transfers the right to control 
the use of an identified asset for a specific period in exchange for 
payment. Depreciation of the asset is recognised in profit or loss, 
as are interest payments on the lease liability. Leasing charges 
paid are recognised partly as payment of interest and partly as 
amortisation of the debt from the lease. The standard exempts 
leases with a lease term of less than 12 months (short-term leas-
es) and leases pertaining to assets with a low value, of less than 
approximately KSEK 50. 

The transition to IFRS 16
Cabonline evaluated the effects of IFRS 16 in 2018. Most of the 
Group’s leasing agreements as a lessee are recognised today 
as financial leasing, for which the transition to IFRS 16 will not 
lead to any effects as these will be remeasured on the transition. 
However, the Group has a number of operating leases as lessee 
(primarily for leased premises), which will be affected by the tran-
sition to IFRS 16. In addition, a large part of the Group’s financial 
leases is subleased and the classification of subleasing is affected 
by IFRS 16. 

Operating leases where Cabonline is the lessee
Due to the introduction of IFRS 16, the balance sheet total will in-
crease through recognition of right-of-use assets and lease liabili-
ties for leases that were previously classified as operating leases. 
Lease payments that under IAS 17 were recognised as a cost in 
operating profit are replaced by depreciation/amortisation of the 
right-of-use assets, which are recognised as a cost in operating 
profit, and as interest on the lease liability which is recognised as 
a financial expense. Leasing charges paid are recognised partly as 
payment of interest and partly as amortisation of the lease debt.

The Group will apply IFRS 16 as of 1 January 2019 and will ap-
ply the modified retrospective approach to the transition, which 
entails that comparative data for prior periods will not be restat-
ed. On the effective date, Cabonline will recognise all rights of use 
in an amount that corresponds to the lease liability, adjusted for 
any prepaid or accrued lease payments, which means that equity 
will not be impacted by the transition. Cabonline will apply the 
relaxation rules to leases where the underlying asset has a low 
value and to leases shorter than 12 months, including leases with 
a remaining term of less than 12 months. These leases will not be 
included in amounts recognised in the balance sheet. 

On transition to IFRS 16, all remaining lease payments attribut-
able to operating leases were calculated at present value using the 
marginal borrowing rate. The transition gives rise to additional right-
of-use assets and lease liabilities amounting to about MSEK 85. 

Operating leases where Cabonline is the lessee that are subleased
A large part of the assets held by the Group through financial 
leasing pertains to vehicles that are subleased to transporters. 
Under IAS 17, this sub-leasing was classified as operating leasing, 
which entailed that Cabonline retained the leased asset and the 
liability in the balance sheet and recognised revenue from Ca-
bonline’s customers on a straight-line basis. On the transition to 
IFRS 16, the policy for classifying subleasing will change to some 
extent, which entails that Cabonline’s subleasing will instead be 
classified as financial leasing. Accordingly, Cabonline will derecog-
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Translation of foreign currencies
Functional currency and report currency
Items included in the financial statements for the various entities 
in the Group are measured in the currency used in the financial 
environment in which each company is primarily active (functional 
currency). The consolidated financial statements are presented in 
Swedish kronor (SEK), which is the Group’s reporting currency.

Transactions and Balance Sheet items
Transactions in foreign currencies are translated into the 
functional currency using the exchange rates prevailing on the 
transaction date or the date on which the items are remeasured. 
Currency exchange gains and losses arising from the payment of 
such transactions, and the translation of monetary assets and 
liabilities in foreign currencies into the exchange rates prevailing 
on the balance sheet date, are recognised in profit or loss. 

Foreign exchange gains and losses relating to loans and cash 
equivalents are recognised in profit or loss as financial income 
or expenses. All other currency exchange gains and losses are 
recognised in profit or loss in the item Other operating income or 
Other operating expenses.

Group companies
The profit/loss and financial position of all Group companies 
that have a functional currency that differs from their reporting 
currency are translated into the Group’s reporting currency as 
follows:

• Assets and liabilities for each balance sheet are translated at 
the exchange rate at the close of the reporting period.

• Revenues and expenses for each of the Profit & Loss State-
ments are translated at the average exchange rate (to the 
extent this average rate represents a reasonable approxima-
tion of the cumulative effect of the exchange rates applying 
on the transaction dates, otherwise revenues and expenses 
are translated at the rate on the transaction date)

• All gains/losses with the translation of foreign currencies that 
arise are recognised in Other comprehensive profit/loss.

Goodwill and fair value adjustments arising from the acquisition 
of a foreign business operation are treated as assets and liabil-
ities of this business operation and translated at the exchange 
rate prevailing on the balance sheet date. Gains/losses with the 
translation of foreign currencies are recognised in other compre-
hensive income.

Intangible assets
Goodwill 
Goodwill arises from acquisition of subsidiaries and refers to the 
amount by which the purchase price and fair value as per acquisi-
tion date of previous equity shares in the acquired company ex-
ceed the fair value of identifiable acquired net assets. In order to 
test impairment requirements, goodwill acquired with an acquisi-
tion of a company is allocated to cash-generating units or groups 
of cash-generating units that are expected to benefit from 
synergies from the acquisition. Each entity or group of entities 
to which goodwill has been allocated corresponds to the lowest 
level in the Group on which the goodwill in question is monitored 
in internal control. Goodwill is monitored by country (Sweden, 

Consolidated financial statements
Subsidiaries
Subsidiaries are all companies which the Group has controlling in-
fluence over. The Group has controlling influence over a company 
when it is exposed to or is entitled to variable returns from its 
holding in the company and is able to influence the returns via its 
influence in the company. Subsidiaries are included in the consoli-
dated financial statements from the date on which the controlling 
influence is transferred to the Group. They are excluded from the 
consolidated financial statements from the date on which the 
controlling influence ceases.

The acquisition method is used for the reporting of the Group’s 
acquisitions of companies. The purchase price of the acquisition 
of a subsidiary consists of the fair values of transferred assets, 
liabilities that the Group assumes from previous owners, assets or 
liabilities arising from agreements on contingent earn-outs for an 
acquisition plus the previous equity share in the acquired company.

Identifiable acquired assets, liabilities assumed and contingent 
liabilities assumed in an acquisition of a company are measured, 
with a few exceptions, initially at fair values on the acquisition date. 

Acquisition-related expenses are expensed when incurred. 
Goodwill refers to the amount by which the transferred pay-

ment (and the fair value at the acquisition date of the previous 
equity share in the acquired company if the business combination 
has been completed in steps) exceeds the fair value of identifiable 
acquired net assets. 

Contingent earn-outs are classified as a financial liability and 
are remeasured to fair value for each period. Any remeasurement 
gains and losses are recognised in profit or loss.

Intra-Group transactions, Balance Sheet items and unrealised 
gains and losses on transactions between Group companies are 
eliminated. The accounting policies for subsidiaries have been 
amended, if necessary, in order to ensure consistent application 
of the Group’s policies.

Associated company
Associated companies are all the companies in which the Group 
has a significant but non-controlling influence, which as a rule ap-
plies to shareholdings consisting of between 20% and 50% of the 
voting rights. Holdings in associated companies are recognised 
in accordance with the equity method. When applying the equity 
method, the investment is initially measured at cost and the 
carrying amount is increased or decreased accordingly, to take the 
Group’s share of the associated company’s profit (or loss) after 
the acquisition date into account. 

The Group’s share of earnings that arises after the acquisition 
is recognised in profit or loss with the corresponding change in 
the carrying amount of the holding. When the Group’s share of the 
losses in an associates company amounts to or exceeds its hold-
ings in the associated company, the Group does not report further 
additional losses unless the Group has assumed a legal or informal 
obligation, or made payments on behalf of the associated company.

At the end of each reporting period, the Group assesses if 
there is objective evidence for a need for an impairment of the in-
vestment in the associated company. If this is the case, the Group 
calculates the impairment amount as the difference between the 
associated company’s recoverable value and the carrying amount, 
and recognises the amount in profit or loss in the share of earn-
ings from associated companies.
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sets are grouped at the lowest levels where there are essentially 
independent cash flows (cash-generating units).

Tangible fixed assets
Tangible fixed assets primarily consist of equipment, tools and instal-
lations. PPEs are recognised at cost less depreciation. Cost includes 
expenses directly attributable to the acquisition of the asset. 

Additional expenses are added to the asset’s carrying amount 
or recognised as a separate asset, whichever is appropriate only 
when it is likely that the future financial benefits associated with the 
asset will accrue to the Group and the asset’s cost can be measured 
reliably. The carrying amount of the replaced part is derecognised 
from the balance sheet. All other forms of repairs and maintenance 
are recognised as expenses in the income statement during the 
period they arise.

Land is not depreciated. Depreciation of other assets, in order to 
allocate their adjusted cost down to the calculated residual value 
over the estimated useful life, is applied straight line as follows:

• Buildings 20-50 years

• Equipment, tools and installations 5-10 years

The residual values and useful lives of the assets are tested at the 
end of each reporting period and adjusted as needed. An asset’s 
carrying amount is impaired immediately to its recoverable amount 
if the asset’s carrying amount exceeds its estimated recoverable 
amount (Note 11). Gains and losses on the sale/divestment of 
assets are determined via a comparison being made between the 
sales revenue and the carrying amount, and recognised in other 
revenues and other external expenses in profit or loss.

Financial assets
Reporting and derecognition from the  
statement of financial position
A financial asset or financial liability is included in the statement 
of financial position when the company becomes a party to the 
instrument’s contractual terms and conditions. A receivable is 
included in the accounts when the company has performed and 
there is a contractual obligation for the counterparty to pay, even 
if the invoice has not yet been sent out. Accounts receivable are 
included in the statement of financial position after the invoice 
has been sent. Liabilities are included in the accounts when the 
counterparty has performed and a contractual obligation to pay 
exists, even if the invoice has not yet been received. Trade pay-
ables are included in the accounts when the invoice is received.

A financial asset is derecognised from the statement of 
financial position when the rights in the agreement are fulfilled, 
becomes past due, or the company loses control of them. The 
same applies to part of a financial asset. A financial liability is 
derecognised from the statement of financial position when the 
obligation in the agreement has been fulfilled or otherwise is 
terminated. The same applies to part of a financial liability. 

A financial asset and a financial liability are offset and rec-
ognised with a net amount in the statement of financial position 
only when there is a legal right to offset the amounts and that 
there is an intention to adjust the items with a net amount or to 
simultaneously realise the asset and settle the liability.

Acquisitions and divestment of financial assets are recognised 
on the transaction day. The transaction day is the date on which 
the company commits to acquire or to sell the asset.

Finland and Norway). Goodwill is tested for impairment annually or 
more often if events or changes in conditions indicate a possible 
depreciation. The carrying amount of the cash-generating unit to 
which goodwill is attributable is compared with the recoverable 
amount, which is the higher of value in use and fair value minus 
selling expenses. Any impairment losses are recognised immedi-
ately as a cost and are not reversed.

Relationships with transporters and the brand
Intangible assets acquired separately are recognised at cost. 
Intangible assets acquired via a business combination are rec-
ognised at fair value on the acquisition date. Intangible assets 
that have a finite useful life are recognised at cost less accumu-
lated amortisation. Amortisation is applied on a straight line basis 
to allocate the cost for relationships with transporters and the 
brand over their estimated useful life in 5–10 years.

Self-developed intangible assets 
Development costs, such as traffic management systems, that 
are directly attributable to the development and testing of 
identifiable and unique software products that are controlled by 
the Group are recognised as intangible assets when the following 
criteria are fulfilled:

• It is technically possible to finish the development of the 
software so that it can be utilised

• The Company’s intention is to finish the development of the 
software and to use or sell it

• The prerequisites for using or selling the software exist

• How the software can generate probable future financial 
benefits can be shown

• Appropriate technical, financial and other resources to com-
plete the development, and to use or sell the software, are 
available.

• The expenses related to the software during its development 
can be calculated in a reliable manner.

Directly attributable expenses that are capitalised as part of the 
software include costs for employee salaries/benefits plus a rea-
sonable share of indirect costs. Other research and development 
costs that do not meet these criteria are expensed as incurred. 
Development costs previously expensed are not recognised as 
assets in subsequent periods. 

Software maintenance costs are expensed as incurred. Devel-
opment costs that are recognised as assets are amortised over 
their estimated useful life, five years.  

Impairment of non-financial assets
Intangible assets that have an indefinite useful life, or intangible 
assets that are not ready for use, are not amortised but rather are 
tested annually for any impairment loss. No such material items 
exist in the Group over and above goodwill. See Note 10 for test-
ing of goodwill for impairment loss.. Assets that are amortised are 
impairment tested whenever events or changes in circumstances 
indicate that the carrying amount may not be recoverable. An 
impairment loss is recognised in the amount at which the asset’s 
carrying amount exceeds its recoverable amount. The recoverable 
amount is the higher of the asset’s fair value less selling costs 
and its value in use. When assessing impairment requirements, as-
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historical, current and prospective information is taken into account. 
The valuation of expected credit losses takes into account possible 
collateral and other credit reinforcements in the form of guarantees.

Financial assets are recognised in the balance sheet at amortised 
cost; i.e. net of gross value and loss reserve. Changes in the loss 
reserve are recognised in profit or loss.

For the 2017 and 2016 comparative years, a different method, 
under IAS 39, was used for reserves for credit losses, which entailed 
that a provision was posted in the event of a confirmed credit event. 

Inventories
Inventories are recognised at the lower of cost and net realisable 
value. Cost is determined using the first-in, first-out method 
(FIFO). Net realisable value is the estimated selling price of 
operating activities, less applicable variable selling costs. Costs 
for inventories sold primarily relate to the sales of taximeters 
plus products for taxis, and are recognised among other external 
expenses in the consolidated income statement.

Accounts receivable
Accounts receivable are amounts that are to be paid by customers 
for goods sold or services rendered in the operating activities. If 
payment is expected to be received in one year or earlier, they 
are classified as current assets. If not, they are recognised as 
non-current assets. Accounts receivable are initially recognised 
in the invoiced amount and subsequently at amortised cost using 
the effective interest method, less any reserves for value deple-
tion. However, receivables meant to be received within a short 
period of time are not discounted.

Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents in the balance sheet, as well as in the 
cash flow statement, include cash, funds on deposit in bank ac-
counts and other short-term investments with a maturity of less 
than three months from the date of acquisition. Cash and cash 
equivalents are subject to the requirement for a loss reserve for 
expected credit losses.

Share capital
Ordinary shares are classified as shareholders equity.

Interest-bearing liabilities
Interest-bearing liabilities are recognised initially at fair value, 
net of transaction costs. Interest-bearing liabilities are then 
recognised at cost and any difference between the amounts 
received (net after transaction costs) and the amount to be paid 
are recognised in profit or loss over the term of the loan, using the 
effective interest method.

Short-term lines of credit are recognised as interest-bearing 
liabilities among current liabilities in the Balance Sheet.

Provisions
A provision is recognised in the balance sheet when the Group 
has an existing or legal or formal obligation due to an event 
occurring and it is likely that an outflow of financial resources 
will be required to settle the obligation and a reliable estimate of 
the amount can be made. Where the effect of when payment is 
made is essential, the provision is calculated by discounting the 

Classifications
For 2016 and 2017, financial assets are classified in the following 
categories: loan receivables and accounts receivable. The classifi-
cation depends on the purpose for which the financial asset was 
acquired. As of 2018, financial assets are classified in different 
categories, some of which are measured at amortised cost and 
others at fair value. However, IFRS 9 applies to categories other than 
those stipulated in IAS 39. IFRS 9 also introduces a new model for 
impairment of financial assets. For financial liabilities, IFRS 9 largely 
corresponds with IAS 39. For liabilities recognised at fair value, the 
part of the changes in fair value attributable to the company’s own 
credit risk is to be recognised in other comprehensive income instead.

Loans receivables and accounts receivable are non-derivative 
financial assets that have fixed or determinable payments and 
are not quoted on an active trading market. They are included in 
current assets with the exception of items with a maturity/due 
date of more than 12 months after the end of the reporting period, 
in which case they are classified as non-current assets. Loan re-
ceivables consist primarily of advances to transporters. The Group’s 
loan receivables and accounts receivable consist of Accounts 
receivable and Other receivables, and Cash and cash equivalents, in 
the Balance Sheet. 

Impairment of financial assets
The Group’s financial assets, apart from those classified at fair 
value through profit or loss or equity instruments measured at 
fair value through other comprehensive income, are subject to 
impairment for expected credit losses. Impairment losses for 
credit losses according to IFRS 9 are prospective and a reserve 
for losses is posted when exposure to credit risk arises, usually 
on initial recognition. Expected credit losses reflect the present 
value of all cash flow deficits attributable to default either for the 
following 12 months or for the expected remaining maturity of 
the financial instrument, depending on asset class and on credit 
deterioration since initial recognition. Expected credit losses 
reflect an objective, probability-weighted outcome that takes 
into account the majority of scenarios based on reasonable and 
verifiable forecasts.

The modified retrospective approach is applied for recognition of 
accounts receivable and contract assets. Applying the modified ret-
rospective approach, a loss is recognised for the expected remaining 
maturity of the receivable or asset. 

For other items subject to expected credit losses, a three-stage 
impairment model is applied. 

Initially, and on every balance-sheet date, a loss reserve is rec-
ognised for the following 12 months, alternatively for a shorter pe-
riod depending on remaining maturity (Stage 1). The Group’s assets 
have been adjudged to belong to Stage 1; i.e. no material increase in 
credit risk has occurred. The assessment is that the Group’s counter-
parties have a high credit rating, which is based on the counterpar-
ties that have an external credit rating of an investment grade. Most 
of the Group’s counterparties are municipalities and county councils, 
as well as Nordic banks in respect of cash and cash equivalents.

The valuation of expected credit losses is based on a rat-
ings-based method using external credit ratings. Expected credit 
losses are measured when the product results in probability of 
default, loss given default or exposure at default. Credit impaired as-
sets and receivables are subject to individual assessment, whereby 
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Recognition of revenue
Revenue from contracts with customers
Transport revenue
Transport revenue is the Group’s main revenue stream and com-
prises revenue from transport services performed. The Group’s 
assessment is that the agreement with a customer arises when 
the journey begins. The agreements contain a performance obli-
gation, the performance of passenger transport, which is fulfilled 
over time as the journeys are completed.

Contract revenue
Contractual revenue comprises the fees paid by transporters for 
being connected to Cabonline and for utilising the Group’s services.

The length of the agreement normally matches the period 
of notice. The performance obligation comprises the obligation 
to assign transport assignments to the customer, whereby the 
Group has an obligation to be available throughout for performing 
the service regardless of whether the service is utilised by the 
customer. Control is thus deemed to be passed to the customer 
over time as Cabonline performs the service.

Other revenue  
Other revenue that the Group has consists primarily of sales of 
goods (equipment for taxis and uniforms), franchise income, leasing 
income, and passage charges. Sales of goods are recognised as 
revenue when the risks and benefits relating to the goods have 
been transferred to the customer, which normally occurs when the 
product is delivered to the customer. 

Financial income
Interest income is recognised as income using the effective inter-
est method. Income from dividends is recognised when the right 
to receive the dividend is established.

Transport costs
Costs directly related to journeys performed are recognised as 
transport costs.

Other external expenses
Include cost of premises and external services as well as direct 
costs, such as credit card costs, taximeter costs, cost of sold 
goods and other production costs. 

Leasing
Leasing where a significant part of the risks and benefits of own-
ership is retained by the lessor is classified as operating leases and 
payments made during the lease term are expensed in profit or loss 
on a straight-line basis over the lease term. Other leases are classi-
fied as financial leases and are recognised at the present value of 
the minimum lease payments and amortised over the useful life.

Employee salaries and benefits
Pension obligations
The Group companies have only defined contribution plans. A 
defined contribution plan is a pension plan according to which the 
Group pays fixed fees to a separate legal entity. The Group has no 
legal or informal obligation to pay additional charges if this legal 
entity does not have sufficient assets in order to pay all employee 

expected future cash flow. The discount occurs at an interest rate 
before tax reflecting current market assessments of the money’s 
time value.

Current and deferred income tax
The tax expense for the period consists of current and deferred 
taxes. Income taxes are recognised in profit or loss, except when 
the underlying transaction is recognised in other comprehensive 
income or in equity, whereby the associated tax effects are rec-
ognised directly in other comprehensive income or equity. The

current tax expense is calculated on the basis of the tax rules 
and tax rates that are decided or actually determined by Balance 
Sheet in the countries where the parent company and its subsidiar-
ies are active and generate taxable income. Management regularly 
evaluates the claims made in tax returns regarding situations 
where applicable tax rules are subject to interpretation. It makes 
provisions, when deemed appropriate, for amounts that are likely to 
be paid to the tax authorities.

Deferred tax is recognised on all temporary differences that 
arise between the value of assets and liabilities for tax pur-
poses and their carrying amounts in the consolidated financial 
statements. However, the deferred tax liability is not recognised 
if it arises as a consequence of the initial recognition of goodwill. 
Deferred tax is also not recognised if it arises as a result of a 
transaction that constitutes the initial recognition of an asset or 
liability that is not an acquisition of a company and which, at the 
time of the transaction, does not affect recognised or taxable 
profits. Deferred income tax is calculated using the tax rates (and 
laws) that have been decided or announced on the balance sheet 
date and are expected to apply when the deferred tax asset 
concerned is sold or the deferred tax liability is paid.

Deferred tax assets are recognised to the extent that future 
taxable profits will be available against which the temporary 
differences can be utilised. Deferred tax liabilities are calculated on 
taxable temporary differences arising from ownership interests in 
subsidiaries and associated companies.

Deferred tax assets attributable to deductible temporary 
differences relating to holdings in subsidiaries and associated 
companies are recognised only to the extent that the temporary 
difference is likely to be reversed in the future and there will be 
taxable surpluses against which the deduction can be utilised.

Deferred tax assets and liabilities are offset when there is a 
legal set-off right for current tax receivables and tax liabilities and 
when deferred tax assets and tax liabilities relate to taxes charged 
by one and the same tax authority and concern either the same 
taxpayer or a different taxpayer, where there is an intention to 
settle balances via net payments.

Trade payables
Trade payables are liabilities to pay for goods or services that 
have been acquired from suppliers as a part of the operating 
activities. Trade payables are classified as short-term liabilities 
if they fall due for payment within one year. If not, they are 
recognised as long-term liabilities. Trade payables are initially 
recognised at fair value and subsequently at amortised cost using 
the effective interest rate method.
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Contingent liabilities
A contingent liability is recognised when there is a possible 
commitment arising from an event occurring and the occurrence 
of which is confirmed by one or more uncertain future events or 
when there is an obligation not recognised as a liability or pro-
vision because it is unlikely that an outflow of resources will be 
required or it cannot be estimated with sufficient reliability.

Earnings per share
Calculated as net after-tax result for the period plus additional 
interest expense/dividend on preference shares divided by the 
number of shares outstanding. 

Financial risk management
The Group is exposed to a variety of financial risks via its op-
erations: market risk (currency risk and interest rate risk), credit 
risk and liquidity risk. The Group’s overall risk management seeks 
to minimise potential adverse effects on the Group’s financial 
results. Risk management is managed by a central finance depart-
ment (Group Finance). Group Finance evaluates and hedges finan-
cial risks in close cooperation with the Group’s operating units.

salaries and benefits related to employee’s service during the 
current or previous periods. 

Profit-sharing and bonus plans
For bonuses, the Group recognises a liability and an expense. The 
Group recognises a liability when there is a legal obligation or an 
informal obligation, based on past practice.

Cash flows
The cash-flow statement has been prepared on the basis of 
the income statement and other changes occurring between 
the opening and closing balances in the balance sheet, taking 
foreign currency translation differences into account. Cash flow is 
prepared according to indirect method. The recognised cash flow 
includes transactions that result in payments being received or 
payments being disbursed. Cash and cash equivalents in the cash-
flow statement consist of funds on deposit in banks. Items that 
do not affect cash flow consist of depreciation and amortisation 
of assets, unrealised exchange rate differences, and remeasure-
ments. Realised gains and losses connected to sales of assets are 
eliminated as the cash impacts are recognised separately under 
cash flow from investing activities.

Financial Liabilities

As per 31 December 2016
SEK M

Less than
3 months

Between 3  
months and 1 

year
Between 1

and 2 years
Between 2

and 5 years
More than 5 

years

Liabilities to credit institutions 12.3 117.8 139.6 288.7 596.8

Bond loans 139.9 – – –

Trade and other payables 16.6 23.3 1.5 1.5

Promissory note 528.0

Financial leases 3.6 10.8 14.3 6.7

Total 172.4 151.8 155.5 296.8 1,124.8

As per 31 December 2017
SEK M

Less than
3 months

Between 3  
months and 1 

year
Between 1

and 2 years
Between 2

and 5 years More than 5 years

Liabilities to credit institutions 15.5 – – –

Bond loans 21.3 63.9 85.3 1,592.6

Trade and other payables 147.1 – – –

Contingent earn-outs – 83.2 – 1.5

Financial leases 6.4 19.1 18.4 5.4

Total 190.3 166.2 103.6 1,599.5

As per 31 December 2018
SEK M

Less than
3 months

Between 3  
months and 1 

year
Between 1

and 2 years
Between 2

and 5 years More than 5 years

Liabilities to credit institutions 43.6

Bond loans 21.3 63.9 1,588.4 –

Trade and other payables 106.9 – – – –

Contingent earn-outs 8.7 5.6 –

Financial leases 8.3 24.8 20.4 10.9 –

Total 136.5 97.5 1,655.6 10.9 0.0
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Liquidity risk
Cash flow forecasts are prepared by Group Finance. Group Finance 
follows rolling forecasts for the Group’s liquidity reserves in order 
to ensure that the Group has sufficient cash on hand to meet the 
needs of the operating activities. 

Excess liquidity in the Group’s operating companies, exceeding 
the part required in order to manage the needs for operating 
capital, managed via the Group’s Multi-Currency Cash Pool. By 
means of this, the Group places surplus liquidity on interest-bear-
ing settlement accounts. 

The following table analyses the Group’s financial liabilities 
which constitute financial liabilities, broken down by the time re-
maining on the close of the reporting period until the contractual 
maturity date. The amounts stated in the table are the contractu-
al, undiscounted cash flows including interest.

 
Management of capital
The aim for the capital structure is to secure the Group’s capacity 
to continue its operations, so that it can continue to generate a 
return for the shareholders and value for other stakeholders, and 
so that it will be able to maintain an optimal capital structure for 
keeping down the cost of capital. In order to maintain or adjust 
the capital structure, the Group may change the dividend paid to 
shareholders, raise and repay loans, repay capital to shareholders, 
issue new shares or sell assets in order to reduce liabilities.

The purpose of the Group’s capital management is to manage 
the seasonal variations of working capital and retain latitude for 
implementing acquisitions and strategic initiatives in a cost-effective 
manner.

SEK M 2018 2017 2016

Total liabilities 2,415.9 2,461.7 2,078.0

Equity –12.4 198.4 237.1

Debt/equity ratio* –195.3 12.4 8.8

(Total liabilities in the Group)/(Equity in the Group)

Calculation of fair value
The table below shows financial instruments measured at fair 
value based on the classification of the fair value hierarchy. The 
different levels are defined as follows:

• Listed prices (unjustified) in active markets for identical assets 
or liabilities (Level 1).

• Other observable data for the asset or liabilities other than 
quoted prices included in Level 1 either directly (i.e. as price 
quotes) or indirectly (i.e. derived from price quotes) (Level 2).

• Data for the asset or liability that is not based on observable 
market data (i.e. non-observable data) (Level 3).

Market risk
(i) Currency risk
The Group operates primarily in Sweden, Finland and Norway, 
and is exposed to currency risks to a limited extent. The curren-
cy exposure that arises is primarily in relation to the Euro and 
Norwegian kroner (EUR and NOK). Currency risk arises from future 
business transactions, recognised assets and liabilities, and net 
investments in foreign business operations. The Group has a num-
ber of holdings in foreign business operations whose net assets 
are exposed to currency risks.

If the SEK had appreciated/weakened by 10% relative to the 
EUR, with all other variables constant, the recalculated annual 
financial results as per 31 December 2018 would have been 
affected by about MSEK 10, and the Group’s shareholders equity 
as per 31 December 2018 would have been MSEK 5 higher/lower, 
due to exchange-rate differences from the translation of income 
statement and balance sheet items. The corresponding exposure 
to NOK, based on a 10% change in exchange rates, is about MSEK 
1 in terms of the impact on profit or loss and about MSEK 15 in 
terms of the impact on equity. No table of currency exposure per 
balance sheet item is included, as the balance sheets of the for-
eign subsidiaries do not have material significance to the Group. 

(ii)  Interest rate risk relating to  
cash flows and fair values

The Group’s interest rate risk arises from long-term borrowing. 
Loans made at variable interest rate expose the Group to interest 
rate risk relating to cash flow, which is partly offset by cash at 
variable interest rates. Fixed rate borrowing exposes the Group 
to interest rate risk relating to fair value. In 2017, the Group’s bor-
rowing at variable interest rates consisted of Swedish Kronor and 
Norwegian Kroner. The Group has all significant borrowing linked 
to STIBOR plus an interest surcharge up until 2020.

Implemented simulations indicate that the recalculated effect 
on profit/loss of a change in STIBOR by one percentage point 
would be a maximum increase of MSEK 13 and decrease of MSEK 
13, respectively. Every quarter, this simulation is conducted in 
order to verify that the maximum possible loss remains within the 
limits as set by senior management.

Credit risk
Credit risk is managed at Group level, with the exception of the 
credit risk relating to outstanding accounts receivable and receiv-
ables related to transporters. Each Group company is responsi-
ble for following up and analysing the credit risk for each new 
customer before the standard terms and conditions for payment 
and delivery are offered. Credit risk arises primarily via cash and 
cash equivalents and balances with banks and financial institu-
tions. The Group’s receivables are collected from a few banks 
from which lending to the Group also occurs. No credit limits were 
exceeded during the reporting period and the senior management 
expects no losses due to non-payment of counterparties other 
than customers and transporters.
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As per 31 Dec 2018, the Group had financial liabilities measured 
at fair value through profit or loss at level 3 consisting of contin-
gent earn-outs amounting to MSEK 14.3 (84.7). The following 
table shows the changes for financial instruments at Level 3 in 
2016–2018: 

Contingent earn-outs in conjunction with business  
combination

SEK M 2018 2017 2016

Opening balance 84.7 42.9 59.2

Contingent earn-outs paid –83.5 –36.9 –24.7

Additional contingent earn-
outs in connection with 
business combinations 12.8 78.0 8.5

Translation difference 0.3 0.7 0.0

Closing balance 14.3 84.7 42.9

Total profits and losses 
during the period recognised 
in profit or loss for liabilities 
held at the end of the report-
ing period – – –

Change in unrealised profits 
and losses for the period 
attributable to liabilities held 
at the end of the reporting 
period – – –

Important estimates for accounting purposes
Estimates and assessments are continuously evaluated and 
based on historical experience and expectations of future events. 
The Group makes estimates and assumptions about the future. 
The estimates for accounting purposes resulting from these will, 
by definition, rarely correspond to the actual result. The estimates 
that involve a material risk of significant adjustments in the carry-
ing amounts of assets and liabilities in the next financial year are 
discussed below.

Impairment testing of goodwill
Each year, and when there are impairment indications, the Group 
tests whether any need for impairing goodwill exists. The recov-
erable amounts for cash-generating units have been determined 
by calculating the value in use. Also see Note 10.

Impairment testing of intangible  
assets excluding goodwill
Intangible assets that are amortised are impairment tested when-
ever events or changes in conditions indicate that the carrying 
amount may not be recoverable. An impairment loss is recognised 
in the amount at which the asset’s carrying amount exceeds its 
recoverable amount. The recoverable amount is the higher of the 
asset’s fair value less selling costs and its value in use.

Measurement of loss carryforwards
The Group examines each year whether it is appropriate to 
utilise newly arising deferred tax assets relating to the tax loss 
carryforwards for the year or previous years. Deferred tax assets 
are recognised for loss carryforwards only where it is likely that 
they will be utilisable against future taxable profits and against 
taxable temporary differences. For more information on deferred 
tax assets, see Note 13.

Accounting of the principal
The Group continuously assesses certain transactions bring-
ing in revenue if they act as an agent or principal. This overall 
assessment is based on several indications such as whether the 
company has or does not have primary responsibility for providing 
the goods or services, whether the company is responsible for 
any loss in the inventory (before and during transport to the 
customer), whether the company can affect the establishment of 
price, whether the company receives a commission and whether 
the company bears the credit risk for the customer’s payment. 
Presently, the company acts as a principal in terms of revenue for 
transport services.

The company has assessed that it has the primary responsibility 
for ensuring that the product is delivered. When a customer has 
comments on the price or quality of a trip, the customer turns to 
Cabonline or any of its brands, such as Taxi Courier, Sverigestaxi, 
TopCab, etc., rather than to the transporter. The price of the trip is 
determined by the Cabonline Group, insofar as the tariffs and fixed 
prices are set by the Group. Even in the cases where the Group’s 
companies participate in public procurement, Cabonline Group 
decides what price is to be submitted (tendered). The Group’s fees 
vis-à-vis the transporters are primarily based primarily on fixed 
fees and not commission-based, even though there are variable 
components in the fees. The credit risk is borne by Cabonline Group, 
to a certain extent. This applies primarily to transport services 
performed against invoices. On the other hand, however, the 
Group has a limited credit risk when credit/debit cards are used for 
payments.

The assessment that the Group acts as the principal is based on 
the fact that the Group has the primary responsibility for deliver-
ing the product, that the company can affect the price charged, 
that compensation is not primarily commission-based, and that to 
some extent it bears the credit risk. If this assessment were to be 
amended, the revenue would decrease by approximately billion SEK 
4.9 (4.9). The costs would decrease to the same extent, and this is 
why the Group’s net result would be unaffected by such a change 
of accounting policy.
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SEK M 2018 2017 Change 2016 Change

Revenue (external)

Sweden 4.900.9 4.701.0 4.3% 4.826.4 –2.6%
Norway 814.9 909.4 –10.4% 931.9 –2.4%

Finland 329.3 161.3 104.2% 0.0 –

Other 171.7 196.1 –12.4% 156.6 25.2%

Eliminations 0.0 0.0 N/A 0.0 –

Total 6.216.8 5.967.7 4.2% 5.914.9 0.9%

Transport revenue

Sweden 4.194.0 4.009.2 4.6%

Norway 738.9 823.5 –10.3%

Finland 314.8 150.9 108.6%

Other 137.5 161.2 –14.7%

Eliminations 0.0 0.0 –

Total 5.385.1 5.144.8 4.7%

Contract revenue

Sweden 572.3 554.3 3.3%

Norway 74.1 82.0 –9.7%

Finland 1.4 0.0 –

Other 0.0 0.0 –

Eliminations 0.0 0.0 –

Total 647.8 636.3 1.8%

Other revenue

Sweden 134.6 137.5 –2.1%

Norway 2.0 3.8 –48.1%

Finland 13.1 10.4 25.9%

Other 34.3 34.9 –1.9%

Eliminations 0.0 0.0 –

Total 183.9 186.7 –1.5%

Operating profit/loss

Sweden –4.0 –21.9 –81.9% 10.9 –300.9%

Norway –15.8 –19.7 –20.1% 15.9 –224.0%

Finland –179.9 4.1 – 0.0 –

Other 77.0 88.9 –13.4% –0.6 –

Eliminations 1.1 –0.7 –255.0% –5.3 –86.7%

Total –121.5 50.8 –339.3% 20.9 142.7%

Note 2 Segment overview 
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SEK M 2018 2017 Change 2016 Change

Adjusted EBITDA

Sweden 440.1 358.4 22.8% 256.1 39.9%

Norway 9.0 6.6 37.1% 32.6 –79.9%

Finland 9.9 26.9 –63.1% 0.0 –

Other –129.9 –89.9 44.5% –42.0 114.1%

Eliminations 1.1 –0.7 –255.0% 5.1 –113.9%

Total 330.2 301.3 9.6% 251.8 19.6%

Adjusted EBITA

Sweden 391.9 301.5 30.0% 216.3 39.4%

Norway 7.0 –1.3 –656.2% 22.0 –105.7%

Finland –6.5 21.3 –130.4% 0.0 –

Other –154.5 –102.6 50.6% –47.8 114.5%

Eliminations 1.1 –0.7 –255.0% 5.1 –113.9%

Total 239.1 218.2 9.6% 195.5 11.6%

Items affecting comparability

Sweden –290.1 –234.5 23.7% –211.7 10.8%

Norway –5.4 –1.4 299.9% –6.1 –77.7%

Finland –13.0 –13.4 –2.8% 0.0 –

Other 231.5 197.9 17.0% 166.0 19.2%

Eliminations 0.0 0.0 N/A –4.1 –100.0%

Total –77.0 –51.3 50.1% –55.8 –8.1%

EBITDA

Sweden 150.0 123.9 21.0% 44.4 178.9%

Norway 3.6 5.2 –31.6% 26.5 –80.4%

Finland –3.1 13.5 –123.0% 0.0 –

Other 101.6 108.0 –5.9% 124.0 –12.9%

Eliminations 1.1 –0.6 –272.1% 1.0 –164.4%

Total 253.2 250.0 1.3% 196.0 27.6%

EBITA

Sweden 101.8 67.0 52.1% 4.6 1358.7%

Norway 1.6 –2.6 –160.3% 15.9 –116.5%

Finland –19.5 8.0 –344.8% 0.0 –

Other 77.0 95.3 –19.2% 118.2 –19.4%

Eliminations 1.1 –0.6 –272.1% 1.0 –164.4%

Total 162.0 167.0 –3.0% 139.7 19.5%

Note 2 Segment overview, cont

Cabonline’s business operations are divided by geographical 
areas. The Group operates in Sweden, Norway and Finland. Other 
activities include Customer Service, central support units, pre-
dominantly with internal revenues.

Segment information is based on the same accounting prin-
ciples as the Group as a whole. Transactions between segments 
are made on market terms. Central management and reporting 

concepts include net revenues, EBITDA and EBITA before non- 
recurring items and management fees and operating profit. For 
the distribution of goodwill, see Note 10.

Comparable information for 2016 concerning the breakdown 
by type of revenue is not available, which is why this has been 
omitted.
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Revenue by segment

SEK M 2018 2017 2016

Sweden 4,900.9 4,701.0 4,826.5

Norway 814.9 909.4 931.8

Finland 329.3 161.3 –

Other 171.7 196.1 156.6 

Total revenue from con-
tracts with customers 6,216.8 5,967.7 5,914.9

Revenue by material type of revenue

SEK M 2018 2017 2016

Transport revenue 5,385.1 5,145.0

Contract revenue 647.8 636.0

Other revenue 183.9 187.0

Total revenue from con-
tracts with customers 6,216.8 5,968.0

Note 3 Revenue 

SEK M 2018 2017 2016

Exchange rate gains on  
current receivables/liabilities – – 1.1

Exchange rate gain on 
divestment of subsidiaries – – 3.1

Remeasurement connected 
to acquisitions in stages – – 6.9

Other – – 2.4

Total – – 13.4

Note 4 Other operating revenues 

SEK M 2018 2017 2016

EY   

Audit assignment –9.1 –5,5 –2,1

Other services –1.3 –0,2

Total –10,4 –5,7 –2,1

BDO

Audit assignment 0,0 0,0 –0,8

Other services 0,0 –0,3

Total 0,0 –0,3 –0,8

Other auditors in subsid-
iaries

Audit assignment –0,4 –0,2 –0,7

Other services 0,0 –0,4

Total –0,4 –0,6 –0,7

Total –10,8 –6,6 –3,5

Note 5 Auditors’ fees 

SEK M 2018 2017 2016

Salaries, other remuneration 
and termination benefits 401.9 313.8 203.2

Social security costs 91.2 75.8 66.4

Pension expenses –  
defined-contribution plans 45.9 30.8 15.0

Total 539.1 420.5 284.7

Note 6 Employee benefits 

2016 financial year

SEK M

Salaries 
and other

remunera-
tion

(of which, 
bonus)

Social 
security

costs
Pension

costs

Board members, CEO and 
other senior executives 14.2 4.7 1.8

(of which, bonus)

Other employees 189.0 61.8 13.2

Total 203.2 66.4 15.0

2017 financial year

SEK M

Salaries 
and other

remunera-
tion

(of which, 
bonus)

Social 
security

costs
Pension

costs

Board members, CEO and 
other senior executives 21.5 6.9 4.5

(of which, bonus) 1.2 0.4 0.0

Other employees 292.3 69.0 26.3

Total 313.8 75.8 30.8

2018 financial year

SEK M

Salaries 
and other

remunera-
tion

(of which, 
bonus)

Social 
security

costs
Pension

costs

Board members, CEO and 
other senior executives 23.1 8.3 4.1

(of which, bonus) 0.8 0.3 0.0

Other employees 378.8 82.6 41.8

Total 401.9 91.2 45.9
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Note 6 Employee benefits 

Remuneration of senior executives

2016 financial year

kSEK

Salaries and 
other  

remuneration
Bonus 

payments Pension

Total  
remuneration 
and pensions

Carl Harring, Board member 0 0 0 0

James Mitchell, Board member 0 0 0 0

Jon Risfelt, Chairman of the Board (invoiced director fees)1) 0 0 0 0

Andreas Rosenlew, Board member (invoiced director fees)2) 0 0 0 0

Thomas Ekman, Chief Executive Officer 2,080 0 536 2,616

Other senior executives (10) 11,292 0 1,271 12,563

Total 13,372 0 1,807 15,179

2017 financial year

kSEK

Salaries and 
other  

remuneration
Bonus 

payments Pension

Total  
remuneration 
and pensions

Carl Harring, Board member 0 0 0 0

James Mitchell, Board member 0 0 0 0

Jon Risfelt, Chairman of the Board 200 0 0 200

Andreas Rosenlew, Board member 150 0 0 150

Thomas Ekman, Chief Executive Officer 3,219 103 796 4,118

Other senior executives (10) 16,722 1,076 3,723 21,521

Total 20,291 1,179 4,519 25,989

2018 financial year

kSEK

Salaries and 
other  

remuneration
Bonus 

payments Pension

Total  
remuneration 
and pensions

Carl Harring, Board member 0 0 0 0

James Mitchell, Board member 0 0 0 0

Jon Risfelt, Chairman of the Board 262 0 0 262

Andreas Rosenlew, Board member 158 0 0 158

Anna Söderblom, Board member 43 0 0 43

Peter Viinapuu, Chief Executive Officer 2,666 158 826 3,649

Other senior executives (14) 19,102 661 3,269 23,032

Total 22,232 818 4,095 27,145

1) In 2016, Jon Risfelt invoiced director fees of KSEK 657 including social security contributions.
2) In 2016, Andrew Rosenlew invoiced director fees of KSEK 198 including social security contributions.

Should notice of employment termination be served by the com-
pany, the notice period is 12 months, and should the CEO serve 
notice of resignation, the notice period is 8 months. For the CEO, 
the company is entitled to demand a prohibition on competition 
for 18 months. In the event the CEO resigns, no severance pay will 
be paid out. 

Between the company and other members of senior manage-
ment, a mutual notice period of 6–12 months is in effect. In the 
event a member of senior management resigns/leaves on their 
own volition, no severance pay will be paid out.

At the Extraordinary General Meeting on 5 November 2018, it 
was decided that remuneration of KSEK 600 are payable to the 

Chairman of the Board and KSEK 200 to other Board members 
who are independent of the principal owner; in addition, fees of 
KSEK 100 are payable to the Chairman of the Audit Committee 
and of KSEK 60 to each other committee member, and fees of 
KSEK 50 are payable to the Chairman of the Remuneration Com-
mittee and of KSEK 20 to each other committee member. 

The company also acquired the services of the Chairman of 
the Board Jon Risfelt in an amount of KSEK 734 (394) and Board 
member Anna Söderblom in an amount of KSEK 41 (–). There are 
no similar consultancy agreements from 2019.
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Average number of full-time employees

2018 2017 2016

Group 1,109 1,009 644

of whom, men 725 622 323

of whom, 
women 384 387 321

Sweden 533 524 499

of whom, men 300 265 277

of whom, 
women 233 259 222

Norway 23 28 34

of whom, men 13 16 20

of whom, 
women 10 12 14

Finland 448 337 –

of whom, men 388 315 –

of whom, 
women 60 23 –

Latvia 105 122 111

of whom, men 24 28 26

of whom, 
women 81 95 85

Note 6 Employee benefits, cont. 

Gender distribution in the Group

31 Dec 2018 31 Dec 2017 31 Dec 2016

Number 
on the 

balance 
sheet 

date

Of 
whom, 

women

Number 
on the 

balance 
sheet 

date

Of 
whom, 

women

Number 
on the 

balance 
sheet 

date

Of 
whom, 

women

Board  
members 5 1 4 – 4 –

Chief 
Executive 
Officer and 
other senior 
executives 11 3 9 2 9 2

Total 16 4 13 2 13 2

Note 7 Ownership interests in associated companies 

Associated companies, Corp. Reg. No., headquarters

Carrying amount

SEK M Shareholding, %
Measurement

method Fair value 2018 2017 2016

Taxipoolen SveDan A/S 25238176/ Virum, 
Danmark 49% Equity method * 1.8 2.1 2.3

Other associated companies    0.7 0.9 0.2

Total ownership interests in associated 
companies    2.5 3.0 2.5

*Privately held company – no listed price available

Associated company

SEK M Financial year
Net profit/loss 

for the year

The Group’s 
share of net 

profit/loss for 
the year Equity

The Group’s 
share of share-
holders’ equity

Taxipoolen SveDan A/S 2018 0.2 0.1 3.7 1.8

Taxipoolen SveDan A/S 2017 0.5 0.2 3.9 1.9

Taxipoolen SveDan A/S 2016 0.6 0.3 4.1 2.0

The Group has one material associated company: Taxipoolen SveDan A/S, which operates and is headquartered in Denmark, whose 
share capital comprises ordinary shares directly owned by the Group. The percentage of share capital is the same as the percentage of 
voting rights.
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SEK M 2018 2017 2016

Interest income 1.5 3.2 1.5

Other financial income 1.2 0.7 0.0

 Exchange-rate difference 9.8 4.4

Financial income 12.5 8.2 1.5

Interest expenses, owed to credit institutions –9.7 –39.1 –63.8

Interest expenses, bonds –85.3 –51.2 –

Interest expense, promissory note 0.0 –14.4 –25.9

Interest expense, financial leases –2.9 –5.1 –

Other financial expenses –8.8 –35.7 –0.1

Exchange-rate difference –10.9

Financial expense –106.6 –145.4 –100.6

Net financial items –94.1 –137.2 –99.1

All financial assets are measured at amortised cost and all financial expenses pertain to financial liabilities measured at amortised 
cost.

Note  8 Financial income and expenses 

Note 9 Tax on profit/loss for the year 

2018 2017 2016

Current tax –21.4 –11.3 –11.4

Adjustment pertaining to 
previous years 0.0 –3.7 –

Deferred tax 23.4 28.4 13.9

Income tax 1.9 13.5 2.5

Gender distribution in the Group

SEK M
2018

%
2018

Amount
2017

%
2017

Amount
2016

%
2016

Amount

Profit/loss before taxes –215.6 –86.4 –78.9

Tax according to Parent Company’s current 
tax rate 22% 47.4 22% 19.0 22% 17.2

Effect of other tax rates for non-Swedish 
subsidiaries –1% –1.8 0% 0.1 –1% –0.5

Non-taxable revenues 0% 0.3 0% 0.2 4% 3.2

Non-deductible expenses –29% –63.0 –35% –30.0 –2% –1.3

Utilisation of loss carryforwards not  
previously recognised –1% –0.6 0% 0.1

Loss carry forwards not recognised in the 
balance sheet –2% –4.3

Tax attributable to preceding years 0% 0.0 –4% –3.7 –3% –2.4

Change in deferred tax 11% 23.2 33% 28.4 –18% –13.8

Remeasurement of deferred tax 0% 0.1

Reported effective tax 1% 1.9 16% 13.5 3% 2.5

The difference between the impact on profit or loss and change in the balance sheet comprises consolidated amounts as per  
31 December 2017 that are recognised in net amounts among assets.

Income tax on the Group’s pre-tax profit differs from the the-
oretical amount that would have arisen when using the parent 
company’s tax rate for the results of the consolidated companies 
as follows:
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Note 10 Intangible assets

2016 financial year
SEK M

Self-
developed  
intangible 

assets Goodwill

Trademarks, 
licences and 

similar rights

Agreements 
with trans-

porters Other Total

Opening carrying amount 36.0 1,181.0 63.9 448.7 4.1 1,733.7

Increase through business combinations – 62.6 – 31.4 1.4 95.5

Reclassifications  6.5   0.3 6.9

Divestments/scrapping     –0.0 –0.0

Investments for the year 47.5 – – – 3.2 50.7

Depreciation/amortisation during the year –10.3 – –6.9 –111.9 –3.6 –132.6

Translation differences during the year – – – – 0.0 0.0

Closing carrying amount 73.2 1,250.1 57.0 368.3 5.5 1,754.0

As per 31 December 2016

Cost 89.9 1,250.1 69.1 559.3 10.7 1,979.1

Accumulated depreciation/amortisation –16.7 – –12.1 –191.1 –5.3 –225.0

Carrying amount 73.2 1,250.1 57.0 368.3 5.5 1,754.0

2017 financial year
SEK M

Opening carrying amount 73.2 1,250.1 57.0 368.3 5.5 1,754.0

Increase through business combinations 0.0 198.8 69.0 15.3 1.2 284.3

Reclassifications 1.5 –0.5 23.4 –22.0 –3.7 –1.3

Divestments/scrapping –0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 –0.2

Investments for the year 29.8 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.2 30.1

Depreciation/amortisation during the year –21.5 0.0 –7.4 –108.8 –1.2 –138.9

Translation differences during the year 0.0 2.5 0.6 0.0 0.0 3.1

Closing carrying amount 82.7 1,450.9 142.8 252.8 1.9 1,931.1

As per 31 December 2017       

Cost 120.9 1,450.9 162.2 552.7 8.3 2,295.0

Accumulated depreciation/amortisation –38.2 0.0 –19.4 –299.9 –6.5 –364.0

Carrying amount 82.7 1,450.9 142.8 252.8 1.9 1,931.1

2018 financial year
SEK M       

Opening carrying amount 82.7 1,450.9 142.8 252.8 1.9 1,931.1

Increase through business combinations 8.0 8.0

Reclassifications –4.8 21.5 0.2 –1.9 14.6

Divestments/scrapping 0.0

Investments for the year 27.8 3.0 0.0 0.0 30.8

Depreciation/amortisation during the year –24.4 –23.9 –108.8 0.0 –157.1

Impairment losses during the year –151.8 –151.8

Translation differences during the year 0.2 13.2 3.3 2.1 0.0 18.8

Closing carrying amount 81.5 1,320.3 146.7 144.9 0.0 1,693.4

As per 31 December 2018      

Cost 144.1 1,472.1 190.0 553.6 6.4 2,366.2
Accumulated depreciation/amortisation 
and impairment losses –62.6 –151.8 –43.3 –408.7 –6.5 –672.9

Carrying amount 81.5 1,320.3 146.7 144.9 0.0 1,693.4
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Goodwill, change per segment

SEK M
Opening

carrying amount Acquisitions Impairment

Exchange differ-
ences and other

adjustments
Closing

carrying amount

Sweden 1,098.5 62.6 6.5 1,167.6

Norway 82.4 – 82.4

As per 31 December 2016 1,181.0 62.6 6.5 1,250.1

      

Sweden 1,167.6 0.0 12.1 1,179.7

Norway 82.4 0.0 0.0 82.5

Finland 0.0 198.8 –10.0 188.8

As per 31 December 2017 1,250.1 198.8 2.1 1,450.9

Sweden 1,179.7 1.5 0.0 0.0 1,181.3

Norway 82.5 0.0 0.0 1.4 83.8

Finland 188.8 6.5 –151.8 11.8 55.2

As per 31 December 2018 1,450.9 8.0 –151.8 13.1 1,320.3

Not 10 Intangible assets, cont.

2016-12-31 Sweden Norway Finland

Tax rate 22% 24% 20%

Long-term growth rate 1.5% 1.5% 1.5%

Discount interest rate before tax 9.2% 9.2% 9.2%

2017-12-31 Sweden Norway Finland

Tax rate 22% 24% 20%

Long-term growth rate 1.5% 1.5% 1.5%

Discount interest rate before tax 9.1% 9.1% 9.1%

   

2018-12-31 Sweden Norway Finland

Tax rate 22% 24% 20%

Long-term growth rate 2.0% 2.0% 2.0%

Discount interest rate before tax 9.1% 9.1% 9.1%

Impairment testing of goodwill
Management assesses the performance of the business based on geographic region (Group operating segments). The company has 
identified Sweden, Norway and Finland as its primary geographical areas with goodwill attributable to the segment. Goodwill is over-
seen by Management at the operating segment level and, as a result of the annual review of impairment requirements, the company 
recognised in 2018 impairment losses on goodwill in Finland amounting to MSEK 151.8. 

The recoverable amount for a cash-generating unit (CGU, for the Group’s operating segments) has been determined based on calcu-
lations of value in use. These calculations are based on estimated future cash flows (before tax) using long-term forecasts approved by 
Management and cover a five-year period. Cash flows beyond the five-year period are extrapolated using the estimated growth rate as 
stated below. The growth rate does not exceed the long-term growth rate of the market in which the affected CGU operates. The com-
pany conducted a sensitivity analysis of the following variables when impairment testing goodwill: discount interest rate and growth 
rate. The sensitivity analysis shows that the margins for the segments Sweden and Norway are favourable. The analysis shows that 
a 1% decline in long-term growth would negatively affect the calculated amount by a total of about MSEK 380 for Sweden, MSEK 40 
for Norway and MSEK 20 for Finland. An increase in the discount interest rate by 1% would negatively affect the calculated amount by 
about MSEK 490 for Sweden, MSEK 50 for Norway and MSEK 25 for Finland. In relation to the fact that the calculated amount exceeds 
the carrying amount by about MSEK 2,200, this shows that the margins for the segments Sweden and Norway are favourable. 

For each CGU to which a significant goodwill amount has been allocated, the significant assumptions, long-term growth rate and 
discount rate used when value in use was calculated are stated below.
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Note 11 Tangible fixed assets 

SEK M
 Buildings 

and land Equipment
Leased 
assets Total

2016 financial year     

Opening carrying amount 39.7 58.2 – 97.9

Increase through business combinations – 3.8 – 3.8

Divestment of business –31.6 – – –31.6

Divestments and scrappage –3.3 –3.1 – –6.4

Reclassifications –4.5 –0.3 – –4.8

Investments for the year – 26.9 55.5 82.4

Depreciation/amortisation during the year –0.3 –31.0 –11.0 –42.2

Translation differences during the year – 1.3 – 1.3

Closing carrying amount 0.0 55.8 44.5 100.3

Cost – 110.9 55.5 166.3

Accumulated depreciation/amortisation – –54.8 –11.2 –65.9

Accumulated impairment losses – –0.3 – –0.3

Carrying amount, 31 December 2016 0 55.8 44.3 100.1

2017 financial year

Opening carrying amount – 55.8 44.3 100.1

Increase through business combinations – 39.6 23.7 63.4

Divestment of business – 0.0 0.0 0.0

Divestments and scrappage – –7.7 0.0 –7.7

Reclassifications – –4.2 3.9 –0.3

Investments for the year – 28.8 45.4 74.3

Depreciation/amortisation during the year – –29.6 –30.6 –60.1

Impairment losses during the year – –0.2 0.0 –0.2

Translation differences during the year – –0.0 0.0 –0.0

Closing carrying amount – 82.5 86.8 169.3

Cost – 167.4 128.5 295.9

Accumulated depreciation/amortisation – –84.4 –41.7 –126.1

Accumulated impairment losses – –0.5 0.0 –0.5

Carrying amount, 31 December 2017 – 82.5 86.8 169.3
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SEK M
 Buildings 

and land Equipment
Leased 
assets Total

2018 financial year

Opening carrying amount 82.5 86.8 169.3

Increase through business combinations 8.2 0.0 8.2

Divestments and scrappage –1.6 –13.1 –14.7

Investments for the year 14.2 60.4 74.7

Depreciation/amortisation during the year –28.0 –37.9 –65.9

Translation differences during the year 1.6 0.0 1.6

Closing carrying amount 76.9 96.1 173.1

Cost 189.8 175.8 365.6

Accumulated depreciation/amortisation –112.3 –79.7 –192.0

Accumulated impairment losses –0.5 0.0 –0.5

Carrying amount, 31 December 2018 76.9 96.1 173.1

Note 11 Tangible fixed assets. Cont.

Note 12 Other financial assets 

SEK M
31 Dec 

2018
31 Dec 

2017
31 Dec 

2016

Other long-term holdings of securities 9.7 0.3 0.0

Other long-term receivables 0,7 0.7 0.0

Total 10.4 0.9 0.0

   

Opening balance 0.9 0.0 1.7

Increase through business combinations 2.4 0.2 0.9

Agreement concerning future acquisition of Norrtälje Taxi 7.0 0.7

Divestment 0.0 –2.5

Closing balance 10.4 0.9 0.0

Leased assets pertain to vehicles used in taxi operations amounting to MSEK 91.6 (82.2). The remaining MSEK 4.5 (4.6) primarily  
pertains to company cars.

Other non-current receivables relate to an advance payment for the forthcoming acquisition of Norrtälje Taxi AB of MSEK 7 and the 
remainder relates to rent deposits.
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Note 13 Deferred tax 

Deferred tax liabilities, 31 December 2016

SEK M
Untaxed 
reserves

Other intangible 
assets excl. 

goodwill Total

Opening balance –28.5 –120.1 –148.6

Recognised in 
profit or loss 3.9 25.8 29.7

Increase through 
business combina-
tions –2.8 –6.9 –9.7

Divestment of 
subsidiaries – 2.5 2.5

Reclassification –1.7 0.3 –1.4

Total –29.1 –98.3 –127.5

Deferred tax assets, 31 December 2016

SEK M

Loss 
carry-

forwards Other Total

Opening balance 29.3 1.3 30.5

Recognised in profit 
or loss –15.1 –0.8 –15.9

Increase through 
business  
combinations 0.7 – 0.7

Exchange-rate 
difference 0.5 – 0.5

Total 15.3 0.5 15.8

Total deferred tax 
2016   –111.7

Deferred tax liabilities, 31 December 2017

SEK M
Untaxed 
reserves

Other intangible 
assets excl. 

goodwill Total

Opening balance –29.1 –98.3 –127.5

Recognised in 
profit or loss 12.9 25.7 38.6

Increase through 
business combina-
tions 0.0 –3.4 –3.4

Divestment of 
subsidiaries 0.0 0.0 0.0

Reclassification 0.0 0.0 0.0

Total –16.2 –76.0 –92.2

Deferred tax assets, 31 December 2017

SEK M
Loss carry-

forwards Other Total

Opening balance 15.3 0.5 15.8

Recognised in profit 
or loss –10.2 0.0 –10.2

Increase through 
business combina-
tions 0.0 0.0 0.0

Exchange-rate 
difference 0.7 0.0 0.7

Total 5.9 0.5 6.3

Total deferred tax 
2017   –85.9

Deferred tax liabilities, 31 December 2018

SEK M
Untaxed 
reserves

Other intangible 
assets excl. 

goodwill Total

Opening balance –16.2 –76.0 –92.2

Recognised in 
profit or loss –6.0 29.0 23.0

Increase through 
business combina-
tions 0.0

Divestment of 
subsidiaries 0.0

Exchange-rate 
difference 0.1 –0.7 –0.6

Reclassification 1) –14.6 –14.6

Total –22 –62 –84.5

Deferred tax assets, 31 December 2018

SEK M

Loss 
carry-

forwards Other Total

Opening balance 5.9 0.5 6.3

Recognised in profit 
or loss –0.8 1.2 0.4

Increase through 
business combina-
tions 0.0

Exchange-rate 
difference 0.1 0.1

Reclassification 2.4 2.4

Total 5.2 4.1 9.3

Total deferred tax 
2018 –75.2

Changes in deferred tax assets and liabilities during the year, regardless of offsetting 
effected within the same tax jurisdiction, are shown below.

Deferred tax assets are reported for tax loss carryforwards, to the extent that they are likely to be utilised via future taxable profits. 
The loss carryforwards in Sweden amounted to MSEK 0 (1.0), of which tax effects accounted for MSEK 0 (0.2), and the tax loss car-
ryforwards in Norway amounted to MSEK 23.0 (24.3), of which tax effects accounted for MSEK 5.0 (5.8) and are expected to be used 
successively during the financial years ahead.

There are no significant unrecognised tax loss carryforwards in the Group. All loss carryforwards are reported net.
1) Reclassification pertains to the gross-recognised deferred tax from 2018, which was recognised among intangible assets in prior years..
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Note 14 Financial instruments by category 

The Group’s financial assets and liabilities are presented in the table below, recognised at carrying amounts and fair value, respective-
ly, and are classified in categories according to IFRS 9. The Group’s financial assets and liabilities for the comparative years 2017 and 
2016 are presented according to IAS 39 Classification Categories.

 

Measurement of financial assets and liabilities at 31 December 2018

Assets in the balance sheet 
SEK M

Financial assets/ 
liabilities measured 

at fair value through 
profit or loss

Financial assets/ 
liabilities measured at 

amortised cost

Total 
carrying 
amount

Total fair 
value

Other non-current holdings of securities 0.7 0.7 0.7

Other long-term receivables 9.7 9.7 9.7

Accounts receivable  264.2 264.2 264.2

Other receivables 57.8 57.8 57.8

Contract assets 53.6 53.6 53.6

Cash and cash equivalents   85.3 85.3 85.3

Total 0.7 470.6 471.3 471.3

Liabilities in the balance sheet 
SEK M

Liabilities to credit institutions 43.7 43.7 43.7

Bond loans 1,539.5 1,539.5 1,539.5

Liabilities for financial leasing 97.6 97.6 97.6

Accounts payable 106.9 106.9 106.9

Contingent earn-outs (level 3) 14.3 14.3 14.3

Total 14.3 1,787.7 1,802.0 1,802.0

The assets’ maximum credit risk comprises the net of the carrying amounts shown in the table above. The Group has not received any 
pledged assets for its financial net assets. 

The terms and conditions for contingent earn-outs mainly have the character of guarantees that the business that has been 
acquired will match the seller’s descriptions, apart from an earn-out of about MSEK 7 that is also dependent on the achievement of 
certain earnings ratios.

Measurement of financial assets and liabilities at 31 December 2017

Assets in the balance sheet 
SEK M

Financial assets 
measured at fair value 

through profit or loss

Loans and  
accounts  

receivables

Total 
carrying 
amount

Total fair 
value

Other non-current holdings of securities 0.7 0.7 0.7

Other long-term receivables 0.3 0.3 0.3

Accounts receivable  289.5 289.5 289.5

Other receivables 78.9 78.9 78.9

Contract assets 53.0 53.0 53.0

Cash and cash equivalents   90.5 90.5 90.5

Total 0.0 512.9 512.9 512.9
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Note 15 Inventories 

Assets in the balance sheet

SEK M
31 Dec 

2018
31 Dec 

2017
31 Dec 

2016

Finished goods and products in progress 4.0 8.8 4.0

Total 4.0 8.8 4.0

Measurement of financial assets and liabilities at 31 December 2016

Assets in the balance sheet 
SEK M

Financial assets 
measured at fair value 

through profit or loss
Loans and accounts 

receivables

Total 
carrying 
amount

Total fair 
value

Accounts receivable  193.3 193.3 193.3

Other receivables 65.1 65.1 65.1

Contract assets  54.3 54.3 54.3

Cash and cash equivalents 112.6 112.6 112.6

Total 0.0 425.3 425.3 425.3

Liabilities in the balance sheet 
SEK M

Liabilities measured 
at fair value through 

profit or loss
Other financial  

liabilities

Total 
carrying 
amount

Total fair 
value

Liabilities to credit institutions 984.5 984.5 984.5

Bond loans 323.9 323.9 323.9

Liabilities for financial leasing 44.1 44.1 44.1

Accounts payable 100.3 100.3 100.3

Contingent earn-outs 42.9 42.9 42.9

Total 42.9 1,452.7 1,495.7 1,495.7

The assets’ maximum credit risk comprises the net of the carrying amounts shown in the table above. The Group has not received any 
pledged assets for its financial net assets.

Terms and conditions for contingent earn-outs mainly have the character of guarantees that the business that has been acquired 
will match the seller’s descriptions.

Not 14 Financial instruments by category

Measurement of financial assets and liabilities at 31 December 2017

Liabilities in the balance sheet 
SEK M

Liabilities measured 
at fair value through 

profit or loss
Other financial  

liabilities

Total 
carrying 
amount

Total fair 
value

Liabilities to credit institutions 15.5 15.5 15.5

Bond loans 1,532.6 1,532.6 1,532.6

Liabilities for financial leasing 91.7 91.7 91.7

Accounts payable 91.2 91.2 91.2

Contingent earn-outs (level 3) 84.7 0.0 84.7 84.7

Total 84.7 1,731.0 1,815.7 1,815.7

The assets’ maximum credit risk comprises the net of the carrying amounts shown in the table above. The Group has not received any 
pledged assets for its financial net assets.

Terms and conditions for contingent earn-outs mainly have the character of guarantees that the business that has been acquired 
will match the seller’s descriptions.
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Provisions for respective reversals of reserves for bad debts are 
included in the Other external expenses item in the Profit & Loss 
Statement. Changes in the reserve for expected credit losses are 
as follows:

Note 17  Prepaid expenses and accrued income 

SEK M
31 Dec 

2018
31 Dec 

2017
31 Dec 

2016

Prepaid service charges 1.9 3.0 1.1

Prepaid rent 8.4 4.8 4.7

Other prepaid expenses 12.9 26.3 23.3

Contract assets 53.6 53.0 54.3

Total 76.8 87.1 83.4

Provisions for expected credit losses for contract assets are 
posted in accordance with the description in Note 16

Note 18  Cash and cash equivalents

SEK M
31 Dec 

2018
31 Dec 

2017
31 Dec 

2016

Bank balances 85.3 90.5 112.6

Cash and cash  
equivalents 85.3 90.5 112.6

Of the funds on deposit in bank accounts, MSEK 1.0 (4.3) con-
sists of bank deposits pledged as collateral.

SEK M
31 Dec 

2018
31 Dec 

2017
31 Dec 

2016

SEK 199.2 206.6 152.7

NOK 42.6 54.8 40.5

EUR 22.4 28.1

Total 264.2 289.5 193.3

SEK M
31 Dec 

2018
31 Dec 

2017
31 Dec 

2016

Opening carrying 
amount 9.7 8.4 3.5

Acquired doubtful 
receivables 0.0 0.0 0.0

Reserve for doubtful 
receivables 2.2 1.6 6.2

Receivables that have 
been written off as 
non-collectable –4,6 –0.3 –1.2

Closing carrying 
amount 7,2 9.7 8.4

Receivables mainly comprise accounts receivable, for which the 
Group has chosen to apply the modified retrospective approach 
for recognition of expected credit losses. This entails that a pro-
vision is posted for the remaining term of expected credit losses, 
which is expected to be less than one year for all receivables. 
Cabonline applies a rating-based method combined with other 
known information and prospective factors for assessing expect-
ed credit losses on the basis of probability of default, expected 
loss and exposure to default. Cabonline has defined default as 
when payment of a receivable is delayed by 90 days or more, or 
when other factors indicate that payments have been suspend-
ed. Cabonline divides its accounts receivable into segments based 
on counterparty: receivables from municipalities/county councils 
and other receivables. The customers in the various groups have 
similar risk profiles, which is why the credit risk is initially assessed 
collectively for all customers in the various groups. Most of the 
Group’s accounts receivable have municipalities/county councils 
as the counterparty and these have a high creditworthiness, 
whereby the risk of loan losses is considered to be insignificant. 
For this reason, the Group has not posted any provision for 
expected credit losses on receivables that are not past due. 
Potential large individual receivables and past due receivables 
are assessed individually. The Group writes off receivables when 
there is no longer any expectation of receiving payment and 
when active measures to obtain payment have ended.

According to the modified retrospective approach, the provi-
sion for expected credit losses also includes contract assets. 

No material increase in credit risk as per the balance sheet 
date is considered to have arisen for any financial asset rec-
ognised at amortised cost.

At 31 December 2018, recognised accounts receivable fol-
lowing deductions for expected credit losses amounted to MSEK 
264.2 (289.5); the age analysis of these is as follows:

SEK M
31 Dec 

2018
31 Dec 

2017
31 Dec 

2016

Not past due 202.3 234.4 170.3

Past due 1-30 days 45.2 40.6 9.5

Past due 31-60 days 7.0 2.2 4.0

Past due 61-90 days 2.1 0.0 0.0

Past due more than 90 
days 7.5 12.3 9.4

Total 264.2 289.5 193.3

Note 16   Accounts receivable  

SEK M
31 Dec 

2018
31 Dec 

2017
31 Dec 

2016

Accounts receivable 271.5 299.2 201.7

Minus: reserve for  
expected credit losses –7.2 –9.7 –8.4

Accounts receivable 
– net 264.2 289.5 193.3
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SEK M

Number of 
shares 

(thousands) Share capital
Other paid-in 

capital Reserves Total

As per 31 December 2016 355,568 3.6 352.0 0.3 355.9

Added during the year 33.5 0.8 34.3

As per 31 December 2017 355,568 3.6 385.5 1.1 390.1

Added during the year 3.2 3.2

As per 31 December 2018 355,568 3.6 385.5 4.3 393.3

Note 19  Share capital, other contributed capital and reserves

Note 20  Interest-bearing liabilities

Share capital consists of 33,779,007 Class A shares, 1,777,842 
Class B shares and 320,011,644 Preferential shares with a 
quota value of SEK 0.01 per share. The class A shares have two 
votes, while the class B shares and the Preferred shares have 
one vote each. Insofar as dividends are paid, preferential shares 
are to have preferential rights ahead of ordinary shares (class A 
shares and class B shares) to an accumulated annual dividend per 
share corresponding to fifteen (15) percent of the acquisition 
value per preference share and year through 2025. The inherent 
indexed yield on preference shares amounted to MSEK 179.0 
(131.0) on the balance sheet date. The preference shares’ right 
to future dividends amounts to MSEK 179.0 (131.0).

SEK M 2018 2017 2016

Net profit/loss for 
the year –213.7 –73.0 –75.6

Dividends/ 
interest on prefe-
rence shares –48.0 –48.0 –48.0

Net profit/loss 
for the year 
attributable to 
common shares: –261.7 –121.0 –123.6

Number of Class 
A shares 33,779,007 33,779,007 33,779,007

Number of Class 
B shares 1,777,842 1,777,842 1,777,842

Number of sha-
res outstanding, 
common shares 35,556,849 35,556,849 35,556,849

Earnings per 
share before 
dilution, SEK –7.36 –3.40 –3.48

Earnings per sha-
re after dilution, 
SEK –7.36 –3.40 –3.48

SEK M
31 Dec 

2018
31 Dec 

2017
31 Dec 

2016

Non-current 
interest-bearing 
liabilities    

Liabilities to credit 
institutions 13,0 0,0 1 002,0

Bond loans 1 550,0 1 550,0 –

Transaction costs for 
raising liabilities to 
credit institutions –10,5 –17,4 –36,8

Promissory note 0,0 0,0 323,9

Liabilities for financial 
leasing 54,1 60,0 26,7

Total non-current 
borrowing 1 606,5 1 592,6 1 315,8

Liabilities for the corporate bond issued in 2017 extend until 
2020 and carry variable interest at an average rate in 2018 of 
5.5% (5.5). The interest rate is STIBOR +5.5% with a floor of 
zero and is set at 3-month intervals. The collateral for the bond 

SEK M
31 Dec 

2018
31 Dec 

2017
31 Dec 

2016

Current interest- 
bearing liabilities  

Liabilities to credit 
institutions 29,2 15,5 19,2

Liabilities for financial 
leasing 43,5 31,7 17,4

Total current bor-
rowing 72,7 47,2 36,7

Sum total interest-
bearing liabilities 1 679,2 1 639,8 1 352,4

consists of the Group’s shareholdings in subsidiaries, chattel mort-
gages, operating equipment and trademarks. The bond is listed on 
the Corporate Bond List at Nasdaq Stockholm Aktie- 
bolag. The bond is named CABONLINE 001.
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exposure, regarding borrowings, to changes in interest rates and 
contractual dates for interest rate negotiations at the end of the 
reporting period was as follows:

6 months or less 1,679.2 1,639.8 1,352.4

More than 6 months  0.0 0.0 0.0

Total 1,679.2 1,639.8 1,352.4

Note 20  Interest-bearing liabilities, Cont.

31 Dec 2018 31 Dec 2017 31 Dec 2016

SEK M
Carrying 
amount Fair value

Carrying 
amount Fair value

Carrying 
amount Fair value

Liabilities to credit institutions 42.2 42.2 15.5 15.5 984.5 1,205.2

Bond loans 1,539.5 1,539.5 1,532.6 1,532.6

Promissory note 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 323.9 560.2

Liabilities for financial leasing 97.6 97.6 91.7 91.7 44.1 46.2

Total 1,679.2 1,679.2 1,639.8 1,639.8 1,352.4 1,811.5

Note 21  Accrued expenses and deferred income

SEK M
31 Dec 

2018
31 Dec 

2017
31 Dec 

2016

Project-related costs 53.0 75.5 36.9

Accrued transport costs 260.0 310.0 269.6

Other accrued expenses and deferred income 77.5 101.7 62.8

Prepaid income 6.6 8.9 19.1

Accrued interest expenses 4.5 4.5 19.8

Total 401.5 500.7 408.3

Note 22  Other disclosures to the cash flow statement

Adjustments for non-cash items, etc.

SEK M 2018 2017 2016

Amortisation of intangible assets 156.2 138.9 132.6

Depreciation of tangible fixed assets 66.6 60.1 42.4

Impairment of intangible assets 151.8

Results of sale of subsidiaries –3.1

Results of sale of tangible fixed assets 0.1 –0.2

Results from participations in associated companies –0.5 –1.6

Other non-cash items 0.5 –8.0

Total 374.7 199.2 162.1

The fair value of the financial lease liability is based on discounted 
cash flows with an interest rate based on the rate stated for the 
particular lease, in other cases on the borrowing rate, and is in 
level 2 of the fair value hierarchy. The fair value of the bond loan 
is based on the price on the close of the reporting period, which is 
level 1 in the fair value sheet.

The fair value of short-term borrowings corresponds to its 
carrying value, as the discount effect is not material.

Short-term line of credit
Overdraft facilities granted amounted to MSEK 200 (200) and 
MSEK 29.2 (0) had been utilised as per 31 Dec 2018. The Group’s 
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Subsidiaries, 31 Dec 2018

SEK M Corp. Reg. No. Registered office
Share of capital & 

voting rights

Cabonline Group Holding AB (publ) 559002-7156 Stockholm
Cabonline Finance 1 AB 559033-9726 Stockholm 100%

Ixat Group Holding AB 559004-5091 Stockholm 100%

Ixat Holding AB 559002-7149 Stockholm 100%

Cabonline Group AB 556552-1183 Stockholm 100%

Cabonline Stockholm AB 556378-7984 Stockholm 100%

Taxi Kurir i Stockholm Aktiebolag 556260-6060 Stockholm 100%

Taxi Kurir Latvia SIA 40003738473 Riga, Latvia 100%

Cabonline Region Väst AB 556425-0859 Göteborg 100%

Taxi Väst Aktiebolag 556139-9477 Uddevalla 100%

Fyrbodals Taxitransporter AB 556977-9282 Uddevalla 100%

Taxi Jönköping Aktiebolag 556426-2847 Jönköping 100%

Cabonline Region Syd AB 556391-2681 Malmö 100%

Rossing Transport AB 556667-3728 Halmstad 100%

Taxi Laholm Aktiebolag 556289-2355 Halmstad 100%

Taxi Halland Aktiebolag 556264-9706 Halmstad 56.36%

Taxi Skåne AB 556449-8615 Lund 100%

Taxi Helsingborg Aktiebolag 556103-6913 Helsingborg 100%

Cabonline Region Mitt AB 556443-4347 Uppsala 100%

Taxi Stor & Liten i Gävle Aktiebolag 556422-8384 Gävle 100%

Örebro Läns Taxi AB 556353-8627 Örebro 100%

NorgesTaxi AS 978655521 Oslo, Norway 100%

NorgesTaxi Oslo AS 980403084 Oslo, Norway 100%

NorgesTaxi Stavanger AS 957944493 Stavanger, Norway 100%

NorgesTaxi Trondheim AS 980650170 Trondheim, Norway 100%

NorgesTaxi Bergen AS 979647611 Bergen, Norway 100%

NorgesTaxi Buskerud AS 985336210 Kongsberg, Norway 100%

Cabonline AS 894887192 Oslo, Norway 100%

Sverigetaxi i Stockholm AB 556470-1919 Stockholm 100%

Norrland - Dala Taxi Förvaltning AB 556277-7556 Umeå 90.52%

TOPCAB i Stockholm AB 556673-4355 Stockholm 100%

Cabonline Technologies AB 556495-5820 Stockholm 100%

Digitax Sverige AB 556703-3195 Stockholm 100%

Rust Cab 2 AB 556693-0789 Stockholm 100%

Rust Cab 1 AB 556469-5350 Stockholm 100%

Cabonline Region Norr AB 559002-3247 Umeå 100%

Taxipass Card Service AB 556873-0658 Umeå 100%

Umeå Taxi Åkeri AB 556269-0320 Umeå 100%

Teknikbas Umeå Uppsala AB 556829-6056 Umeå 50%

Tärnaby Ambulans Aktiebolag 556450-9916 Umeå 100%

Västerbottens Taxi Aktiebolag 556222-4328 Umeå 65.81%

Cabonline Finance 2 AB 559033-9817 Stockholm 100%

Svetax Invest Aktiebolag 556289-9590 Stockholm 100%

Svetax Taxiförsäkring AB 556657-1674 Stockholm 84.78%

Note 23  Subsidiaries

Unless otherwise stated, they have a share capital solely consist-
ing of ordinary shares held directly by the Group, and the percent-
age of shares is the same as the percentage of voting rights. All 

subsidiaries are consolidated in the Group. The share of voting 
rights in the subsidiaries directly owned by the parent company 
do not differ from the ownership of ordinary shares
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Note 23  Subsidiaries, Cont.

Subsidiaries, 31 Dec 2018

SEK M Corp. Reg. No. Registered office
Share of capital & 

voting rights

Flygtaxi Sverige AB 556329-3074 Stockholm 100%

Sverigetaxi Service AB 556761-3814 Stockholm 80.05%

Taxi Västernorrland Aktiebolag 556233-9084 Sundsvall 98.13%

Taxi Direkt 711711 AB 556135-5131 Uppsala 100%

TÅGTAXI SVERIGE AB 556894-5579 Stockholm 100%

Cabonline Finland OY 2788104-7 Helsinki 100%

Kovanen Yhtiöt OY 2840640-8 Helsinki 100%

Helsingin Kuljettajakoulu Oy 0709068-6 Helsinki 100%

Stadin Taksinkuljettajat Oy 1807437-4 Helsinki 100%

Stadin Henkilökuljettajat Oy 0362755-4 Helsinki 100%

Tilaus 24 h Oy 2113556-1 Helsinki 100%

Kovanen Taxi Oy 0587604-4 Helsinki 100%

Autopalvelu Kovanen 0551808-7 Helsinki 100%

Taxista Oy 208573-87 Helsinki 100%

Oy Taxia AB 0522903-1 Helsinki 100%

Inva-Taksi OY 0223911-1 Helsinki 100%

Mankkaan Taksi Oy 1832871-7 Helsinki 100%

Kuljetusliike Kajander Oy 0591121-7 Helsinki 100%

Mankkaan Taksihuolto Oy 2168683-0 Helsinki 100%

1231 Taxi Helsinki Oy 2709113-3 Helsinki 100%

Cab Dilen Oy 2641611-9 Helsinki 100%

Fp Taksi Oy 2634863-8 Helsinki 100%

Jakive-74 Oy 2812981-8 Helsinki 100%

Jk Taksilog Oy 2400843-7 Helsinki 100%

Kuljetus Pasi Aalto Oy 1812282-3 Helsinki 100%

Seppo Tilhe Oy 2322667-8 Helsinki 100%

Taksipalvelu S.h 520 Oy 2617772-8 Helsinki 100%

Taksi E 161 Oy 2253392-4 Helsinki 100%

Taksi- Ja Tilausliikenne Hanhiranta Oy 2420785-8 Helsinki 100%

Taxi350 Oy 2685665-9 Helsinki 100%

Taxi-Klabbari Oy 1104668-8 Helsinki 100%

Tegant Oy 2768723-6 Helsinki 100%

Th-Taksipalvelu Oy 2803258-1 Helsinki 100%

Trans 73 Oy 2510321-7 Helsinki 100%

Ts Taksi Oy 2374698-0 Helsinki 100%

Vmj-Tilausajot Oy 2655336-7 Helsinki 100%
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Note 24  Leasing

The Group leases or rents a number of offices and offices under non-cancellable operating leases. Lease periods vary between  
1 and 5 years, and most leases can be extended at the end of the lease for a charge that corresponds with prevailing charges  
in the market.

Future total minimum lease payments for non-cancellable operating leases are as follows:

SEK M
31 Dec 

2018
31 Dec 

2017
31 Dec 

2016

Within one year 25.6 29.7 20.6

Between 1 to 5 years 58.6 66.3 56.0

More than 5 years 13.2 18.9 0.2

Total 97.4 114.9 76.7

Other external expenses have been charged with MSEK 24.1 (36.6) relating to operating leases, primarily regarding rental of premises.
In 2018, the Group had revenue of MSEK 28.2 from operating leasing of cars to transporters. From 2019, this leasing will be classi-

fied as financial leasing; see the section on IFRS 16 in Note 1.
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Note 25  Business combinations

Acquired identifiable assets and liabilities

2018 2017 2016

SEK M Sweden Finland Total Sweden Finland Total
Sweden/ 

Total

Intangible assets 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 17.1 17.1 32.9

Tangible fixed assets 0.0 8.2 8.2 3.6 37.3 40.9 3.8

Financial assets 0.0 2.3 2.3 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.9

Current receivables 7.6 18.4 26.0 30.7 37.6 68.3 39.1

Cash and cash equivalents 6.3 10.9 17.2 16.7 7.1 23.8 65.4

Total assets 13.9 39.9 53.7 51.1 99.4 150.5 142.0

Deferred tax liabilities 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 –9.2

Liabilities to credit institu-
tions 0.0 11.1 11.1 –0.2 –18.0 –18.2 –2.6

Current liabilities 8.9 13.8 22.6 –39.8 –54.6 –94.5 –72.5

Total liabilities and 
provisions –8.9 –24.9 –33.7 –40.0 –72.6 –112.6 –84.3

Total acquired identifi-
able net assets 5.0 15.0 20.0 11.1 26.8 37.9 57.7

Goodwill 1.5 6.5 8.0 0.0 198.8 198.8 62.6

Brands 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 64.7 64.7 0.0

Agreements with trans-
porters 0.0 0.0 0.0 15.3 0.0 15.3 0.0

Total purchase consider-
ations –6.5 –21.5 –28.0 –24.0 –277.5 –301.5 –47.5

of which, earn-outs 1.5 7.3 8.8 11.0 66.3 77.3 8.5

Acquired cash and cash 
equivalents 6.3 10.9 17.2 16.7 7.1 23.8 65.4

Total impact on cash and 
cash equivalents as per 
31 Dec 2018 1.3 –3.2 –1.9 3.7 –204.1 –200.5 26.4

The following table summarises acquired assets and liabilities assumed that are recognised as per the acquisition date for the acquisi-
tion of a company’s business operations that has taken place and their effect on cash and cash equivalents.

Acquired current receivables amount to MSEK 26.0 and are essentially regarded as being settled. No part of the goodwill is tax deductible.
During the year, the Group completed the acquisition of 100% of the shares of Taxia OY, Autopalvelu Kovanen Oy and another 17 

companies in Segment Finland as well as 100% of Taxi 10000 in Segment Sweden.
The acquisitions in Finland have been consolidated since 2 July 2018 and Taxi 10 000 since 1 September 2018. The acquisitions 

contributed MSEK 68 to net revenue and MSEK –5 to EBITDA. If the companies had been owned during the entire year, they would have 
contributed MSEK 164 to net revenue and MSEK –6 to EBITDA. The terms and conditions for contingent earn-outs have the character of 
guarantees that the business that has been acquired will match the seller’s descriptions, apart from an earn-out of about MSEK 7 that is 
also dependent on the achievement of certain earnings ratios; the earn-outs are expected to be paid in the fully reserved amount.

Description of acquisitions in 2017
Cabonline acquired 100% of the shares of Örebro Läns Taxi AB, Transport Centre in Mellansverige AB and Taxi 100 150 in Örebro AB on 
5 March 2017. The companies contributed MSEK 81.3 in external net revenue and MSEK 2.0 in operating profit in 2017.

On 30 June 2017, Cabonline acquired 100% of the shares of Kovanen Taksi OY and Mankkaan Taksi OY with subsidiaries via subsidiary 
its Cabonline Finland OY. 

Cabonline acquired 100% of the shares on 31 July 2017. In total, acquisitions in Finland (Kovanen Taksi OY, Mankkaan Taksi OY and 
Inva-Taxi OY with subsidiaries) contributed KSEK 161,298 in external net revenues and KSEK 4,123 in operating profit in 2017.

On 14 December 2017, Cabonline acquired 100% of the shares of Taxi Väst AB and Fyrbodal Taxitransport AB, as well as 55% of the 
shares of Redo AB.
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Note 29  Contingent liabilities

SEK M
31 Dec 

2018
31 Dec 

2017
31 Dec 

2016

Other sureties 0.5 0.5 –

Total 0.5 0.5 –

Note 28  Assets pledged

31 Dec 
2018

31 Dec 
2017

31 Dec 
2016

Chattel mortgage 52.2 53.2 74.2

Pledged bank funds 1.0 4.3 0.0

Pledged shares in  
subsidiaries 508.2 1,011.4 915.1

Pledged operating equipment and vehicle fleet 7.1 0.7 0.0

Total 575.5 1,069.6 989.4

The collateral for the bond consists of shares in the Ixat Group Holding AB, Cabonline Finance 1 AB, Ixat Holding AB, Cabonline Group AB, 
Cabonline Stockholm AB, Svetax Invest AB, Sverigetaxi i Stockholm AB, Cabonline Technologies AB, Taxi Kurir i Stockholm Aktiebolag, 
Flygtaxi Sverige AB, NorgesTaxi AS, NorgesTaxi Oslo AS and NorgesTaxi Bergen AS.

The Group has also pledged all operating equipment in Norgestaxi AS, Norgestaxi Oslo AS and Norgestaxi Bergen AS.
Pledged trademarks are Taxikurir, Taxi Skåne, 020202020, Taxi card and TaxiFörarnas Yrkesskola. There are no carrying amounts for 

trademarks and they have not been recognised in any amount.

Not 26  Divestment of business operations

No divestments occurred during the financial year. 

Not 27  Related-party transactions

Risk Capital Fund H.I.G. Europe Capital Partners II, L.P. owns 93% of the shares of Cabonline Group Holding AB and has controlling  
influence over the Group. The remaining 7% of the shares is owned by members of the Board or senior management. Other closely- 
related parties include all subsidiaries within the Group and members of senior management in the Group, i.e. the Members of the Board 
and senior management, and their family members. During the year, the Group purchased services from H.I.G Capital in the amount of 
KSEK 18.0 (15.8). The company also has an agreement with HIG, providing the principal owner with certain transaction compensation  
in connection with a sale or similar of the company. The company also acquired the services of the Chairman of the Board Jon Risfelt  
in an amount of KSEK 734 (394) and Board member Anna Söderblom in an amount of KSEK 41 (–). There are no similar consultancy  
agreements from 2019.
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Note 30  Financial liabilities

Note 31  Significant events after the close of the financial year

After the end of the reporting period, no significant events have taken place.

Non-cash items

SEK M
31 Dec 

2016

Cash- 
impacting 

items

Business 
combina-

tions
Financial 

leases

Accrual of 
transaction

costs
31 Dec 

2017
of which, 

current 
of which, 

non-current

Promissory note 323.9   –323.9   – – –                       –      

Liabilities for finan-
cial leasing 44.1   –28.8   26.3   50.2   – 91.7   31.5 60.0

Liabilities to credit 
institutions 984.5   –984.5   15.5   – – 15.5   15.5

Bond loans
                          

–      1,530.0   – – 2.6   1,532.6   1,532.6

Total 1,352.4   192.8   41.7   50.2   2.6   1,639.8   47.0   1,592.6   

Non-cash items

SEK M
31 Dec 

2016

Cash- 
impacting 

items

Business 
combina-

tions
Financial 

leases

Accrual of 
transaction

costs
31 Dec 

2018
of which, 

current
of which, 

non-current

Liabilities for finan-
cial leasing 91.7   –39.7   45.6   97.6   43.8 53.8

Liabilities to credit 
institutions 15.5   17.1   11.1   42.2   29.0 13.2

Bond loans 1,532.6   6.9   1,539.5   1,539.5

Total 1,639.8   –22.6   11.1   45.6   6.9   1,679.3   72.7   1,606.5   
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Financial instruments
Due to the correlation between recognition and taxation, the 
regulations for financial instruments according to IFRS 9 are 
not applied in the Parent Company as a legal entity, instead, the 
Parent Company recognises these in accordance with the cost 
method stipulated in the Annual Accounts Act. In the Parent 
Company, financial fixed assets are thus measured at cost and 
financial current assets according to the lowest value principle, 
applying impairment of expected credit losses according to IFRS 9 
in respect of assets that are debt instruments. For other financial 
assets, impairment is based on market value. 

The Parent Company utilises the exception permitted under 
the rules of IFRS 9 of not measuring financial guarantee agree-
ments for the benefit of subsidiaries and associated companies 
as well as joint ventures; instead it applies the measurement 
policies stipulated in IAS 37 Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and 
Contingent Assets.

Basis for the preparation of the financial statements
The Annual Report for the Parent Company, Cabonline Group 
Holding AB (publ), has been prepared in accordance with the 
Swedish Annual Accounts Act and RFR 2 Accounting for Legal 
Entities. RFR 2 states that in its Annual Reports, the Parent 
Company shall apply International Financial Reporting Standards 
(IFRS), as adopted by the EU, to the extent this is possible within 
the framework of the Swedish Annual Accounts Act and the 
Pension Obligations Vesting Act (Tryggandelagen), and with 
regard to the relationship between accounting and taxation. The 
Recommendation specifies the exceptions and supplementations 
required in relation to IFRS. The Parent Company applies the 
exception permitted in RFR 2 concerning leases, whereby the 
Parent Company recognises all leases as operating leases.

Therefore the parent company applies the principles presented 
in Note 1 of the consolidated financial statements, with the ex-
ceptions as set out below. The principles have been consistently 
applied for all years presented.

Design and presentation format
Profit & Loss Statement and Balance Sheet follow the design and 
presentation format set out in the Swedish Annual Accounts Act. 
The statement of changes in shareholders equity also follows the 
Group’s presentation format, however is to contain the columns 
as set out in listed in the Annual Accounts Act. Furthermore, 
there are differences in terms, compared to the consolidated 
financial statements, primarily regarding financial income and 
expenses and shareholders equity. 

Shares/ownership interests in subsidiaries
Shares/ownership interests in subsidiaries are reported at cost 
less any impairment losses. The adjusted acquisition value 
includes acquisition-related costs. 

When there is an indication that ownership interests in subsid-
iaries decrease in value, an estimate of the recoverable amount is 
calculated. If this is lower than the carrying value, an impairment 
loss is taken. Impairment losses are reported in the item Income 
from ownership interests in Group companies. 

Note 32  Parent Company’s accounting policies

Notes •Parent Company
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Note 36  Interest income and similar income items

SEK M 2018 2017 2016

Interest income from Group companies 86.4 47.8 –

Total 86.4 47.8 –

Note 35  Salaries and remuneration

2018 financial year 
SEK M

Salaries and other
remuneration

(of which, bonus  
payments)

Social 
costs

Pension 
costs

CEO 2.8 1.1 0.8

(of which, bonus) 0.2

Other employees 0.7 0.3 0.4

Total 3.6 1.4 1.2

The company did not have any employees in 2016 and 2017. As per 31 Dec  2018, the company had two employees, one man and one 
woman.

Note 34  Fees paid to the auditors

SEK M 2018 2017 2016

EY   

Audit assignment – – –

Total – – –

Mazars SET    

Audit assignment – – 0.1

Total – – 0.1

Total – – 0.1

The cost of the audit is recognised in the subsidiary Cabonline Group AB.

Note 33 Intra-Group revenue and expenses

MSEK 17.3 (0.0) of operating revenue pertains to agreed compensation from Group companies for the performance of management 
and administration services. MSEK 86.4 (47.8) of interest income refers to intra-Group interest payments. The company had no in-
tra-Group costs (0.0).
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Note 37  Interest expense and similar expense items

SEK M 2018 2017 2016

Interest expense –94.0 –66.7 –25.9

Total –94.0 –66.7 –25.9

Note 38  Group contributions

SEK M 2018 2017 2016

Group contributions received 122.1 182.8 26.5

Group contribution granted –106.9

Total 122.1 75.9 26.5

Note 39  Tax on profit for the year

SEK M 2018 2017 2016

Current tax –16.3 –6.3 –

Change in deferred tax –3.9 –

Total –16.3 –10.2 –

Note 40  Reconciliation of effective tax

2018 2017 2016

SEK M % Amount % Amount % Amount

Profit/loss before taxes 74.2  46.3  0.0

Tax according to Parent Company’s current tax rate 22% –16.3 22% –10.2 22% 0.0

Other non-tax-deductible costs  – –22% 0.0

Utilisation of previously capitalised loss carry- 
forwards 0.0  –

Recognised effective tax 22% –16.3 14% –10.2 0% –
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SEK M 2018 2017 2016

Opening balance 655.7 655.7 655.7

Acquisitions during the year – – –

Shareholders’ contributions – – –

Closing balance 655.7 655.7 655.7

Note 41  Participations in Group companies

SEK M

Corporate 
registration 

number
Registered 

office
Share of 

capital
Number of 

shares
Carrying 
amount 

As per 31 December 2016      

Cabonline Finance 1 AB 559033-9726 Stockholm 100% 50,000 0.05

Ixat Group Holding AB 559004-5091 Stockholm 100% 50,000 655.6

Total     655.7

As per 31 December 2017      

Cabonline Finance 1 AB 559033-9726 Stockholm 100% 50,000 0.05

Ixat Group Holding AB 559004-5091 Stockholm 100% 50,000 655.6

Total     655.7

As per 31 December 2018      

Cabonline Finance 1 AB 559033-9726 Stockholm 100% 50,000 0.05

Ixat Group Holding AB 559004-5091 Stockholm 100% 50,000 655.6

Total     655.7

Note 42  Cash and cash equivalents

SEK M
31 Dec 

2018
31 Dec 

2017
31 Dec 

2016

Bank balances – – 0.1

Cash and cash equivalents – – 0.1
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Note 44   Non-current liabilities

SEK M
31 Dec 

2018
31 Dec 

2017
31 Dec 

2016

Opening balance 1,532.6 323.9 –

Borrowing – 1,532.6 300.0

Redemption of previous 
loans – –323.9 – 

Capitalisation of accrued 
interest – – 23.9

Accrued borrowing costs 6.9 – –

Closing balance 1,539.5 1,532.6 323.9

Note 45  Accrued expenses and deferred income

SEK M
31 Dec 

2018
31 Dec 

2017
31 Dec 

2016

Accrued interest 4.5 4.5 19.8

Director fees – – 0.2

Other items 2.4 0.1 – 

Total 6.9 4.6 20.0

Note 43  Share capital and share premium reserve

Distribution by category

SEK M

Number  
of shares 

(thousands)
Number
of votes Share capital

Share 
premium
account

Class A shares 33,779 67,558 338 33,441

Class B shares 1,778 1,778 18 1,760

Preference shares 320,012 320,012 3,200 316,811

As per 31 December 2016 355,568 389,348 3,556 352,012

    

Class A shares 33,779 67,558 338 33,441

Class B shares 1,778 1,778 18 1,760

Preference shares 320,012 320,012 3,200 316,811

As per 31 December 2017 355,568 389,348 3,556 352,012

Class A shares 33,779 67,558 338 33,441

Class B shares 1,778 1,778 18 1,760

Preference shares 320,012 320,012 3,200 316,811

As per 31 December 2018 355,568 389,348 3,556 352,012

Share capital consists of 33,779,007 Class A shares, 1,777,842 Class B shares and 320,011,644 Preferential shares with a quota 
value of SEK 0.01 per share. The class A shares have two votes, while the class B shares and the Preferred shares have one vote each. 
Insofar as dividends are paid, preferential shares are to have preferential rights ahead of ordinary shares (class A shares and class B 
shares) to an accumulated annual dividend per share corresponding to fifteen (15) percent of the acquisition value per preference 
share and year through 2025. The inherent indexed yield on preference shares amounted to MSEK 179.0 (131.0) at year-end. The 
preference shares’ right to future dividends is MSEK 179.0 (131.0).

Other long-term liabilities refer to bond loans that have a maturity 
of June 2020 with variable interest rates at STIBOR +5.5% with 
the STIBOR floor at zero percent.
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Note 46  Pledged assets and  
contingent liabilities

SEK M
31 Dec 

2018
31 Dec 

2017
31 Dec 

2016

Shares in subsidiaries 655.7 655.7 None

Intra-Group receivables 1,886.5 1,692.4 None

Contingent liabilities None None None

Assets pledged comprise bonds and revolving credit facilities.

Note 47  Deferred tax asset

SEK M
31 Dec 

2018
31 Dec 

2017
31 Dec 

2016

Opening balance 0 3.9 3.9

Amount utilised during 
the year 0 –3.9 –

Total 0 – 3.9

Note 48  Significant events after the  
close of the financial year

After the end of the reporting period, no significant events have 
taken place.

Note 49  Appropriation of profit or loss

The Board of Directors proposes that the unappropriated earn-
ings available for distribution, SEK 432,060,402, be appropriated 
as follows:

SEK 31 Dec 2018

Profit/loss brought forward 22,245,703

Share premium account 352,012,808

Net profit/loss for the year 57,801,891

Total 432,060,402

 

To be carried forward 432,060,402

Note 50  Related-party transactions

Risk Capital Fund H.I.G. Europe Capital Partners II, L.P. owns 93% 
of the shares of Cabonline Group Holding AB and has controlling 
influence over the Group. The remaining 7% of the shares are 
owned by members of the Board or senior management. Other 
closely-related parties include all subsidiaries within the Group 
and members of senior management in the Group, i.e. the mem-
bers of the Board of Directors and senior management, and their 
family members. The company also has an agreement with HIG, 
providing the principal owner with certain transaction com-
pensation in connection with a sale or similar of the Group. The 
Group also acquired the services of the Chairman of the Board 
Jon Risfelt in an amount of KSEK 734 (394) and Board member 
Anna Söderblom in an amount of KSEK 41 (–). There are no similar 
consultancy agreements from 2019.
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Statement of assurance from the 
Board of Directors and the CEO
The Board of Directors and the CEO attests that the annual accounts have been prepared in accordance with generally accepted ac-
counting principles in Sweden and the consolidated accounts have been prepared in accordance with the international accounting stan-
dards referred to in Regulation (EC) No 1606/2002 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 July 2002 on the application of 
international accounting standards. The annual accounts and the consolidated accounts give a true and fair view of the financial status 
and financial results of the parent company and the Group. The Management Report for the Parent Company and the Group provides 
a true and fair view of the development of the Parent Company’s and the Group’s business operations, financial position and financial 
results, as well as the significant risks and uncertainties faced by the Parent Company and the companies included in the Group face. 
The annual financial statements and consolidated financial statements were approved by the Board of Directors on 3 April 2019. The 
consolidated income statement and balance sheet and the Parent Company’s income statement and balance sheet will be presented to 
the Annual General Meeting on 24 April 2019 for adoption.

 Jon Risfelt James Mitchell  Anna Söderblom
 Chairman of the Board Board member  Board member

 

  Carl Harring  Andreas Rosenlew
  Board member  Board member

 

   Peter Viinapuu
    CEO  

Our audit report was submitted on 2 April 2019.  
Ernst & Young Aktiebolag 

   
  

 
   

Alexander Hagberg
Authorised Public Accountant
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Report on the annual accounts  
and consolidated accounts
Opinions
We have audited the annual accounts and consolidated accounts 
of Cabonline Group Holding AB (publ) for the year 2018. The 
annual accounts and consolidated accounts of the company are 
included on pages 36–91 in this document.

In our opinion, the annual accounts have been prepared in 
accordance with the Annual Accounts Act and present fairly, in all 
material respects, the financial position of the parent company 
as of December 31st, 2018, and its financial performance and 
cash flow for the year then ended in accordance with the Annual 
Accounts Act. The consolidated accounts have been prepared in 
accordance with the Annual Accounts Act and present fairly, in 
all material respects, the financial position of the group as of De-
cember 31st, 2018, and their financial performance and cash flow 
for the year then ended in accordance with International Financial 
Reporting Standards (IFRS), as adopted by the EU, and the Annual 
Accounts Act. The statutory administration report is consistent 
with the other parts of the annual accounts and consolidated 
accounts.

We therefore recommend that the general assembly of share-
holders adopts the income statement and balance sheet for the 
parent company and the group.

Auditor’s report
To the general assembly of the shareholders of Cabonline Group Holding AB (publ),  
corporate identity number 559002-7156 

Our opinions in this report on the annual accounts and consol-
idated accounts are consistent with the content of the additional 
report that has been submitted to the parent company’s audit 
committee in accordance with the Audit Regulation (537/2014) 
Article 11.

Basis for Opinions
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Stan-
dards on Auditing (ISA) and generally accepted auditing stan-
dards in Sweden. Our responsibilities under those standards are 
further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities section. We are 
independent of the parent company and the group in accordance 
with professional ethics for accountants in Sweden and have 
otherwise fulfilled our ethical responsibilities in accordance with 
these requirements. This includes that, based on the best of our 
knowledge and belief, no prohibited services referred to in the 
Audit Regulation (537/2014) Article 5.1 have been provided to 
the audited company or, where applicable, its parent company or 
its controlled companies within the EU.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is suffi-
cient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinions.

Key Audit Matters
Key audit matters of the audit are those matters that, in our pro-
fessional judgment, were of most significance in our audit of the 
annual accounts and consolidated accounts of the current period. 
These matters were addressed in the context of our audit of, 
and in forming our opinion thereon, the annual accounts and con-
solidated accounts as a whole, but we do not provide a separate 
opinion on these matters. For each matter below, our description 
of how our audit addressed the matter is provided in that context. 

We have fulfilled the responsibilities described in the Auditor’s 
responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements section 
of our report, including in relation to these matters. Accordingly, 
our audit included the performance of procedures designed to 
respond to our assessment of the risks of material misstatement 
of the financial statements. The results of our audit procedures, 
including the procedures performed to address the matters be-
low, provide the basis for our audit opinion on the accompanying 
financial statements. 

The text in this report is an unofficial in-house translation. In the event of any differences between this translation and the original Swedish version, the latter shall prevail.
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Revenue Recognition

Description 
As can be seen in note 3, Cabonline has three main categories 
of revenues, where transport revenue amounts to approx. MSEK 
5,385.1 and accounts for approx. 87 % of total revenue, contract 
revenue amounts to MSEK 647,8 and accounts for approx. 10% 
of total revenue and other revenue that amounts to approx. 
MSEK 183,9 and accounts for approx. 3 % of total revenue. 
Transport revenue is constituted of revenue from performed 
transport services and contract revenue is constituted of 
revenue from contracts with affiliated haulage companies so 
that these can be incorporated into the group’s booking system 
and consists in turn of both fixed and variable remuneration. 
A description of Cabonline’s revenue recognition and different 
revenue streams can be seen in note 1 (Group accounting poli-
cies) under the heading “Revenue recognition” / “Revenue from 
contracts with customers”. There are different revenue streams 
and agreements with customers and affiliated haulage compa-
nies are drawn up in different ways which increases the risk of an 
incorrect audit. 

Cabonline applies agent accounting , which can be seen in the 
section “Important estimates for accounting purposes” in note 1, 
which entails that gross accounting of transport revenues and 

transport costs occur. We have identified revenue auditing as 
an area of special importance as the company’s revenue is a key 
item that partly consists of a large number of transactions and 
partly is attributable to customer-specific contracts.

How our audit addressed this key audit matter

In our audit, we have reviewed that the conditions for reve-
nue accounting have been complied with. This entails that we 
have evaluated the customer’s assessment concerning agent 
accounting. In our audit, we have created an understanding of 
and clarified the transaction flow for transport revenue and 
transport costs with the help of data analysis as well as evaluat-
ed Cabonline’s checks for risk management of errors in the audit. 
We have performed analytical substantive testing of trans-
port revenue and transport costs as well as fixed and variable 
remuneration. We have also, for a selection of individual revenue 
transactions, verified that these have been priced in accordance 
with customer contracts in effect, verified the revenue’s exis-
tence and completeness by reconciliation with documentation 
and ensured that the revenue has been reported in that period 
in which Cabonline has completed its commitments. We have 
assessed the information obtained in the financial statement.

Goodwill and shares in subsidiaries

Description 
Intangible fixed assets are recorded at MSEK 1,693 as per De-
cember 31st, 2018, of which MSEK 1,320 constitutes Goodwill. 
Goodwill accounts for in all 55% of the group’s balance sheet 
total. See also note 10 as well as the description of Cabonline’s 
intangible assets on page 56–57. Shares in the group companies 
amount to MSEK 656 in the parent company as per December 
31st, 2018. See also note 41 as well as the description of shares 
in subsidiaries on page 85. Goodwill and intangible assets with 
indefinite useful life shall be tested for impairment loss at least 
on an annual basis. Cabonline checks at least on an annual basis, 
and if there’s an indication of an impairment, the company makes 
sure that the reported values do not exceed the assets recov-
erable amount. For shares in subsidiaries, it is regularly assessed 
during the year whether there are indications of a decrease in 
value and if such is the case, the assets’ recoverable amount is 
calculated. 

The recoverable amounts for goodwill and shares in subsid-
iaries are determined by a discounted calculation of future cash-
flows per cashflow generating unit and are based on expected 
outcomes of a number of factors based on management’s 
business plans and forecasts. A description of the write-down 
test can be seen in note 1 (Group accounting policies) and in the 

section “Goodwill” on page 56 and “Important assessments for 
accounting purposes” on page 61 for goodwill and in note 32 
(Parent company accounting principles) for shares in subsidiaries. 

Changes in management’s assumptions on which the assess-
ment of recoverable amounts such as future cashflows, growth, 
discount rates and investment needs are based, may have led 
to the need for an impairment loss. We have therefore assessed 
that valuation of goodwill and shares in subsidiaries is a key audit 
matter in the audit.

How our audit addressed this key audit matter
We have evaluated and tested management’s process for estab-
lishing the impairment test for goodwill and shares in subsidiar-
ies and evaluated future forecasts and performed sensitivity 
analyses on key assumptions. 

We have, with the support of our valuation specialists, 
reviewed Cabonline’s model and method for implementing the 
impairment test for goodwill and shares in the parent company 
as well as evaluated the plausibility of assumptions about the 
discount rate, by using data for comparable companies, and 
applied long-term growth.

We have assessed the information obtained in the financial 
statement.
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Responsibilities of the Board of Directors  
and the Managing Director
The Board of Directors and the Managing Director are responsi-
ble for the preparation of the annual accounts and consolidated 
accounts and that they give a fair presentation in accordance 
with the Annual Accounts Act and, concerning the consolidated 
accounts, in accordance with IFRS as adopted by the EU. The 
Board of Directors and the Managing Director are also responsible 
for such internal control as they determine is necessary to enable 
the preparation of annual accounts and consolidated accounts 
that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud 
or error.

In preparing the annual accounts and consolidated accounts, 
The Board of Directors and the Managing Director are responsible 
for the assessment of the company’s and the group’s ability to 
continue as a going concern. They disclose, as applicable, matters 
related to going concern and using the going concern basis of 
accounting. The going concern basis of accounting is however 
not applied if the Board of Directors and the Managing Director 
intends to liquidate the company, to cease operations, or has no 
realistic alternative but to do so.

The Audit Committee shall, without prejudice to the Board 
of Director’s responsibilities and tasks in general, among other 
things oversee the company’s financial reporting process.

Other Information than the annual accounts  
and consolidated accounts
This document also contains other information than the annual 
accounts and consolidated accounts and is found on pages 1–35. 
The Board of Directors and the Managing Director are responsible 
for this other information. 

Our opinion on the annual accounts and consolidated accounts 
does not cover this other information and we do not express any 
form of assurance conclusion regarding this other information.

In connection with our audit of the annual accounts and 
consolidated accounts, our responsibility is to read the informa-
tion identified above and consider whether the information is 
materially inconsistent with the annual accounts and consoli-
dated accounts. In this procedure we also take into account our 
knowledge otherwise obtained in the audit and assess whether 
the information otherwise appears to be materially misstated.

If we, based on the work performed concerning this informa-
tion, conclude that there is a material misstatement of this other 
information, we are required to report that fact. We have nothing 
to report in this regard.

detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is 
higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve 
collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or 
the override of internal control.

•  Obtain an understanding of the company’s internal control 
relevant to our audit in order to design audit procedures that 
are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose 
of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the compa-
ny’s internal control. 

•  Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used 
and the reasonableness of accounting estimates and related 
disclosures made by the Board of Directors and the Managing 
Director. 

•  Conclude on the appropriateness of the Board of Directors’ 
and the Managing Director’s use of the going concern basis of 
accounting in preparing the annual accounts and consolidated 
accounts. We also draw a conclusion, based on the audit evi-
dence obtained, as to whether any material uncertainty exists 
related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt 
on the company’s and the group’s ability to continue as a going 
concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we 
are required to draw attention in our auditor’s report to the 

Auditor’s responsibility
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether 
the annual accounts and consolidated accounts as a whole 
are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or 
error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes our opinions. 
Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a 
guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with ISAs and 
generally accepted auditing standards in Sweden will always de-
tect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can 
arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually 
or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influ-
ence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these 
annual accounts and consolidated accounts.
As part of an audit in accordance with ISAs, we exercise profes-
sional judgment and maintain professional scepticism throughout 
the audit. We also:

•  Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the 
annual accounts and consolidated accounts, whether due to 
fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive 
to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and 
appropriate to provide a basis for our opinions. The risk of not 
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We must inform the Board of Directors of, among other matters, 
the planned scope and timing of the audit. We must also inform of 
significant audit findings during our audit, including any signifi-
cant deficiencies in internal control that we identified.
We must also provide the Board of Directors with a statement 
that we have complied with relevant ethical requirements regard-
ing independence, and to communicate with them all relationships 
and other matters that may reasonably be thought to bear on our 
independence, and where applicable, related safeguards.
From the matters communicated with the Board of Directors, we 
determine those matters that were of most significance in the 
audit of the annual accounts and consolidated accounts, including 
the most important assessed risks for material misstatement, and 
are therefore the key audit matters. We describe these matters in 
the auditor’s report unless law or regulation precludes disclosure 
about the matter. 

related disclosures in the annual accounts and consolidated 
accounts or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our 
opinion about the annual accounts and consolidated accounts. 
Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up 
to the date of our auditor’s report. However, future events 
or conditions may cause a company and a group to cease to 
continue as a going concern.

•  Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of 
the annual accounts and consolidated accounts, including the 
disclosures, and whether the annual accounts and consolidat-
ed accounts represent the underlying transactions and events 
in a manner that achieves fair presentation.

•  Obtain sufficient and appropriate audit evidence regarding 
the financial information of the entities or business activities 
within the group to express an opinion on the consolidated 
accounts. We are responsible for the direction, supervision and 
performance of the group audit. We remain solely responsible 
for our opinions. 

Responsibilities of the Board of Directors and the 
Managing Director
The Board of Directors is responsible for the proposal for ap-
propriations of the company’s profit or loss. At the proposal of a 
dividend, this includes an assessment of whether the dividend is 
justifiable considering the requirements which the company’s and 
the group’s type of operations, size and risks place on the size 
of the parent company’s and the group’s equity, consolidation 
requirements, liquidity and position in general.

The Board of Directors is responsible for the company’s 
organization and the administration of the company’s affairs. 
This includes among other things continuous assessment of the 
company’s and the group’s financial situation and ensuring that 
the company’s organization is designed so that the accounting, 
management of assets and the company’s financial affairs other-
wise are controlled in a reassuring manner. The Managing Director 
shall manage the ongoing administration according to the Board 
of Directors’ guidelines and instructions and among other matters 
take measures that are necessary to fulfill the company’s ac-
counting in accordance with law and handle the management of 
assets in a reassuring manner.

Report on other legal and regulatory requirements  
Opinions
In addition to our audit of the annual accounts and consolidated 
accounts, we have also audited the administration of the Board of 
Directors and the Managing Director of Cabonline Group Holding 
AB (publ) for the year 2018 and the proposed appropriations of 
the company’s profit or loss.

We recommend to the general assembly of shareholders that 
the profit be appropriated in accordance with the proposal in the 
statutory administration report and that the members of the 
Board of Directors and the Managing Director be discharged from 
liability for the financial year.

Basis for opinions
We conducted the audit in accordance with generally accepted 
auditing standards in Sweden. Our responsibilities under those 
standards are further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities 
section. We are independent of the parent company and the 
group in accordance with professional ethics for accountants in 
Sweden and have otherwise fulfilled our ethical responsibilities in 
accordance with these requirements.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is suffi-
cient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinions.
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ations of the company’s profit or loss is based primarily on the 
audit of the accounts. Additional audit procedures performed are 
based on our professional judgment with starting point in risk and 
materiality. This means that we focus the examination on such 
actions, areas and relationships that are material for the opera-
tions and where deviations and violations would have particular 
importance for the company’s situation. We examine and test 
decisions undertaken, support for decisions, actions taken and 
other circumstances that are relevant to our opinion concerning 
discharge from liability. As a basis for our opinion on the Board 
of Directors’ proposed appropriations of the company’s profit or 
loss we examined whether the proposal is in accordance with the 
Companies Act.

Ernst & Young AB, Box 7850, 103 99 Stockholm, was appoint-
ed auditor of Cabonline Group Holding AB (publ) by the general 
assembly of the shareholders on April 18th, 2018, and has been 
the company’s auditor since June 21st, 2016.

Stockholm, April 3rd, 2019 
Ernst & Young AB

Alexander Hagberg
Authorized Public Accountant

Auditor’s responsibility
Our objective concerning the audit of the administration, and 
thereby our opinion about discharge from liability, is to obtain 
audit evidence to assess with a reasonable degree of assurance 
whether any member of the Board of Directors or the Managing 
Director in any material respect:

•  has undertaken any action or been guilty of any omission 
which can give rise to liability to the company, or

•  in any other way has acted in contravention of the Companies 
Act, the Annual Accounts Act or the Articles of Association.

Our objective concerning the audit of the proposed appropriations 
of the company’s profit or loss, and thereby our opinion about 
this, is to assess with reasonable degree of assurance whether 
the proposal is in accordance with the Companies Act.

Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a 
guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with generally 
accepted auditing standards in Sweden will always detect actions 
or omissions that can give rise to liability to the company, or that 
the proposed appropriations of the company’s profit or loss are 
not in accordance with the Companies Act.

As part of an audit in accordance with generally accepted 
auditing standards in Sweden, we exercise professional judgment 
and maintain professional scepticism throughout the audit. The 
examination of the administration and the proposed appropri-
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Operating margin %

SEK M 2018 2017 2016

Revenue 6,216.8 5,967.7 5,914.9
Operating profit/loss –121.5 50.8 20.9
Operating margin % –2.0% 0.9% 0.4%

Organic revenue growth

SEK M 2018 2017 2016

Revenue 6,216.8 5,967.7
Acquired revenue –427.0 –315.0
Currency effect of 
translation of the 
comparative period’s 
exchange rate –37.2 –11.5
Organic revenue 5,752.9 5,641.2
Revenue in the  
comparative period 5,967.7 5,914.9
Organic growth, % –3.6% –4.6%

Adjusted EBITDA, %

SEK M 2018 2017 2016

Operating profit/loss –121.5 50.8 20.9
- Depreciation of 
non-current assets 91.1 83.0 56.3

- Amortisation of surplus 
value from acquisitions 131.7 116.2 118.8

-Impairment of goodwill 151.8 0.0 0.0
- Items affecting  
comparability 77.0 51.3 55.9

Adjusted EBITDA 330.2 301.3 251.8

Revenue 6,216.8 5,967.7 5,914.9
EBITDA margin before 
items affecting  
comparability, % 5.3% 5.0% 4.3%

Adjusted EBITA, %

SEK M 2018 2017 2016

Operating profit/loss –121.5 50.8 20.9

- Amortisation of surplus 
value from acquisitions 131.7 116.2 118.8

-Impairment of goodwill 151.8 0.0 0.0
- Items affecting  
comparability 77.0 51.3 55.9

Adjusted EBITA 239.0 218.2 195.5

Revenue 6,216.8 5,967.7 5,914.9
EBITA margin before 
items affecting  
comparability, % 3.8% 3.7% 3.3%

EBITDA margin, %

SEK M 2018 2017 2016

Operating profit/loss –121.5 50.8 20.9
- Depreciation of 
non-current assets 91.1 83.0 56.3

- Amortisation of surplus 
value from acquisitions 131.7 116.2 118.8

-Impairment of goodwill 151.8 0.0 0.0
EBITDA 253.2 249.9 196.0

Revenue 6,216.8 5,967.7 5,914.9
EBITDA margin before 
items affecting  
comparability, % 4.1% 4.2% 3.3%

Reconciliation of alternative  
performance measures

Items affecting comparability

SEK M 2018 2017 2016

Adjusted EBITDA 330.2 301.3 251.8
Adjusted EBITA 239.0 218.2 195.5
H.I.G Capital – strategic 
consultancy –18.0 –15.9 –16.7
Acquisition-related costs –5.3 –9.8 –2.2
Financing-related costs 0.0 –4.0 –0.6
Preparations for  
ownership changes –28.4 0.0 0.0
Re-profiling –4.6 –1.3 –12.7
Restructuring –14.8 –17.0 –16.0
Other –5.8 –3.4 –7.6
Total items affecting 
comparability –77.0 –51.3 –55.9
EBITDA 253.2 249.9 196.0
EBITA 162.0 166.9 139.7

Items affecting comparability in 2016 have been reduced by MSEK 
21 due to a changed definition compared with previous annual reports.

EBITA margin, %

SEK M 2018 2017 2016

Operating profit/loss –121.5 50.8 20.9
- Amortisation of surplus 
value from acquisitions 131.7 116.2 118.8

-Impairment of goodwill 151.8 0.0 0.0
EBITA 162.0 166.9 139.7

Revenue 6,216.8 5,967.7 5,914.9
EBITA margin before 
items affecting  
comparability, % 2.6% 2.8% 2.4%
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Net result for the period per share excl.  
amortisation of surplus value

SEK M 2018 2017 2016

Net loss for the period –213.7 –73.0 –75.6
- Amortisation of surplus 
value from acquisitions 131.7 116.2 118.8

-Impairment of goodwill 151.8
Net result for the 
period excl. amortisa-
tion and impairment 
of surplus value and 
goodwill 69.9 43.2 43.2

Number of common 
shares 35,556,850 35,556,850 35,556,850

Cost of preference 
shares outstanding 320.0 320.0 320.0
The period’s interest 
expense, preference 
shares, 15% –48.0 –48.0 –48.0
Net profit for the year 
less yield on preference 
shares 21.9 –4.8 –4.8
Earnings per share 
excl. amortisation and 
impairment of surplus 
value and goodwill, 
before dilution, SEK 0.61 –0.14 –0.14
Earnings per share 
excl. amortisation and 
impairment of surplus 
value and goodwill, 
after dilution, SEK 0.61 –0.14 –0.14

Cash flow generation, rolling 12-month basis,  
excl. items affecting comparability

SEK M 2018 2017 2016

Adjusted EBITDA, rolling 
12 months 330.2 301.3 251.8
-  Investments (CAPEX), 

rolling 12 months –45.2 –58.9 –77.7
- Payment of financial 
leases, rolling 12 
months –39.7 –28.8 –11.2

Cash flow generation, 
rolling 12-month 
basis, excl. items af-
fecting comparability 245.3 213.5 163.0

Adjusted EBITDA, incl. 
payment of financial 
leases, rolling 12 months 290.4 272.4 240.7
Cash flow generation, 
rolling 12 months, % 84.4% 78.4% 67.7%

Net debt/equity ratio

SEK M 2018 2017 2016

Cash and cash  
equivalents 85.3 90.5 112.6
Current interest-bearing 
receivables 20.3 0.0
Non-current inter-
est-bearing liabilities 1,606.6 1,592.6 1,315.8
Current interest-bearing 
liabilities 72.7 47.2 36.7
Net liabilities 1,573.7 1,549.3 1,239.8

Rolling 12 months

SEK M 2018 2017 2016

Operating profit/loss –121.5 50.8 20.9
- Depreciation of 
non-current assets 91.1 83.0 56.3

- Amortisation of surplus 
value from acquisitions 131.7 116.2 118.8

-Impairment of goodwill 151.8
- Items affecting  
comparability 77.0 51.3 55.9

Adjusted EBITDA 330.2 301.3 251.8

Net debt/equity ratio 4.8 5.1 4.9

Net result for the period excl. amortisation of surplus value

SEK M 2018 2017 2016

Net loss for the period –213.7 –73.0 –75.6
- Amortisation of surplus 
value from acquisitions 131.7 116.2 118.8

-Impairment of goodwill 151.8 0.0 0.0

Net result for the 
period excl. amortisa-
tion and impairment of 
surplus value 69.9 43.2 43.2

Revenue 6,216.8 5,967.7 5,914.9
Net result for the 
period excl. amortisa-
tion and impairment of 
surplus value, margin 1.1% 0.7% 0.7%
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Net liabilities
Cash and cash equivalents and interest-bearing receivables less 
interest-bearing liabilities. 

Net indebtedness/EBITDA before items affecting  
comparability, rolling 12-month basis, multiple
Net debt in relation to rolling 12 months adjusted EBITDA. 

Number of employees
Average number of employees during the period.

Operating profit
Result before financial items and taxes.

Operating result margin, % (operating margin) 
Result before financial items and taxes as a percentage of  
revenue.

Organic growth
Revenue during the period recognised at constant exchange 
rates in relation to the comparative period less revenue in  
acquired companies that were not included in revenue recognised 
in the comparative period. 

Purchased transport costs
Costs for transport services purchased from suppliers or  
externally connected transporters.

Result before taxes
Result after financial items. 

Result excluding amortisation of surplus value
Net result for the period following reversal of amortisation and 
impairment losses attributable to business combinations.

Revenue
Transport revenue, Contract revenue and Other revenue.

Working capital
Total current assets according to the consolidated balance sheet 
less total current liabilities according to the consolidated balance 
sheet; i.e. the calculation of working capital includes cash and 
cash equivalents in current assets and current liabilities include 
current interest-bearing liabilities.

Alternative performance measures – APMs
Information concerning the company’s alternative performance 
measures is provided under the heading Reconciliation of alterna-
tive performance measures on page 97–98

Cash flow generation, rolling 12-month basis, adjusted for 
items affecting comparability
Rolling 12 months adjusted EBITDA less CAPEX and financial 
leasing payments divided by rolling 12 months adjusted EBITDA. 

Earnings per share
Net after-tax result for the period plus additional interest 
expense/dividend on preference shares divided by the number of 
shares outstanding. 

EBITDA 
Operating result before depreciation/amortisation and impair-
ment losses.

Adjusted EBITDA
EBITDA before depreciation, amortisation, impairment and items 
affecting comparability.

Adjusted EBITDA, %
Operating result before depreciation, amortisation, impairment 
and items affecting comparability as a percentage of revenue.

Adjusted EBITA
Operating result before depreciation, amortisation, impairment 
of surplus value attributable to business combinations, and items 
affecting comparability.

Adjusted EBITA, %
Operating result before depreciation, amortisation, impairment 
of surplus value attributable to business combinations, and items 
affecting comparability as a percentage of revenue.

EBITDA margin, %
Operating result before depreciation/amortisation and impair-
ment losses as a percentage of revenue.

EBITA margin, %
Operating result before amortisation and impairment of surplus 
value attributable to business combinations as a percentage of 
revenue.

Investments (CAPEX)
Investment in tangible and intangible assets according to the 
consolidated statement of cash flows.
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